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Abstract 

Paddling with the Ancestors 
Eddem' Perspectives on eoribou skh qajaq 

construction and use. 

The Harvaqtuurmiut have used the caribou skin qajaq shce 

t b e  immemonal, its sleek bow and elegant design splining the 

waves of inland waterways in an eEost to harvest caribou, fish and 

birds. By renning and developing the qajaq over couatless years, 

the Harvaqtudut have developed a device which has ailowed 

them to survive in a continually challenging environment. The 

geographic location of the Harvaqtuurmiut has led them to create 

an original qajaq style and shape. in tum making it a unique part of 

Baker Lake culture. 

This thesis wiU illustrate the historicai and contemporary 

importance of the caribou skia qajaq to the Harvaqtuumiiut, as 

seen in the care. time and belief entailed in its creation and use. By 

focusing prixnarily on the oral historical accounts of Elders this 

report will show how the Baker Lake community uses traditional 

qajaq knowledge to maintain or reintroduce tnditional cultural 

practices. By applying the concepts associated with qajaq 

construction and use, which combines the analysis of social, 

culturai and spiritual components. this project WU illustrate the 

potential benefits to Inuit and Non-Inuit communities aüke. More 

specifically. this thesis WU be of value to Aboriginal and Inuit 

groups. agencies. bands and cultural centres intercsted in restoring 



traditional values and beliefs and in strengthening Aboriginal 

identity . 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

The central Canadian Arctic is a continually chaiienging 

environment; a place where access to everyday necessities such as 

food, shelter and clothing is predicated on an unquestionable 

respect for the land and water (Alerk, Kingilik, Pjliaq, Taipanak, 

T i a a q ,  Tunguaq and Webster quoted in Charlebois 1998). The 

Qamanittuaqmiut (huit who iive in Baker Lake). who traditionally 

lîved throughout the Keewatin district, have been able to exist and 

flourish because of their skilI, knowledge and understanding of 

their surroundings (Hoffman 1976. p.69). As a direct result of this 

environmental awareness, the Elders, who were consulted for this 

research project and who now live in Baker Lake (Qamanittuaq). 

have observed or paaicipated in the development and use of a wide 

variety of instnunents and techniques in an effort to harvest Arctic 

resources. One of the most important and successhil histoncal 

instruments ever witnessed or used by these people is the caribou 

skin qajaq. 

The EIders suggested that prior to the 1960s the caribou 

sIM qajaq played an extremely important role within "~&bou 

Inuit" social and culturai life. Its light weight and superb 

maneuverability united the Inuit with the water, with the animals 

and with their neighbors. The caribou skin qajaq supplied the 

hunter with a craft to spear migrating caribou while they were 



passing through inland lakes and rivers, the time when they were 

most vulnerable. The caribou skin qajaq would also be used by the 

hunter to catch fish and moultiag birds (Arima 1975, p. 147- 153; 

Birket-Smith 1929, p. 1 10- 1 1 1 ; Boas 1972, p.93-94; Jemess 1993, 

pA 1 1; Nelson 1975, p.306; Roberts Br Shackelton 1983, p. 133, 

138-139; Symington 1965, p.50; Tyrrell 1897, p. 167). 

Traditional caribou skin qajaq construction and use was, 

and stiU is, an extremely important aspect of Qamanittuaqmiut 

identity. By recordhg the oral history of Baker Lake Elders, who 

possess a wealth of information relating to this subject, 1 have 

aided the community in its efforts to preserve oral traditional 

information which might have otherwise been lost. It is my hope, 

as weil as the hope of other researchers such as Hattie Mannik 

(1993, 1998) and Eugene Arima (1975), that this material WU not 

oniy be beneficial to me, but also be of value to Aboriginal groups, 

agencies, bands and cultural centres interested in restoring 

traditionai values and beliefs in order to strengthen Aboriginal 

identity. 

1.2 mirpose of the Investigation 

The purpose of this investigation was to examine the 

contemporary significance of the qajaq in Baker M e  Inuit identity 

and to critique the academic context of caribou skin qajaqs. By 

fixusing primarily on oral historical documentation this study has 

addressed how the present Baker Lake population perceive and 



relate to traditional caribou skin qajaq laiowledge within a social, 

spiritual and cultural context. 

1.3 Objectives of the investigation 

My overall research objectives are: 

a) to aid the community of Baker Lake in its attempts to record and 

preserve the oral accounts of Elders in regards to caribou skin 

qajaq construction and use, 

b) to identify and survey the members of the Qamanimiaqmiut 

population who are interested in maintainhg traditional caribou 

skin qajaq knowledge as a way of regaining or strengthening Inuit 

identiîy, and 

C) to examine the pressures which promote the idea of 

"standardizatiod' of qajaq design and use and in turn inhibit the 

reinuoduction or maintenance of traditional knowledge. 

1.4 Justification for the Investigation 

Baker Lake is a unigue community which consists of nine 

distinct "Caribou huit" groups which have inhabited the Keewatin 

district since time immemorial. The opportunity to interact directly 

with people who have used, or seea people use, caribou skin qajaqs 

to huai or fish is much greater in Baker Lake than in many other 

Inuit co~mULLities within the Canadian Arctic. During my research 

the community had access to the knowledge of one hundred people 

over the age of skty. Although dl of these people are not 



recognized as "True ~lders'" many of them are stiü very 

knowledgable. It was through the "True Elders" that I was able to 

coUect original, non-published information pertaining to caribou 

skin qajaq construction and use. Also, since many of the Elders 

that 1 worked with are much older than sùty  it was a pnority of 

this cesearcher, as well as the Baker Lake Inuit Heritage Centre, to 

record and preserve any of their personal oral accounts. 

With the continual growth of environmental problems and 

increased interest in eco-tourism, Western culture has grasped at 

environmentally fnendly ways to enjoy nature. The qajaq has been 

adopted by many people as a way to experience the outdoors 

without damaging an already battered world. However, 

contemporary qajaq construction companies such as Dagger and 

Perception, to name a few, are making millions of dollars fiom an 

Inuit technology while very Little credit, if any, has been given to 

For the sake of cl- 1 must examine the t em "Elder" within a 
Baker Lake coutex, Wàen asked how m y  Elders lived in Baker 
Lake, David Webster stated that there were 100 people over the 
age of 60 living in tbe cornmunity. However, he was quick to 
suggest that there exists a local definition of an Elder. According to 
David, the major ciifference between an elderly person and an Elder 
was broken down to one question: Who lïved on the land? David 
explaioed that there were many older people who lived in the 
community but most of them have spent the rnajority of th-eir lives 
in Baker Lake. Only a few people like Tiktaalaaq, Piryuaq and 
Tunguaq have lived on the land for the majority of their lives. The 
role of Elders within the Baker Lake community in regards to the 
reintroduction and maintenance of traditional knowledge wiil be 
examïned in greater detail later. 

It is uncertain who created this definition. It would be either 
David Webster's own interpretation of what an Elder is or a 
definition held by the entire community, including the Hamlet 
office and Elders' Council. 



those people who originaily developed and used the qajaq (Ernerk 

1998, p.Ag). 

Researcher, Eugene Arima, has carefully focused on the 

construction of a caribou skin qajaq in his 1975 publication "A 

Contextual Study Of The Caribou Eskuno Kayak." Within this 

text, Arima provided indepth, stepby-step instructions on how to 

buiid a "naditionai" Harvaqtuurmiut caribou skin qajaq. He also 

provided idormation which wove the qajaq into the histoncal, 

ecologïcai, social and ideational aspects of Baker Lake Inuit Me. 

My study is designeci to complement Arima's shidy by 

addressing questions that deal with the role of the caribou skin 

qajaq within a Baker Lake Inuit worid view. Also, since 1966, 

when Arima undertook fieldwork in Baker Lake, much has 

changed Many of the people who had traditional caribou skin 

qajaq knowledge have passed away and the concern that important 

Inuit cultural information will be lost forever is great. 

1.5 Parameters of the Investigation 

This thesis includes information based on the oral accounts 

of six Baker Lake Elders and one non-Inuk man by the name of 

David Webster. David's experience and knowiedge relating to the 

Elders and local Inuit oral and material culture is acknowledged 

and respected by members of the community. 

The time periods which have been explored during this 

study have been determined by the memories, experiences and 

stories of those people interviewed. The interviews were held 



between June 16, 1998 and July 2, 1998. Valuable pictonai, oral 

accounts, video and written materials have been collected from the 

Hudson's Bay Company Achives, the Baker Lake Inuit Hecitage 

Centre and the Inuit Broadcasting Corporation. The majority of this 

information was used outside of this thesis in an attempt to gain a 

better understanding of h u i t  and Euopean life in the central 

Canadian Arctic. Some of the information has been incorporated 

into this work. 

1.6 Iimitations of the Investigation 

This research projet bas been greatiy affectai by cultural 

limitations such as language, gender and my necessarily limited 

understanding of Qamanittuaqmiut culture. Firstiy, although the 

majority of the population of Baker Lake speak Engkh, the Eldea 

that 1 worked with spoke only Inuktitut. This could have posed a 

serious problem if it were not for Sam ItkiWr, a nsident of Baker 

Lake, who is fluent in both English and Inuktitut. This made the 

job much easier. h should also be noted that Jirnmy Taipanak, Sam 

Itkilik and the other Elders came fiom different geographical Inuit 

groups and although they now iive in the same community, there 

were still obvious differences in word use and definition. Also, 

many of the words which were used in response to my interview 

questions were old ternis which Sam was unable to confidently 

translate or comprehend. There is no doubt in my mind that 

important information was lost in the translations. 



Secondly, as a male researcher, 1 had to maintain seasitivity 

to the fact that much of the traditional caribou skin qajaq 

knowledge was held by women. Although my gender did not seem 

to interfere with my interviews 1 am unable to definitely Say that it 

did not effcft the women's responses. 

Two other limitations that 1 faced as a researcher are the 

Location of the community and funding- These two obstacles are, in 

rny opinion, the most difncult to avoid and, in practical t e m ,  the 

most important to overcome. The amount of time that 1 was able io 

spend in the comrnunity of Baker Lake was Limited to only five 

weeks. 

By working with the Baker Lake Inuit Heritage Centre 1 

was able to interact with six community Elders who possed 

knowledge relating to the creation and use of the caribou skin 

qajaq. During this time 1 was able to record, and later reflect upon, 

their o d  accounts and successfully address my research 

objectives. 



Chapter Two: Meüiodology and Method 

2.1 Methodology 

Oral history is a modern research technique for 
preserving knowledge of historical events as recounted 
by participants. It involves the tape recording of an 
interview with a knowledgeable person, someone 
who knows whereof he or she speaks fiom personal 
participation or observation, about a subject of 
historical interest 

(Baum 1977, p.5) 

In this study, 1 used an oral-historical reseatch 

methodology to gather descriptions of traditional caribou skui 

qajaq construction and use by the Qamanittuaqmiut. This 

methodology was chosen because it ailowd me to aid the 

community in its attempts to explore and preserve valuable oral 

traditional knowledge before it was Iost. This methodology was 

also selected as a way to examine unique personal accounts and to 

build upon previous academic caribou skin qajaq studies. 

2.2 Examination of Oral Historical Research 

Histoncally, Aboriginal peoples of North Amerka have 

used complex oral accounts to educate and explain important 

historical and culnual events. Although certain cultural 

components, such as songs, geograpbicai information and group 

discussions were sometimes recorded on pieces of bark or hide, the 

majonty of the idonnacion was passed h m  person to person 

ihrwgh personal experience, story or myth (Crowe 1992, p.28-29, 



3 1 ; Cruikshank 1989, p.25-26,29-30; FienupRiordan 1994, p.205- 

220; Hart 1995, p.3-5; Mannik 1998; Schenck 1996, p.242-243; 

Webster 1998, p.4; Wuttunee 1996). 

However, it has been suggested in the writtings of Anma 

(1976), Brown & Viberrt (1996), Cruikshank (1990) and Henige 

(1982) that in many instances these oral histoncal accounts have 

been iinjustly subjected to intense examination and scrutiny by 

academics who question the reiiability and accuracy of oral 

accounts and continuaiiy compare them to the "legitimacy" of 

European based written sources. Arima, in his 1976 article "An 

Assessrnent of the Reliability of Informant R e d 1  ," strongly 

supports the use of oral historical research and strongly believes in 

the accountability of an individual's memory in relation to 

accurately explaining historicai events. An example which shows 

how oral account are dismissed by some academics can be found in 

Henige's 1982 text Oral Historiography. 

1 cannot attach to oral traditions any historical value 
whatsoever under any conditions whatsoever. 

(Lowie quoted in Henige 1982, p.7). 

This Eurocentric bias, in my opinion, maintains the idea 

that oral historical accounts fkom AboriginaI peoples cannbt be as 

tmthful as written accounts. The implication is that Aboriginal 

p p l e s  of the Americas could not have sufcessfdly recorded their 

own history prior to the arriva1 of European explorers. 



1 strongly believe, as do other researchers such as Arima 

(1976), Cruikshank (1990), Hart (1995), Riewe (199 1 ), Vansina 

(1985) and Wuthuiee (1997) that oral accounts add to the depth 

and clarity of a topic; it is through these songs, stories. and myths 

that a researcher is able to see the faces within history, rather than 

merely the "facts." 

An example which clearly shows the ability of Aboriginal 

peoples to maintain and record important cultural information cm 

be found within Theresa Schenck's article 'WWilliam W. Warren's 

History of the Ojibway People: Tradition, History, and Context." 

Schenck explores one man's attempt in the late 1840's and early 

1850's to blend traditional orai Ojibway practices with that of a 

written European style. Since Warren was haif Ojibway, he 

strongly felt that he was qualifie& more so tbau non-Aboriginal 

missionaries and travelers, to explore and record Ojibway life. 

Warren's intention was to record and preserve important cultural 

components by listening to the stories and experiences of Ojibway 

Elders (Schenck 1996, p.244-245). Warren states that his snidy was 

an ... 
account of the principal events which have occurred to the 
Ojibway within the past five centuries, as obtained fiom 
the Lips of their old men and chiefs who are the repositories 
of the traditions of the tribe. 

(Warren quoted in Schenck 1996. p.243) 

During the 1840s and early 1850s, accounts about 

Aboriginal peoples were shrouded in European bias, ethnocentrism 

and stereotypical image. Missionaries, traders and explorers 



witnessed and recordeci Ojibway practices but were unable, or 

unwilling, to tmly understand what they saw and heard (Larocque 

1988, p. 199-203). Warren's work is unique because it is an early 

account of Ojibway Me written by a man who saw himself as 

Ojibway. His insights into Ojibway culture clanfies, expands upon 

and discredits many of the earlier European observations of his 

people (Schenck 1996, p.243-245). Warren was aware that during 

his attempt to create an honest description of Ojibway culture he 

would encounter many exaggerated or fictitious stories. To avoid 

the possibility of recording inaccurate information Warren saw the 

need to work with many people from several different 

commmities. This newspaper article, which is fiom the Minnesota 

Democrat, 1 1 February 185 1, explains how William Warren 

conduc ted his research. 

Ih order to arrive at the tmth of a fact obtained of an 
Indian, respecthg their past history, a person must go nom 
one old man to another of different viiiages or sections of 
the tribe, and obtain the version of each: if they all agree 
in the main fact, even if they disagree in the details, you can 
then be certain that the circumstances had happened and 
that the tale has a substantial origin. 

(Minnesota Democrat, 1 1 Febniary 
185 1, quoted in Schenck 1996, 
p.245) 

Warren promotes the idea that his style of information 

gathering is more iikely to be successful, in terms of accuracy, thaa 

that of other ethnographie reports which were conducted by 



European representatives, such as rnissionaries and traders. 

However, Schenck suggests that Warren strays from his previous 

research methods and relies heavily on his  own interpretations of 

Ojibway culture. It is important to remember that Warren is only 

half Ojibway and that he spent several years with his non- 

Aboriginal father. It is possible that while in his father's care 

Warren adopted many of the racist, biased attitudes that non- 

Aboriginal peoples had towards Aboriginal populations. Schenck 

gives examples of how Warren's choice of word and thought place 

him in a position of superionty over tris Ojibway relatives. 

They are a fast-disappearing "red race of North America" 
The bones of their ancestors are sprinkled through soi1 
on which our homesteads are now erected. We owe 
them sympathy and attention now, before their 
traditions fa into total oblivion. 

(Warren quoted in Schenck 1996, p.245) 

In a time when Aboriginal peoples are attempting to 

reclaim their cultural identity, such historic works as William 

Warren's "History of the Ojibway People" affect the ways in which 

Ojibway people perceive themselves. Schenck agrees that Warren's 

accounts are extremely valuable and helpful. However, she feels 

that his work should not be taken at face value; rather it should be 

subjected to cntical re£iection and interpretation in order to create 

as valid and honest an understanding of Ojibway life as possible. It 

must be remembered that, as with any other researcher, historical 

or contemporaxy, Warren's understanding of the world was 



determined by his own life expenences. These experiences, which 

blended European and Ojibway thought, greatly affecteci the ways 

in which he perceiveci the Ojibway people. Schenck strongly 

suggests that the reader look at these accounts in a critical way 

keeping in mind that Warren's own interpretations are present 

(Schenck 1996, p.254-255). 

Schenck uses Warren's written accounts in her attempt to 

reveal the powerfiil position in which researchers can lïnd 

themselves. She shows that the ramifications of a researcher' s 

actions, in this case the recording of historical Ojibway Me, can 

have a major effect in determining the direction in which a culture 

travels. Slight modifications to a researcher's observations, which 

may be seen as insignificant at the time and which may be done 

consciously or unconsiously, can have a major detrimental impact 

when determining the reliability of the source. At times, it may be 

impossible for the reseaccher to be aware of the results of his or her 

actions. William Warren probably never thought that his works 

would be used by contemporary Ojibway peoples as an educational 

written account; an account which is seen to contain "accurate 

traditionai" information. If he had been aware of the future of his 

book he might have recorded the accounts of the Elders in greater 

detail and made an attempt at suppressing his own interpretations. 

After conducting my fieldwork and attempting to compile 

and organize the information for this thesis 1 can relate to Wamn's 

personai challenges when working with the Ojibway. In his attempt 

to record historical information, very much like my attempt to 

record the knowledge of Baker Laice Elciers, Warren placed himself 



in the margins of historical practice. This margin, which 

encompassed a written oral history, could easily be seen as an 

oxymoron. However, it is interesting to note that over a cen- 

later 1 was faced with many of the same challenges. 

Warren's research techniques clearly show that oral 

historicai research cm play a c n t i d  role in the collection and 

preservation of Abonginal culture. It is interesting to note that 

although European scholars viewed Warren's "interview" 

techniques as a new method of re~eafch, these techniques had been 

practiced among the Ojibway people for millenia 

In the 1940s, a man by the name of Man Nevins designed 

aud began to implement new ways in which European scholars 

could conduct interviews. With significant advancements in audio 

technology, Nevins felt that historians could use tape-recorders to 

collect and preserve important oral historical accounts. With an 

increase in demand by scholars for these new interview techniques 

and the desire to develop and promote his oral historical research, 

Nevins established the Oral History Research office at Columbia 

University. During this tirne, Nevins' primary goal ' kas  to 

interview prominent Americans about their role in and 

observations on American history and life." Nevhs hoped to 

record valuable information which he thought was being lost at an 

aiannUig rate due to technological advancements such as the 

telephone (Neuensc hwander 1975, p-7-8). 

Neuenschwander suggests in his 1975 text Oral History As 

A Teaching Apprmd,  that by the mid-l%Os the public and 

academic demand for skills relatùig to oral bistoncal research had 



become so large that a national organization was founded to 

promote and develop the interview technique. In addition to the 

creation of this national organization, Neuenschwander states that 

it was at this time that a noticeable shift twk place in the types of 

people king sought after by historians to be intervieweci. While 

university programs still focused theû oral historical research on 

prominent people, emerging projects began to seek out people of 

ethnic, minonty and regional cultural groups in order to gather oral 

historical idormation fkom a bbgrass roots" level (Neuenschwander 

1975, p. 8). 

Oral historical research blossomed fiom the 1940s to the 

1970s. Vansina suggests that this growth may be tied h t o  the fact 

that historians wanted to break away fiom the overly used and 

abused historical field and explore new areas of research. In other 

cases, Vansina states, it was simply a reflection of the times. 

History, like the third wodd, needed to be decolonïzed, to be 

allowed to grow and to incorporate ali avenues of knowledge, 

especialiy oral accounts (Vansina 1967, p.57-82). Whatever the 

m o n ,  scholars such as Arima, Cruikshank, Hart, Riewe and 

Vansina see that oral historical research is a valuable way to collect 

and preserve cultural information. 

Oral histoncal research can be, and has ken ,  applied to a 

broad range of areas within the social and physical sciences; for 

example, it is used in genealogical research, development in 

Aboriginal self-government, wildlife management and 

geographid research. By incorporating personai accowits, through 

direct or indirect experiences, a researcher is able to explore 



possible areas which may add or subtract credibility and clarity to a 

study (Epstein and Mendelsohn 1978, p. 1-1 1; Riewe 199 1, p.287- 

299; FienupRiordan 1994, p. 193-2 15). 

An example of how oral traditional environmental 

knowledge aids geographical research can be found in Marc G. 

Stevenson's 1996 article "hdigenous Knowledge in Environmental 

Assessment." Stevenson discusses how federal environmental 

guideiines require developers to consider the "traditionai 

knowledge" of Aboriginal peoples in an effort to better understand 

the effects of environmental, economic and social change withui 

northem projects. By using indigenous knowledge, companies such 

as BHP Diamonds Inc. at Lac de Gram in the Northwest 

Tenitories have gained increaseci understanding of how diamond 

mining would negatively affect the northem environment By 

incorporating this in-depth traditional knowledge about the land, 

water and air, Aboriginal people have aided in the development of 

muiing projects which have lessened the effects of mining on the 

land and communities of the area (Stevenson 1996, p. 278,284- 

285). 

2.3 Methods 

In order to gain historical information relating to the 

creation and use of the caribou skin qajaq by the Caribou Inuit of 

the Keewatin district, 1 exarnined archival, museum and library 

materials However, 1 was quick to learn that these materials 

covered only a limited portion of the history peitaining to the 



caribou skin qajaq, Baker Lake and the diverse hui t  population 

which now live there- 

Under the direction of David Webster, the Manager of the 

Baker Lake Inuit Hentage Centre, members of the Baker Lake 

Elders Council, as well as local huit, 1 was able to conduct several 

interviews which added to this study. By strongly supporthg a 

collaborative based research method, which gave the community a 

loud and powerful voie  over the way in which materiai was 

gathered and the direction which this project took, 1 gained the 

respect and support of the community and was able to gain access 

to the experiences of those people who knew the most about the 

construction and use of caribou skin qajaqs, the Elders. By 

incorporating these interviews, I was able to give a place to 

Aboriginal opinion and to add testimony to work already done. As 

a result of this interaction 1 was abIe to gather "new" information 

pertaining to caribou skin qajaq production and use which might 

never have been recorded in an acaàemic setting. Also, by 

recording this information I have been able to heip the community 

in their efforts to preserve historicai Inuit Monnation for îùture 

generations. Since this project was collaborative b a s a  all of the 

information which was gathered was retunied to the community. 

Copies of the audio cassettes, which held the voices and stories of 

the Elders, photographs of the Elders, as well as "'tourist" 

p hotographs, a bound ''community" document, which contained a 

compilation of ail the interviews, consent f o m  and Elders 

photographs, as weii as my thesis were given to the Baker Lake 

Inuit Heritage Centre for public display and use. Individuaiiy 



bound "books," containing interviews and photographs, were given 

to each EIder which included only hisfher interview and the photos 

taken of himmer. It should be noted that the interviews were 

recorded on micro-audio cassettes but for the knefit  of the Inuit 

Heritage Centre they were transferred onto regular sized 60 minute 

cassettes. 

During these interviews 1 asked the participants if they had 

any personai stories, histoncal accounts, technical information, 

historical photographs or traditional knowledge which they felt was 

relevant to this study and should be preserved for future 

generations. Throughout my stay 1 worked closely with several 

Inuit Elders ranging in age nom 65 to the mid-90s. Their names 

were: Jimmy Taipanak' who originally came fiom the EUice 

(Inuktitut name is Kounayuk) and Perry River Area; Barnabas 

Piryuaq, a 72 year old Qairngnirmiut Elder who was born across 

from Q i u y a q  which is located near the Kazan River; Emily 

Alerk, a 66 year old Qairngnirmiut Elder who was born near 

Sugarloaf, just west of the mouth of the Kazan River; Ada 

Kingilik, a 65 year old Akilrnumi .. . 
'ut Elder who was born near 

Akiliniq but was brought up in the Akiliniq (Beverly Lake) area; 

David Tiktaaiaaq, a 74 year old Harvaqtuurmiut Elder who was 

born near Ittimniq, which is located on the Kazan River; and Luke 

Tunguaq, a 71 year old Harvaqtuunniut Elder who was also born 

on the Kazan River. ML Tunguaq, who bas a wealth of traditional 

'Jimmy Taipanak stated that he was bom before birth dates were 
recorded. His birth certificate stated that he was born in 1919 but 
Taipanak States that he was born earlier than that. 



knowledge pertaining to caribou skin qajaq construction and use, is 

recognized as an expert by the local Heritage Centre as well as the 

Museum of Civilization in Ottawa. 1 also interviewed David 

Webster who moved to Baker Lake in 1965 and has played an 

important role in the presemation and presentation of Inuit culture. 

He has been an active representative to federai and provincial 

govemental organizations in regards to huit cultural 

development. David was also the acting Editor for Inuhitut 

magazine. He is currently acting as the Manager of the Baker Lake 

Inuit Heritage Centre. 

The interviews were recorded in the homes of the 

participants, within the 'Elder's Room" which is located in the 

Inuit Heritage Centre or in the huit Broadcasting Corporation 

studio. The information which was shared during these interviews 

was recorded on a Sony micro-audio tape recorder and transcribed 

into English. My intention was to translate this information into 

Inuktitut but 1 was unable to do this because of financiai 

constraints. 

The Baker Lake Inuit Cultural Centre contains historical 

material, such as archaeological artifacts, caribou skin  qajaqs, 

maps, archival photographs, as weli as recorded oral accounts. 

Although the majority of this historical material was not - 

incorporated into my thesis it still played a valuable role in my 

understanding of the Elders' interviews. 

Documentaries from the National Fiim Board, as well as 

h m  the Netsilik Series and the Inuit Broadcasting Corporation 

have also been i n f o d y  used to increase my understauding of 



Baker Lake Inuit culture. in addition, 1 have dso gathered 

information fiom personal communications with people who have 

knowledge pertaining to caribou skin qajaq use and construction 

such as Dr. Harold ''Buster" Welch (Fresh Water Institute, 

University of Manitoba), Dr. Rick Riewe (Dept. of Zoology, 

University of Manitoba), Dr. Jillian Oakes (Dept. of Native 

Studies, University of Manitoba), David Webster (Manager of 

Baker Lake Inuit Heritage Centre, Baker Lake, NT), Andrew 

Stewart (Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, Ontario) and Kenneth 

Lister (Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, Ontario). 

Material h m  the foliowing archives and Libraries have 

been explored: 

Hudson's Bay Archives, Winnipeg, Manitoba; University of 

Manitoba Archives, Winnipeg, Manitoba; Da& Library, 

University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba; University of 

Winnipeg Library, Winnipeg, Manitoba; Centennial Public 

Library, Wiipeg, Manitoba; Pembina Trd Public Library, 

Winnipeg, Manitoba; Aboriginal Peoples Library, Winnipeg, 

Manitoba. 

Materials from the foilowing museums have been 

examineci: Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature, Winnipeg, 

Manitoba; Churchill Eskimo Museum, Churchill, Manitoba; 

Winnipeg Art Gallery, Winnipeg, Manitoba, as well as the Baker 

Lake Inuit Hexitage Centre, Baker Lake, N.T. 



2.4 Chapter Summary 

During my fieldwork an oral historîcal research method01ogy was 

used to gather information nom the Elders. By relying on a 

coilaborative relationship, which supported strong community 

voice and involvement, 1 was able to aid the commnunity in its 

efforts to record cultural information. This chapter also examines 

the historicai development of oral historical research. 



Chapter Thme: Baker Lake (Qamanittuaq) 

3.1 The Baker Lake Environment 

The comrnunity of Baker Lake, or Qamanittuaq as it is 

known by its huit population. is located 333 kilometers West of the 

Hudson Bay. approximately 1500 kilometers north of Winnipeg, 

Manitoba, and 266 kilometers south of the Arctic Circle. This 

community, which is situated in the Keewatin District, is 

recognized as the only inland Inuit settlement in the Nunavut 

Temtory. The community of Baker Lake sits adjacent to the lake 

from which it received its name. This lake, which is 100 kilometers 

long and 25 to 33 kilometers wide, receiives large volumes of water 

h m  two major rivers in the Keewatin District, the Kazan and the 

Thelon. The Kazan River aows northward from the northem 

Saskatchewan border for 850 kilometers to its opening at Baker 

Lake and then drains through Chesterfield Idet into Hudson Bay. 

The Thelon River flows east of Great Slave Lake and the northem 

Saskatchewan border for 900 kilometers across the Mackenzie and 

Keewatin districts and into Baker Lake and Chesterfield Inlet and 

then into the Hudson Bay. Both of these rivers play an extremely 

importaut role in the culturai development of the "Caribou Inuit." 

It is through these nvea that the large herds of migrating caribou 

cross in an effort to reach their calving and w i n t e ~ g  grounds 

(Beal 1968, P.205-207; Stevenson 1967, P. 1-3; Vallee 1967, p.7-8; 

NWT Data Book 1987, P. 104; Tagwna 199 1, P.20). 



Baker Lake is situated on flat tundra, 160 kilometers north 

of the treeline. Due to shallow soil, boggy ground and harsh 

weather the only trees which can be found in the surroundllig areas 

are dwarf wiiiows which r . 1 ~  exceed two feet in height . 

Permafrost also plays a major role in the difficult growing 

conditions. Poor drainage and fiozen ground make it difficult for 

plant life to grow and thrive. However, in the short 

surnmers, lichens, mosses and a variety of flowers grow 

exceedingly weil (Bûket-Smith 1933, p. 1 11-1 12; NWT Data Book 

1987, p.104, Stevenson 1967, p.1-3; Valiee 1967, p.7-8). 

Climatic conditions for the region coosist of long cold 

winters and shon cool summers. Temperatures range from -30 to - 
37 de- Celsius in January, to 5.6 to 15.7 degrees Celsius in 

July (NWT Data Book 1987. p.104). 

3.2 The "Caribou Inuit" 

"Caribou Inuit" are unique among Eskunoan societies, 

solely because of their complete dependency on an inland species, 

such as the Barren Ground Caribou (Rangifer t a r d u s  

groenldicus). Other inland species, such as fkshwater fish, birds 

and musk- ox were also important to the central Inuit, but Iheir role 

in everyday Life was not as crucial as the caribou. Birket-Smith 

(1929) suggests that the "Caribou Inuit" can be divided into five 

cuihrral groups': "'the Quemermiut, Harvaqtormiut, Hauneqtomiut, 

?t should be noted that the spelling used by Birket-Smith (1929). 
Vdee (1967) and Hofnnan (1976) to describe the "Caribou Inuit," 



the Interior Padlimiut and the Coastai Padlimi~t'~ (Birket-Smith, 

quoted in Vallee 1967, p.21). Vallee and Hoffman add to Birket- 

Smith's "Caribou Inuit" grouping by incorporating the 

Utkuhikhalingrniut and the Hailingnayolaniut (Hoffman 1976, 

p.69; V d e e  1967, p.2 1). However, the Elders' council of Baker 

Lake has actually clarifiecl the above reports and concluded that 

there are nine distinct Inuit groups which now live in the 

community of Baker Lake (See definition section). 

In Eugene Arima's 1994 article "Caribou and Igiuiik Inuit 

Kayaks," a suggestion has been made that it was not untii the Iater 

part of the 19& century that Caribou Inuit inhabited inland areas 

year round. Prior to this, Anma States, the caribou Inuit were very 

much coastal peoples, relying heavily on marine mammals such as 

whales and seai. He impiies that this geographical movement h m  

the coastal areas to the inland areas was the resdt of increased 

access to European supplies as a nsult of the whaling trade. Access 

to ammunition allowed Caribou Inuit to harvest inland migratory 

caribou with p a t e r  success throughout the year (Arima 1994, 

p.193-194). 

Vallee argues in his 1967 text, Kabloona and Eskirno in the 

Central Keewatitz, that this specific cuitural division of Inuit 

groups is necessary in order to disassemble the misleadhg generic 

term of "Caribou Eskimo." This phnise, "Caribou Eskimo," 

implies to the reader that each huit p u p ,  living in the Keewatin 

area, shared the same social and cultural components. Although 
- - 

as well as the areas in which they hunted and lived are different 
h m  those listed by the Elders of Baker Lake. 



th is  may be the case in many aspects, Vallee suggests that the 

Keewatin Inuit were extremely culturally diverse, having different 

languages, religious beliefs and social and cuiturai habits. 

However, archaeological evidence, in the form of tent rings, grave 

sites and bone artifacts found near Baker Lake impiies that the 

majority of Keewatin Inuit can trace their ongins to the Thule 

culture, which migrated into the Keewatin barren grounds 

approxùnately 1000 years ago (Beai 1968, p.49-5 1; Birket-Smith 

1929, p.5- 12, 127- 132; Hoffman 1976, p.69; NWT Data Book 

1987, p. 104; Vallee 1967, p.20-23). 

3.3 Early European Exploration of Chesterfield Inlet and Baker 

Lake 

It has k e n  stated in the text, A Country So Interesting: The 

Hudson's Bay Company and Two Centuries of Mapping, 1670- 

1870 (Ftuggles 199 1), that there were 

three main reasons why the Hudson's Bay Company wished to 

explore, map and occupy inland travel routes; these reasons were 

"the hope of drawing an increasing number of Indians from the 

northwest across to Churchill, the possibility of fmding ore and the 

general desire to be acquainted with the hinterland of the kctory" 

(Ruggles 199 1, p.42). This inland travel would hopefidly establish 

new Hudson's Bay Company posts, resuiting in extensive trade 

with inland Inuit groups. Fox fur, caribou meat and hides, as weU 

as copper were high on the Hudson's Bay Company list of 



potential trade goods (Heame 1958, p.2 13-2 15, S ymington 1965, 

p.43). 

As a result of tbis desire to establish new trade connections 

with inland Inuit groups, many Hudson's Bay Company ships were 

sent north fiom Fort Prince of Wales in the late 1740s, 1750s and 

early 1760s in an effort to tind watenvays into the northern interior. 

Aithough the desire to fïnd the North-West Passage was no longer 

the primary focus of the Company, the p s t  was still deeply 

devoted to northern slooping voyages. On July 13" 1762. the sloop 

Churchill. captained by William Christopher, and the cutter 

Strivewell, captained by Moses Norton, arrived at the area where 

the Thelon and Dubawnt Rivers empty into Baker Lake. It was at 

this time that t k y  namod the lake after Sir William Baker and his 

brother Richard Baker (Christopher 1762, HBCA B.42/a/S8; NWT 

Data Book 1987, p. 104; Stevenson 1967, p.2). 

Christopher and Norton continueci to explore Baker Lake 

until the 1 2 ~  of August. In totai, this expedition traveled two 

hundred and th* miles into Chesterfield Inlet. Neither captain 

made any observation which wouid suggest to the Hudson's Bay 

Company Committet that there was a water outlet which would 

allow a ship to travel fiutber to the west (Rich 1958, p. 628). On 

the 13" of August, both ships began their retum joumey to Foa 

Prince of Wales in order to report their findings. They arrived back 

at the Fort on August 26.1762 (HBCA £3.42/a/58). 

In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, American 

whalers wintered in the Hudson Bay where they traded goods with 

visiting Inuit groups h m  the Baker Lake area. Pnor to the amval 



of trade goods in this ana it was suggested that these Inuit groups 

rarely visited the Arctic Coast. In an attempt to gather whale oil, 

sperm oïl and baleen, American whalers became the fmt 

Europeans to estabiish informal "commercial contacts" with the 

Keewatin Inuit. Aithough the Hudson's Bay Company successfùlly 

traveled to Baker Lake as early as the eighteenth century, it was not 

until 1909 that the Company saw the potential benefits of trading 

with inland huit  groups (Bed 1968, p. 156- 159; NWT Data Book 

1987, p. 104; Stevenson 1967, p.2). 

With a .  increased demand for wbite fox furs, the Hudson's 

Bay Company officiaüy opened a permanent trading p s t  at Baker 

Lake in 1916. This post was situated on Okpiktooyuk Island on the 

south side of Baker Lake and adjacent to the mouth of the Kazan 

River. Independent trading posts, such as Revilion Freres 

Company, which also sought to gain profit fiom Inuit-supplied fox 

furs, were soon bought out by the Hudson's Bay Company. In 

1936, ai l  Hudson's Bay Company buildings were moved fiom 

Okpiktooyuk Island by dog team to the prestnt &y Baker Lake 

location. In 1927, Roman Catholic and Anglican missions were 

established in the Baker Lake area (Stevenson 1967, p. 1-3; Vallee 

1967, p.24-25). 

In the 1920s and early 1930s, an intensive and successful 

European trapping network was established in the Baker Lake area. 

With this system securely in place, increased numbers of 

Ewopeans migrated into the area to work and live. During this 

tirne, many smunding Inuit groups &O moved their settlements 

closer to the Baker Lake cornmunity in the hopes that they could 



trade their goods and obtah supplies. Seeing the possibility for 

problems, the RCMP installed a temporary unit in the community 

of Baker Lake in the early 1920s. It was not until 1938, however, 

that a permanent RCMP post was opened (Stevenson 1967, p.2; 

Vallee 1967; p.24). 

During the foilowïng twenty to twenty-five years, the 

community of Baker Lake continued to grow. With the arrivd of 

the Canadian military in 1946 and the introduction of project 

"Muskox,~' Me in Baker Lake changed dramaticaily. After the 

Second World War American paranoia of foreign invasion and 

Canadian concem for sovereignty increased. To remove these 

concems, military testing designed to see if Canadian forces could 

endure the difficult environmental conditions of the Arctic, began. 

Forty-six men and eleven snowmobiles traveled 5 0  kilometers 

from Churchill to Baker Lake, Perry River, Cambridge Bay, Fort 

Nelson and down to Grande Prairie, Alberta. As a result of 

operation ''Muskox" the community of Baker Lake received a 4000 

fwt airstrip and an air -c unît. Rior to this airstrip, al1 aircraft 

arriving at Baker Lake were equipped with floatation devices and 

landed on the lake. In 1948, the Meteorological Branch of the 

Department of Transport received control of the airstrip and 

adjoining tlight control buildings (Stevenson 1967, p.3; Vallee 

1967, p.25-26; Beal 1968, p.654; NWT Data Book 1987, p. 104). 

In the 1920s, Caribou Inuit populations in the Keewatin 

area were decimated by discase and starvation. These problems, 

which continued weil into the 1950s, caused many "Caribou Inuit" 

to move, or to be r e l d  by govemmental agencies to 



settlements such as Baker Lake, Gjoa Haven, Whale Cove, Rankin 

Inlet and Arviat. In order to rectify some of these problems the 

Department of National Heaith and Welfare built a four bedroom 

nursing station in the community. In 1957, the Federal Day School 

was built and in 1963 Baker Lake became the Keewatin 

headquarters for the RCMP (Stevenson 1967, p.3; Tagoona 1991, 

p.2û-29; Valïee 1967, p.49-58). 

During this t h e  the relationships between Inuit and 

European cultures became more intertwïned. Inuit populations 

were leaving th& traditionai ways of iife in order to 

take up residency within or near European cultural centers, such as 

Baker Lake. Although hunting and fishing remaineci an important 

part of Inuit life and identity, people began to nly more on foreign 

goods brought in fiom southem places. As a result of thïs new 

reliance a transition fkom a traditional Inuit economy, which 

promoted trade and the sharing of goods. to that of a western 

capitalist economic systern, which concentrated on the exchange of 

money for goods, took place. This change forced rnany Inuit into a 

position where they found themselves strugglhg for survival. 

Unemployment and govemment subsidies now played a major role 

in the development of Inuit identity and culture (NWT Data Book 

1987. p. 104; Vallee 1967, p.33-58). 

3.4 Chapter Summary 

The desire to expand into the central Arctic by the Hudson's Bay 

Company led to the development of the community of Baker Lake. 



As a resuIt of this foreign invasion Inuit populations began to rely 

heavily upon European goods and Inuit lifestyles began to change. 

Today the cormrunity of Baker Lake consists of nine distinct Inuit 

gr0"PS- 



Chapter Four: The Csribou and the People 

4.1 The Barren Ground Caribou and its Role Within Caribou Inuit 
Culture 

To [the inland Eskimo] the caribou occupies at 
least the same position as the seal and walnis to 
their kinsmen [the coastal Eskimo], or as the bison of 
the p s t  to the Plains Indians. The caribou is the pivot 
amund which al1 M e  turns, When it fails, the mechanïsm 
of cuiture cornes to a stop and hunger and coid are the 
consequence for the tribe which, relying upon it, have 
created an almost incredibly one-sided culture. And 
yetdhis culture is the o d y  one that has made these regions 
habitabIe. 

(Birket-Smith quoted in 
Syxnington 1965, p.69) 

Tradjtionaily, a hunter's job of providing food and shelter 

for his f d y  and community during the winter months was no 

easy task. Darkness, bitter cold temperatures and strong northern 

winds made obtaining resources on the land and water extremly 

difficult and bazardous. Summer, however, provideci hunters with 

longer, warmer days which thawed the sheets of impenetrable ice 

that had blanketed inland lakes and rivers during the winter 

months; hunters now had opportunities to use qajaqs. With a qajaq 

a hunter had access to an environment which teamed with'a variety 

of aquatic Iifc, migratory birds and caribou. For the well-prepared 

qajaq hunter it was a time of plenty, a t h e  to accumulate oïl, meat, 

hides and furs to earry his family and community through the 

following wïnter months. The qajaq also ailowed the hunter to 



acquire much sought afkr trade goods, such as caribou hirs, which 

he would Iater bring to the Hudson's Bay Company posts in 

exchange for such thhgs as ammunition, flour and sugar (Arima 

1975, p.175-179; Crowe 1992, p.58-59; PjYaq 1998; Roberts and 

Shackleton 1983, p.133; Symington 1965, p.32-36,5051). 

Ducks, geese, hares, fish, fox, musk-ox and ptarmigan also 

played an important role in the lives of the Inuit living in the 

central Canadian area, supplying them with food and skins for 

trade. However, no animal other than the Barren Ground Caribou 

could have supp1ied Aboriginal, and later European peoples, with 

the material needed to survive and thrive in the cold Canadian 

north, for oniy the caribou has unique hollowed hair which 

provided insulation agaiost the Arctic cold (Arima 1975, p. 179- 

18 1; Oakes & Riewe 1995, p. 18-20; Oakes, Wilkens, Riewe, 

Keker, & Forest 1995, p.83-84,89). 

During the months of September and October, the fur of the 

caribou is at the proper length to make clothing. Since caribou 

clothuig and fmtwear are essential for survival during the cold 

winter months, it is very important for peoples living in the Arctic 

to obtain large amounts of caribou skins (Heame 1958, p.213-215, 

S ymington 1965, p.43). 

Samuel Heame, through his observations during his 

Northexn Ocean joumey, origindy noted with the following 

statement. 

August 3 1''. 1770. 

The deer's hair being now of a proper length for clothing, 
it was necessary, according to the custom, to procure as 



many of their skins, while in season, as would make a 
suit of warm clothing for the Winter and as each grown 
person requires the prime parts of fiom eight to eleven of 
those skins (in proportion to their size) to make a complete 
suit,..,.. 

After the months of September and October, the hides are 

no longer as effective in the making of winter clothing. This is due 

to the Iooseness and Iength of the hair as well as the questionable 

physical state of the caribou during this time since in the months of 

November and December, the caribou are recovering fkom the 

effects of the rutting season. Their fatigued state often leaves them 

thin and susceptible to worms and warble fies (Arima 1975, 

p. 177-178; Symington 1965, p.39-40; Riewe 1997, personal 

communication). 

4.2 The Caribou Skin Qajaq 

As mentioned above, caribou hides were at their best during 

the months of September and October. However, in an attempt to 

keep themselves fed the Caribou Inuit began to harvest caribou by 

qajaq as soon as the herds began to migrate. It was durhg this the 

that qajaq hunters, family and fkiends came together at seasonal 

river crossings, such as Piqqiq on the Kazan River, to c o k t  these 

vital Arctic resources. 

There were two seasonal caribou migration cycles which 

twk place evexy year. In the Spring , roughiy around the end of 

April or early May, Inuit left their winter snow-houses and erected 



caribou skin tents. 1t was at this time that entire families, including 

children, set out to find migrating caribou; which were moving 

from the b o r d  fores& to the tundra. M e n  the caribou were killed 

their skins were used for tents, qajaq covers and waterproof 

summer boots. During this time ice fishing and trapping were 

major activities (Hofian 1976, p.73). 

The most important caribou migration took place in late 

August, September and October. During this tirne iarge numbers of 

caribou gathered together and moved fiom the B m n s  to the north 

to mate. As a result of summer grazing the caribou were fat and 

their fur was in prime condition for making winter clothing. The 

caribou were now in perfect shape to be hunted by the Inuit. 

H o h a n  states, "kause of these two factors, the caribou were 

more valuable and desirable during faii than any other tirne of 

yeaf' (Hoffmau 1976, p.70). It is interesting to note that ail camp 

activities were directed toward the hawesting and caching of 

caribou. During this time fishing and trapping were no longer done 

by the men. 

Migrating caribou herds tended to cross nvers at or near the 

same place every year. These river cmssing areas would then be 

used seasonally by the Inuit and recognized as traditional hunting 

and camping areas. Since the herds consisted of so many animais it 

did not take long for weii prepared hunting parties to meet their 

quota of meat and fur. ALthough many hours were spent harvesting 

caribou the majority of the community's time was dedicated to 

skinning and gutting the animais, as weli as building caches 

(Hoffman 1976, p.70). 



The dictionary defines "kayak" as "an Eskirno came made 

of a s k o v e r e d  h e  with a small opening and propelled by a 

double-bladed paddle." Although the underlinhg sentiment of this 

definition is tme, it does not illustrate in any way the importance of 

the qajaq to the Caribou Inuit. 1 understocxi that the dictionary 

caanot present the complexities of a word in such a brief form; 

however, it is interesting to note how non-Inuit culture perceives 

and presents such an important Aboriginal device. If the def i t ion  

were to explore the social and cultural importance of a qajaq, it 

might need to examine how the boat was often a literal extension 

of the hunier. This extension enabled him to get close enough to 

Arctic resources to increase his probabilities of a successful kill 

with short range hunting devices. The definition could also be 

expanded upon to show how the qajaq helped to sew the fabric of 

commwiity He together by unithg groups of people in an attempt 

to strengthen and support Inuit development and growth. 

According to Arima the length of a caribou skin qajaq 

ranged fiom 17 to 28 fcet. They were 15 to 24 inches wide and 

71/2 to 12 inches in height. Although these qajaqs varyed in size 

and shape, they did share a recognizable pattern; such things as a 

long rising bow, low stem, wide flat deck and narrower bottom as 

weli as a tilted cockpit hoop for easy entry and water displacernent 

(Arima 1990, p. 187). Arima States, 

me qajaq] may be describeci as typicdy narrow and 
pmportinaiiy long, sharp-eided in top outlines and low- 
sided, with the manhole just aft of amidships. The hull 
bottom may be round .... Framework construction is of 
wood, sometimes supplemented with bone, pegged and 



lashed together. The wooden framework was composed 
of two main gunwale planks .-. [which were attached] ... 
to the end horns, numerous [curved] ribs and [ssaaight] 
cross beams, a single deck batten, and seven stringers 
below including the centrai "keelson." Covering was of 
dehaired caribou skins or ringed seal skins. The skins of the 
cover were dehaired and stretched wet over the framework 
to dry on h - t i g h t  without ripples. The kayaker was 
seated about 1 112 feet behiud the midpoint of the length, 
excluding the end homs. 
The caribou Eskïmo kayak designer sought speed 
mainly by means of a narrow huli to reduce resistance to 
passage through water ... iength was increased to reduce 
draft and attendant water resistance. A lower Mt to reduce 
width was set, of course, by the need to accomodate the 
kayaker' s hips. 

Light weight was a design principle followed for 
both spexxi and ease of portage. Frawwork pieces were 
made as thin and light as possible while retaining requisite 
strength. 
For directional control and the ovemding of waves, the 
front was made to ride higher in the water than the rear. 

The caribou skin qajaq was not a toy. It was an important, 

complex device which was used only by skilled hunters. When in 

use these boats would be strategidiy placed at seasonal caribou 

migration areas and hidden fiom the sight of the oncoming herds. 

During this time the qajaq hunters would wait for the caribou to 

pass where the hunters were h i h g  and for them to commit 

themselves to the river. It was at this time that the hunters would 

paddle out and spear the swimming animais. The dead or dying 

animals would then be wilected by either the hunter or other 

co~nmunity members who were in their boa& or waiting on shore. 



The qajaq hunters would then retum to the hunt (Arima 1975, 

p.147-153). During our interview Luke Tunguaq said, 

Shawn: [Luke] could you explain how caribou were hunted 
by qajaq? 

Luke: If the current was going Ieft to right the qajaq would 
be on the left hand side. When they (qajaq hunters) 
were going to go across now there would be a qajaq 
on the lower end of the current ... and this [style of 
hunting] would also depend on the number of 
qajaqs. For example, three people using qajaqs 
would start spreading out in the three directions ... 
the three main directions of the current. The reason 
was they always began hunting fiom the lower end 
of the current because if they began followiag the 
caribou at the same direction as the current they 
wouldn't be able to catch up with the caribou ... 
because the caribou would go with the current and 
the qajaq would also try to catch up ... using the 
cunent as an ally. When the caribou was swimming 
against the cumnt the people using the qajaq would 
have an easier tirne catching up to the caribou 
because the caribou would be getting tired easily. 
When the caribou was swimmllig across the current 
... when there was a number of caribou on the water 
they would gather ... [the qajaq hunters would] herd 
them into one big area they would approach the 
caribou and by using the ... once they reached the 
caribou they would use their paddle as a guide ... 
they would lay the paddle on the back of the caribou 
... and since the caribou won't run away kom the 
other caribou its only going to stay close to the other 
caribou and they use that as a guide and harpon the 
rest of the caribou. 1 have never seen it but m y  dad 
and my grandpa use to tell me how they used to do 
it. 
The Inuit wouid be on the other side of the river 
opposite the caribou and they used to really hide 
h m  the caribou as much as possible and they 
didn't have to move the qajaq. The people ... if the 
caribou were over hcre and this was the river ... the 
people wouid be on the other side and they wodd 
take extreme care in locating exactly where the 



cari'bou would be. Just by looking at the caribou ... 
when they noticed without even ... for example, if 
the caribou was trying to cross the Inuit would .... 
only when they knew for sure that they were going 
to mach the caribou would they attempt to chase the 
caribou ... even if it meant -.. if the caribou was 
üying to cross back to the opposite side of the river 
they wouid be able to catch the caribou that was 
trying to head back to the other side of the river. 
It would be a near perfect system where the qajaq 
would be located at the low end of the current. It 
was a system where it related to animal cails and the 
people wouid never speak a word when they kww 
that the herd was coming. 

Shawn: When the caribou was killed how was it brought 
back to shore? 

Luke: Any e f f d v e  method was useful. For example, the 
chin area .... they would tie either the antler or the 
chin area and hook it to the qajaq. They were really 
well taught ... the people, that is the Inuit, ... my 
ancestors ... how to tie braided stuff. Those guys 
were really the experts. So, 1 figure that they were 
r d y  effective in bringing them to land. 

Shawn: When the caribou was brought to shore what was 
done with it? 

Luke: There would be tons of uses for the caribou. So, 
once it got to the land everything was gutted and 
nothing would be wasted, including the tendons 
beneath the skia Everything was k ing  prepared for 
the various uses for the coming year. 

(Tunguaq quoted in 
Charlebois 1998, p.5-7, 14- 15) 

To better examine and iilustrate the caribou skin qajaq 

within an academic context researcher Eugene Arima has traveled 

to communities such as Baker Lake in an effort to observe and 

record the ways in which qajaqs were made and used. By using a 



participant observation and oral historical approach, Arima was 

able to work closely with the Elders* who Lived in the community. 

Upon completion of this fieldwork Arima returned a frnished 

Hawaqtuufmiut qajaq to the National Museum of Canada for 

display. Upon his retum Arima published the text A Contextual 

Study Of The Caribou Eskirno Qujaq. This text contains drawings, 

photographs and text explainhg the procedures used to make 

Kanayuq's and Tunguaq's Harvaqtuunniut caribou skin qajaq. 

It should be noted that Arima's 1975 text, which comprises 

of 244 pages, includes very few Inuit quotes. When Arima does 

make reference to their expeiences and teachings he tends to limit 

their voice to only a few words. However, of the 19 quotes found 

in this text from European explorers, such as Tyrreii and Graham, 

prominent anthropologists such as Boas. Birket-Smith and 

Rasmussen, ship's captains such as George Lyons and missionaries 

such as Joseph Lofthouse, greater amounts of unedited 

representation is evident In the majority of cases, the quotes from 

European sources exceed a paragraph in length. By doing this 1 feel 

that Inuit voices and experiences are not placed in the forefront of 

this text, where, in my opinion, they should be. However, to be fair 

to Arima it must be noted that although he did not add Iengthy 

Inuit quotes he did use local oral information, which was gathered 

fiom knowledgeable Elders. Ken Lister feds that this qajaq 

- -  

'Kanayuq and Tunguaq were the main qajaq makers and 
informants. To see the list of other Elders who participated in the 
creation of this projet refer to page 4-5 in Arima's 1975 text. 



construction project gave the Inuit Elders a tool to teach young 

Inuit, including Tunguaq, about qajaq construction. 

It is very important to me, as weil as to the Elders and to 

the Baker Lake Inuit Heritage Centre, that we include the oral 

historical knowledge which was gathered during my fieldwork into 

this research project, regardless of the length of the quotes. 

According to Wuttunee (1996), Oakes (1997), Riewe (1997) and 

Webster (1998) many academic accounts which attempt to explain 

Inuit or Abonginai Life limit the voices and experiences of the 

Elders. This limitation creates a document which relies primarily 

on the visuai perceptions of the foreign observers. 1 agree with 

their statements and feel that Luke Tunguaq's quote adds depth and 

clarity to academic examinations of Caribou Inuit life. Also, by 

r e f ehg  to the interview tapes, which allow you to hear the actual 

voices of the Elders, you c m  easiiy sense their excitement when 

explainhg how qajaqs were histoncaliy made and used. Through 

these oral accounts a deep sense of respect for ancestral knowledge 

is expresseci by the Elders and conveyed to the listener. It is an 

honor for me to have been able to create this study in which to 

place the words of the Elders. 

1 do not oppose ArimaTs selection of foreign observers and 

their ethn010gical observations. 1 do call into question Arima's lack 

of huit representation in his text It would be possible to present an 

argument that Arima's entire text is bas& on the accounts and 

observations of Baker Lake Elders and that there is a solid 

repfesentation of huit voice. 1 would challenge this statement, for 

the Elders' oral accounts and knowledge have been screened and 



subjected to revision by Arima for this publication. Subsequently, 1 

feel that this text has removed the power fiom the Inuit Elders to 

present and teach how a qajaq was made, used and perceived by 

Inuit culhue. This power was held by Arima who then created a 

static template of how a qajaq should be made, used and perceived. 

In my attempt to expand upon previous qajaq stuclies 1 will 

not duplicate a study which has already been done. Arima's 

observations and explmations of how to build this qajaq are based 

on several visits to Baker Lake, countless hours of working closely 

with the Elders in their homes and on the land, previous oral 

historical experience and access to Arctic materials worldwide. 

Given the limitations of space, 1 will not attempt to depict and 

analyse Aama's vast work in the present paper. However, I feel 

that my research has generated many "new" questions in regards to 

caribou skin qajaq research. Much has changed in the community 

of Baker Lake since Arima's visits in the 1960s. Many of the 

people who held qajaq knowledge at that time have since passed 

away, leaving a new generation of Inuit who see the caribou skin 

qajaq as "foreign" because they have never paddled one or seen 

one being use& The foliowing section consists of Elders' quotes 

which have made me question many of Arima's observations and 

comments pertaioing to the creation of the Harvaqtuurmiut caribou 

skin qajaq. 



4.3 Philosophicai Perceptions Relating to Caribou Skin Qajaq 
Construction and Use 

Shawn: [Luke Tunguaq] how did you leam about qajaqs? 

Luke: By watching. 1 have never seen anybody make a 
qajaq and sew a qajaq together. The tirne that my 
dad had a qajaq it was already completed by 
Siksigaq. 

(Luke Tunguaq quoted in 
Charlebois 1998, p.3) 

Shawn: (David Tiktaalaaq) can you explain how a qajaq 
was built? 

David: 1 have never seen anybody build a qajaq but by ... 
not imagiaing but by ... 

Shawn: ... visuaiking *... 

Dave: .&es by] visualizing, me and Tunguaq built a qajaq 
1 s t  year- 

David Tiktaalaaq quoted in 
Charlebois 1998, p.3) 

These two Elders fiom the community of Baker Lake are 

recognized as beïmg extrernely knowledgeable about the 

construction and use of the Harvaqtuunniut qajaq. In fact, Luke 

One may argue that the term "visuaüziog" is in fact my term and 
not David Tiktaalaaq's. 1 strongly believe that this is not the case. 
Although the term "visuslizing" was suggestd by me when 
T i a a q  was "lost for words" 1 made the conscious effort to 
make Sam Itkilik confinn that this was infact the word he wanted 
to use. 1 was reassured by Sam that this was the word Tiktaalaaq 
wanted to Say. 



~unguaq* is one of the people credited with the creation of the 

Harvaqtuunniut caribou skin qajaq which now sits in storage at the 

Museum of Civiiization in Ottawa. In 1997, this qajaq was brought 

out of storage and exhibiteci in the museum's Water Cr& display. 

Also, when David Webster wished to have a Harvaqtuurmiut 

caribou skin qajaq made for the Baker Lake Inuit Heritage Centre 

he asked Luke and David to make the boat. With the aid of Ada 

Kingilik and E d y  Alerk, a HarvaqtuuTmiut caribou skin qajaq 

was made and is now an integral part of the Centre's display. 

By reading the quotes above, one may suggest that neither 

man has had actual experience in building a "traditional'caribou 

skin qajaq. However, both of these men an incredibly 

knowledgeable about qajaqs. The thing that I find interesthg is that 

regardless of what the quotes Say, both Elders have been visited on 

numerous occasions by scholars and huit youth in an effort to gain 

insight into the ways of the past. Eugene Arima worked very 

closely with Luke Tunguaq. Ail tbis attention suggests to me that 

both men are highly respected by the community, as weU as by 

academic institutions. 

As a result of these quotes certain questions manifest 

themselves. The h t  question is: Does Arima see or present 

Kanayuq and Tunguaq's 1960s Harvaqtuurmiut qajaq as someihing 

which exhibits a i i  the attributes of Harvaqtuunniut qajaq identity 

or does he recognize their qajaq as the product of two individuals' 

interpretations of what a caribou skin qajaq sbould look me? The 

Ken Lister told me that it was during this construction project that 
Tunguaq was able to leam about qajaq construction from Kanayuq. 



second question is: Does Arima limit the role an individual's 

choice plays when explaullng how the caribou skin qajaq was 

made? 

These questions cari be addressed by reflecting upon the 

materials which 1 recorded in my 1998 interviews, as welï as from 

the works of Knud Rasmussen, Marie Fracoise Guédon and many 

others. Since Ldce Tunguaq and David Tikxaalaaq state that they 

have never seen anyone make a qajaq*, it is very interesthg to note 

that they were s a  able to make a qajaq which was recognized and 

accepted as "traditionai" by the local Inuit Heritage Centre and the 

Museum of Civilization. It is reasonable to infer h m  this that in 

historic times other Inuit may have used this "visualization" 

technique to make qajaqs, in tum creating individual, specialized 

qajaqs which would not f d  into the "standard" parameters of other 

Harvaqtuurmiut caribou skia qajaqs'. 

1 understand that as a resdt of the incorporation of foreign 
trade goods, such as the rifle and motorized boat, the qajaq, 
which was very tirne consuming and difncult to make, 
disappeared from the Centrd Arctic. It shouid also be noted 
that large numbers of Inuit died as a result of ioreign illness 
such as tubercuIosis. This may be why these men have 
never seen a caribou skin qajaq king  made (Arima 1975, 
p.2 17-22 1 ; Stevenson 1997, p.280-8 1 ; Trott 1999, Personal 
communication). 
An interesthg question arose when Tunguaq stated that he 
has never seen a qajaq behg built before. How could this 
be? Arima States in his 1975 text that Tunguaq worked as 
an apprentice under Kanayuq when the Harvaqtuunniut 
qajaq was being buiit. Tunguaq's words are puzzling. 
Ken Lister suggested to me in an e-mail (August 1999) that 
as a result of this discrepancy in Tunguaq's words the issue 
of "visuaüzation" should be left as an unanswered question. 
However, he forgets that David Tilnaalaaq ais0 used a 
similar "visuahation" technique; and since T i a a q  did 



With comments like the ones above, and others whicb will 

be explored later, 1 find it &%cuit to M y  accept the rigid 

descriptions and measurements found in Arima's qajaq 

observations. The '"fixing" of the 1965 Harvaqtuunniut qajaq into 

sets of measurements (blueprints) may be in response to European 

encroachment and the ensuing need for European definition. Since 

it was impossible for explorers and researchers to observe ail Inuit 

people with all of their qajaqs we must use the oral histories of the 

Elders to add depth and clarity to their accounts. When I conducted 

my interviews it was disconcerthg that Tiktaalaaq and Tunguaq 

would not give me a specinc answer when asked "how did you 

know to make the qajaq that way." They suggested and stated by 

"visualizing if" 1 assume like an artist would do prior to carving. I 

now see that 1 asked the question with the hopes of getting an 

answer with a specific beginning and end iike Arirna did in his 

1965 study. With an answer Like "by visualizing" you open a 

Pandora's box of artistic needom and philosophical discourse as to 

why the person made it that particular way. 

Now, do these oral histories only represent the Elders' 

imrnediate family and fiiendly contacts or do their stones 

encompass ail of the accounts and experiences of ail Inuit groups? 1 

find the fmt one a Little more acceptable because during my 

- 

not participate in Arima's qajaq project 1 can continue with 
my arguement. (h order for this argument to be better 
undest& one would have to go back to the interview 
matenal of Luke Tunguaq and David Tiktaaiaaq. Since I 
am unable to do this 1 wouid encourage future mearchers 
to take up the task.) 



interview with Barnabas Piryuaq he told me that while living on 

the land he was not in contact with many other people, huit or 

European. It was only when they had furs to trade that they rnoved 

to an area where there were many other people. Also, during our 

tdk, when asked, "Have you ever seen anybody using a qajaq?" he 

stated that he saw one qajaq hunter who was at a caribou crossing 

site hunting alone. So, it wodd then be possible that this individual 

hunter codd have been isolated fiom other qajaq hunters long 

enough to allow his own interpretation or imagination to flower in 

tum, possibly creating a qajaq which held the majority of the 

Harvaqtuufmiut caribou skin qajaq design but was "different" in 

some way. If this were true we could argue that it was possible that 

HarvaqtuuRniut society was specLled with qajaqs which displayed 

personal choice of shape, size and use. 

lh the 1994 article 'Dene Ways and the Ethnographer's 

Culture," written by Marie Fracoise Guédoa. the idea of Aboriginal 

material culture k i n g  displayed as static is chailenged. While 

traveliag with a Dene famiiy Guédon wished to find information 

relating to technological tradition and the ways in which this 

knowledge was shared. She came to the realization that every t h e  

she asked a question the women she was with 

wodd respond by saying "That's the way 1 do it." At no tirne did 

these women suggest that there was one particular way of doing 

anything. They did imply that one should carefdly watch a skiiled 

person to leam, which is exactly how Tunguaq and Tiktaalaaq were 

brought up. When focushg on the Dene patterns used for moccasin 

tanning and embroidery, Guédon thought that there would be 



1-ed variation in style and technique. She states that she was 

wrong. Guédon gives an example of these differences within one 

famil y. 

1 use mwse brains, and 1 add fish heads, works better 
that way. My sister, she puts soap. no fish.' Her daughter 
insisted on baking soda: ' My auntie (father's sister) 
showed us that way; me, little bit different.' D.'s sister 
explained '1 use brown soap, animal brain.' Hearing this, D. 
remked she used moose brain, or any anima1 brain, 'folds 
skin with baking powder, ai l  that wet is gone, really soft 
and white- 

Dwing this outing Guédon observed that there were 'Vive 

different patterns for four sisters and their mother." She continues 

by stating that this form of individual variation in regards to 

hunting and trapping techniques was also prevdent ammg Dene 

males (Guédon 1994,SO). 

As in Guédon's case, at no time did the Elders that 1 

worked with Say or suggest that 'Ws  is the way a caribou skin 

qajaq should be made or used." They always stated that this was 

the way "my father did it" or "my unclel' The only thing that was 

equally shared by aü the Elders was the respect for the caribou skin 

qajaq. They understood that if their ancestors did not know how to 

make the qajaq or use hem, they ihemselves would oot be here 

today. 

The Elders bave told me that a qajaq' s construction, design 

and use are subject to change for the following reasons: with the 

geographical area for which the qajaq is to be used; the animal 



resources which are to be harvested; and the amount of qajaq 

building materials which have been gathered and saved. Each of 

these reasons will determine what the qajaq wiii look Like and how 

the qajaq WU be used. However, thete are examples in the oral 

accounts which suggest that an individual has had the creative 

freedorn to produce a qajaq which iooks and perfonns differently 

when compared to other qajaqs. The following story, which was 

tolci to me by Jimmy Taipanak, supports this idea. 

Jimmy: 1 have an uncle named Anguiaaiik, one of the h t  
c1erks for the Hudson's Bay, one of the Inuit 
people had a qajaq that was ... that he made to his 
liking and that 1 remember seeing as [a] very fast 
qajaq. AngdaaWr was the one who was keeping 
the caribou fiom going to the land using his qajaq 
Oaugh) 

Shawn: So that was his job ail the the. He never really 
hmted ... he just kept them [caribou] fkom going 
to shore? 

Jimmy: Yes. That was always his responsibility, the guy 
with the qajaq. His nsposibility was to keep the 
caribou h m  going to the land so that my dad's 
father in Iaw, Angulaalik, could hunt the caribou 
on the caribou crossing. 

Shawn: Do you b w  why that boat was faster then the 
other boats? 

Jimmy: It was shorter and the area where they wodd sit 
down was.. . . The width was d l y  narrow. 

(Taipanak quoted in 
Charlebois 1998, p. 15) 



. - -  
Even though Taipanak is Kihlrmirmiut and the other 

informants are Harvaqtuurmiut he is the only research participant 

who has actuaiiy made and used a caribou skin qajaq. His early 

account of Angulaalik, using a qajaq that he made to his l i h g  in 

order to be more successful in keeping the caribou fiom going to 

the land, strongiy supports the idea that on occasion qajaq makers 

modifîed "traditional" qajaqs by incorporating their own 

interpretation of what a caribou skin qajaq should look and respond 

like. It is interesting to note that whilc telling this story Jimmy 

laughed and saw this "unique" qajaq story as fwiny. Since the 

harvesting of caribou by qajaq at the seasonal crossing places was 

so important to Inuit group dynamics and survival, Angulaalik's 

qajaq was not seen as "non-traditionai" and therefore excluded 

fiom the activity, but quite the opposite. Angulaalür's qajaq was 

seen as very valuable and thus placed within a specitic role within 

that cultural group; he was soon seen as the best person for that 

particular job. Jimmy's exampie illustrates a division of task and 

labour wihh  the caribou hunt. With this type of positive support 

from a community for successful variations, there would be no 

reason for qajaq makers, if they chose, not to alter the construction 

and design of a caribou skin qajaq. The foliowing quote ffom 

Guédon also supports the idea that material culture is not static and 

that the ways in which people perceive material culture is 

constantly changing. 



Knowledge is s p d  by inventiveness. Technological 
knowledge is ever tested, never taken for granted, and 
always actively pursued and remembered. 

(Guédon 1994, p. 49) 

1 feel that a qajaq maker would not take uncalculated risks 

when constnicting a boat. Resources, such as wood, hides and the 

qajaq maker's time were extremely valuable and a person wouid 

not jeopardize his own survival, or the survival of his family and 

communïty just to express his desire to be artistic. During the qajaq 

making process the hunter would have to take into account a 

combination of factors, such as the function of the qajaq, personal 

needs (weight, height, age and strength of the person) and personal 

preference. When altering a qajaq the maker would probably have 

had a good idea of how the boat was going to look and react before 

the alterations were attempted. 

The rigidity of qajaq construction and use presented in 

Arima's 1975 text attempts to preserve and explain how and why a 

caribou skin qajaq was made. AIthough m a ' s  methods were 

acceptable at the t h e ,  I strongly believe that his shidy makes it 

impossible 

for contemporary readers to gain a full understanding of what the 

qajaq is. One reason for this difnculty is that Arima has removed 

the Harvaqtuunniut caribou skin qajaq from the cultural situ 

needed to explain what ihat object meant to the individual or 

f d y .  



Arima mentions in his text that he was aware that there was 

ample room for individual choice within the realm of qajaq 

construction. In fact, he suggests that the qajaq which was built by 

Kanayuq and Tunguaq did not falI withùi previous qajaq 

parameters. However, 1 feei that by producing a set of qajaq 

drawhgs Arima bas created a standard by which other caribou skin 

qajaqs will be compared. A standard which may mislead 

researchers to think that caribou skin qajaqs must meet specific 

dimensions or qualincations in order for it to be recognized as an 

authentic piece of Inuit material culture. 1 believe that by creating 

these drawings Arima has fiozen the qajaq in tirne, in turn, making 

it static. 1 also feel that these drawings elevate a personal 

constniction of an object to the level of culturai standard. This 

preserved form of huit life then removes the power from the Inuit 

to decide how a "traditional" qajaq looked or should look. By 

assigning European based measurements to an object, Arima Limits 

that object's role within that specific culture. By doing this he also 

limits the ways in which academics perceive and view the cultural 

object king presented within the study. 

In order to avoid the perpetuation of Ms form of thinking, 

scholars must step away from the idea that ethnographie studies, 

such as Arima's, can be seen as a complete representation.of an 

object or philosophy within a specifk culture. It should be argued 

that this study is but one person's interpretatïon of that object or 

philosophy. 

Thus far, academic matenai which explores the 

Harvaqtuunniut qajaq ignores many of the other ways in which 



huit creativity could have influenceci qajaq shape and use; for 

example, the qajaq within Inuit spintuality. Birket-Smith suggested 

that the Caribou Eskimo which he encountered were "sober in 

thought" and seemed to be void of the spiritual components which 

dealt closely with the resources they coilected (Birket-Smith 

quoted in Arima 1975, p. 191). Rasmussen stated that the "Caribou 

Eskimo [were] among the least given to fomally expresseci 

f a n w '  (Rasmussen quoted in Arima 1975, p. 19 1). Arima, 

working with Ramussen's comment, stated the following, 

me] Caribou Eskimo did not pretend that their 
qajaq was ative nor did they surround its manufacture 
and use with magico-religious bcliefs. Any such beliefs 
ocfurring in hunting performed with the qajaq were 
associated with the animals pursued rather than with the 
c d .  Even the amulets h o w n  elsewhere for protection 
against capsize and which one might expect with the 
narrow tippy Caribou Eskimo qajaq were absent. 

(Arima 1975, p.191) 

1 have a difficult time accepting Arima's comment that the 

Caribou Inuit saw their qajaqs as inanhate objects void of any 

comection to religious belief or practice. An example which 

challanges Arima9s comment c m  be found in Rasmussen's 1930 

text Observations On The Intellectual Culture Of the Caribou 

Eskimos. Although this Inuk is Padlenniut, Rasmussen states that 

"these stories are commoa to ail the Caribou Eskimos" (Rasmussen 

1930, p.79-83). Rasmussen's record states, 

In the olden days, thïngs were very different from what 



they are now. Everything had a soul, everything was more 
alive. When a caribou had been eaten, the meat grew again 
on the bones. Oaly one had to be carefid not to crush or 
break any of the bones.There were no sledges in those days. 
The houses were alive, and could be rnoved with everything 
in them, and the people as well, fiom one place to another. 
They rose up with a rushing noise into the air and flew to 
the spot where the people waned to go. In those days also, 
newly drifted snow would burn. 
There was life to ail things. Snow shovels could go about 
by themselves, could move fiom one place to another 
without having to be carried. This is why we now, when in 
solitary places, never dare to stick a snow shuvel in the 
snow. We are afraid lest it should corne aiive and go off on 
its own. So we always lay snow shovels dom in the snow, 
so that they do not stand up. Thus al1 things were alive in 
the olden days. 

(Aqikhivik quoted in 
Rasmussen 1930, p.82-83) 

Spirituality was the foundation on which huit  society was 

built and functioned. The interaction with the spirits or the spirit 

world allowed an individual to live weli with his/her environment, 

with the animals, birds and fish, as well as with hïs/her neighbors. 

Since spirituality was incorporated into so many avenues of Inuit 

life, it is possible that spiritual intervention, either through dream 

or trame. infiuenced a Inuk In regards to the methods used for 

making, using or storing a qajaq. It is very nifficult to argue that 

qajaq design and use was exempt from Inuit reiigious Me because 

spintuality played such an important role in the survival of the 

culture. So many other cultural objects had taboos and spirinial 

practices associated with them, such as the snow shovel, why 

wouid an important object such as the qajaq be excluded? 



The above quote by Aqikhivik supports the idea that 

historically there was an important, compIex rdationship between 

objects, the Caribou Inuit and the spiritual realm. However, it must 

be pointed out that this story, which supports my argument and 

challenges Arima's, is the account of one Padlemiiut. If 1 were to 

accept Rasmussen's statement, that "these stories are commùn to 

aU the Caribou Eskimos," 1 would be generaLizing and in tum 

defeating my own case which supports individual interpretation 

and representation of culture. 

The difficulty facing me when trying to determine whether 

or  not the Caribou Inuit connected any spiritual ideas with the 

qajaq is immeasurable. Foreign religious influence has taken an 

obvious hold on the lives of the Inuit now living in the 

Central Arctic. 1 believe that any person has the ability to have a 

"spiritual experience" which could affect the ways in which they 

create, perceive or perpetuate material culture. Francois Guédon 

States, 

[people] draw on a cornmon pool of tradition, ultimately 
they c a ~ o t  rely on anything but their own visions and 
their individual intimate experiences. Shared knowledge, 
or formal elements, are used as markers or sign posts 
rather than as a closed framework. 

(Guédon 1994, p.58) 

With discussions like the one above 1 want to force the 

reader to challenge h i d e r s e l f  and to attempt to remove the 

romantic and constricteci notions associated with Aboriginal 

culture. By pursuing this ideological balance we can create a 



discourse which challenges many of the stereotypes which are 

found throughout academic texts, such as Anma's comment; "[the] 

Caribou Eskimo did not pretend that their qajaq was dive nor did 

they surround its manufacture and use with magico-religious 

beliefs." Texts £kom Birket-Smith, Rasmussen and Arima may be 

accurate when describing Inuit culture; however, they may also be 

inaccurate- As cutural researchers we must read through their 

works with this in rnind- 

4.4 Misplacing the Caribou Skin Qajaq 

Once again 1 am faced with the question of whether or not 1 

should illustrate the complexities associated with the "loss" of the 

qajaq in Caribou Inuit culture in the present paper? 1 could reteii 

the same academic and foreign historicai stories which explore 

how the importation of manufactured bats  and outboard motors 

by the Hudson's Bay Company quickly replaced the caribou skin 

qajaq. 1 could also describe how the introduction of the rifle 

changed the ways in which Central Inuit hunted the caribou. But I 

will not do so hem, for Arima does a thorough job covering these 

issues'. As stated before, 1 do not intend to duplicate previous 

arguments in regards to qajaq studies. 1 wish to explore new 

avenues and force discussion pertaining to the qajaq in different 

directions, However, 1 do want to add to Arima's study by quotuig 

the EIders. 



Shawn: When did people stop using qajaqs? 

Jimmy: We stopped using qajaqs on a daily basis when 
rifles and guns came around and when we started 
moving to communities. 

(Taipanak 1998 quoted in 
Charlebois, p.20) 

Shawn: When did people stop using qajaqs? 

David: Soon as those Elders passed away they 
stopped using qajaqs. 

fliktaalaaq 1998 quoted in 
Charlebois, p.9) 

Shawn: When did people stop using qajaqs? 

Ada: When 1 was bom in 1934, as far as 1 can 
remember, they didn't use the qajaq but in 
other areas they were probably still using 
the qajaq but when 1 was growing up 1 do 
not recail any qajaqs that were king  used. 
I have never really seen those traditional qajaqs 
but I was brought up in the Hudson's Bay Post 
or the white people came in to ... I started using 
the [manufactured] bats. 

(King* 1998 quoted in 
Charlebois, p. 1 1) 

The following discourse explores the possible ways in 

which foreign itllthropological paradigms have aff'ted thé 

Harvaqtuunniut interpretation of what a caribou skin qajaq is or 

shouid be. The development of this discussion bas raised many 

philosophical questions within me conceming the moral and 

ethicai respomibilities of Abriginal communities and 



ethnographic reseamhers in regards to the ways material culture is 

perceived and presented. 

Robert Paine States, in his 1998 article "Anthropology & 

The 'Sin' of Essentialism?," that tbe oppressive ethnographic 

techniques used by early anthropologists are strongly under 

criticism and are now being revised. These techniques, which 

removed the ability and right of Aboriginal peoples to define who 

and what they were and "bestowed construct of 'aborigiaaiity'," 

are now shifting to a system which recognizes the hainsic nght of 

an individual or comrnunity to establish their own ideas of how 

they should be presented and seen vaine 1998, p. 1-5, 1 1). 

We [the white] quite unselfconsciously assumed we 
were the measure of al1 things. That was how we 
approached them. And suddenly 1 saw not only that 
we weren't the measure of a l l  things, but that there 
was no measure. 

(W.H.R, Rivers quoted in 
Paine 1998, p.10-11) 

Anthropologists are begïnning to reaiize that cultural 

objects, which were removed and studied by academic institutions 

or placed on display in museums, should not have been presented 

as incontestable representations of those objects within an-entire 

culture; these objects really represented one person's interpretation 

of how that object should be made and used within a particular 

culture. One may argue that, theoretically at least, anthropologists 

are retwnirig to an Aboriginal worldview or paradigm which 



promotes individuai differeuce and personal choice (Paine 1998, 

p.1-11). 

Paine continues to state that as a result of the duration in 

which these ethnographie techniques were forced on Aboriginal 

culture, Abonginal peoples are now having a difficult, if not 

impossible tirne, reintroducing the world views, or traditional 

techniques which were used pnor to European academic contact. 

As a resuit of this foteign academic conditioning Aboriginal 

co~~l~llunities who wish to preserve, create or display culturai 

objects or practices are possibly doing so in such a way as to 

perpetuate the potentiaily harmful, constrictive European 

anthropological "standard." Many Aboriginal communities who 

wish to create museums or heritage centres feel that they are 

breaking away fiom the anthropologicai regime which sttangled 

and suppressed their Aboriginal growth and development. 

Theoretically speaking, Aboriginal peoples who wish to 

reintroduce or maintain "traditionai" practices are in many cases no 

better off than when foreign powers controiied the ways in which 

segments of their culture were categorized and displayed (Paine 

1998, p- 1-1 1). 

This way of thinlcing has placed me in an ethical 

predicament and I do not know how to avoid it. 1 strongly'believe 

that the majority of policies and techniques, which have been 

forced on First Nations and Inuit by Western institutions, are 

morally and ethically wrong0. As a white middle class researcher, 1 

There were stüi other outstanding examples of how govemment 
sought to keep First Nations in a state of wardship, reguiating ail  



will never t d y  understand the e d s  which have been thmst upon 

Aboriginal peoples in Canada However, 1 am very sympathetic 

and 1 will strive for positive change- 

It should also be noted that 1 strongly support the notion 

that each comrnunity should be responsible for deciding the ways 

in which their cultural objects are to be gathered, presewed, 

presented and Ïnterpreted, 1 am in fbil support of the idea that oral 

historical information and the voice of Elders should be recognized 

as equal to that of written historicai foreign sources. However, and 

this is whete my ethical dilemma starts, 1 agree with Paine when he 

suggests that in an attempt to reintroduce or maintain traditional 

knowledge many Aboriginal communities are using Western 

scientific methods which do not support many of their cultural 

ideas or goals. 1 feel that by bringing this idea to the attention of 

the community 1 am once again perpetuating a harmful 

anthropological system which removes the control from the 

community to identifv their culture and heritage. 1 create a system 

which places the people in the role of students and myself in the 

role as a tacher. This is unacceptable. 

aspects of existence on and off the reserve. One was the 
amendment of 1884 banning the celebration of the potlatch on the 
grounds that it was a compt and destructive ceremony. Not 
dropped h m  the books until195 1, this amendment resulted in 
many Aboriginal people going to jail. The government ban did not 
take into account bat the potlatch was a social and cultural heart of 
the Pacific Coast tribes" @INA 1997, p. 82). For another example 
refer to J.R. Miller's article "Reading Photographs, Reading 
Voices: Documenting the History of Native Residential Schools" 
which can be found in J. Brown & E. Vibert's 1996 text Reading 
Beyond Words- 



4.5 Chapter Summary 

HistoricaUy the caribou skin qajaq, used in conjunction with other 

tools, aiiowed the hunter to inctease his chances of successfùUy 

killing a caribou during their seasonal migrations. However, as a 

result of foreign technological encroachment, the qajaq has aii but 

disappeared fiom the Canadian Arctic. 



Chapter Five: The Importance of Traditional Qajaq 
Knowledge 

5.1 The Role of Elders Within the Commtmïty of Baker Lake 

The term "Elder" has found its way into the min&, mouths 

and hearts of many Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples 

throughout Canada- Academic institutions, govenimental and 

foreign colzzmunity agencies, to name but a few, have begun to 

recognize the benefits which can be obtained by accessing the 

knowledge and experiences that these special people possess. 

Although this understanding is relatively new in "rnainstream" 

society, the belief that Elders are powemil, educated people who 

deserve our attention and respect has been well known and 

accepted within Aboriginal culture for many years. But what does 

the term “Eider" really mean? 

In Rachel A. Q i t s u W s  1998 newspaper article 'What, 

exactly, is an elder?," this question has been addressed and 

challengeci. Qitsuaük begins by stating the following. 

The problem of identifjing "elderhood" is an 
interesthg (and arnusing) one, since the very 
methodology of identification and classification 
is a specialty of Western culture. Now that 
Inuit are adopting this methodology and aying to 
apply it to their own culture, they find it exceediagly 
difficult. They are fhding ihcmselves in the same 



pickle as missionaries and anthropologists 
who have, in the p s t ,  attempted to qualify 
aspects of Inuit culture. 

(Qitsualik 1998, p. 12) 

Qitsualik's comment fits nicely into this study because it 

compiiments both Paine's and my argument that Western 

anthropologicai paradigms have been integrated deeply into the 

minds of the Inuit and affect the ways in which they perceive 

themselves and their culture. 1 feel that Qitsualik accentuates the 

argument by presenting an Inuk's perspective of the problems 

associated with the use of foreign scieatific "standards." Qitsualik 

feels that the community is forced to identify and List the properties 

of the item which is king studied. When the identification process 

is completed, if this is possible, "an item is [then] no more than the 

sum of its parts." It is at this t h e  that the scientific method is 

thought to be completed (Qitsuaiik 1998, p. 12). 

Qitsualik continues by stressing the difnculties which mus t 

be faced by Inuit when trying to identify and defme important 

cultural components, such as an Elder. The Elder component is so 

deeply rooted within Inuit culture, Qitsualik argues, that it could be 

easily compared to that of a beating heart within a living body. To 

me this analogy means that all aspects of community life qhould 

pass through the reaim of the Elders, very much Wre the blood 

passing through the chambers of a heart. 1 see it as a realm where 

people are strengthened by teachings which encompass a holistic 

worldview, which in tuni attempts to crcate a sense of 

understanding between the Elders, the individual, the community 



and the environment. 1 do not see this style of teaching as polar but 

rather as a cyclical style of learning, where the students become the 

Eiders and continue the teachhgs (Qitsualik 1998, p. 12). 

Qitsualik does not wish to dismiss those benefits which 

have enterai the Arctic as a result of studies which have =lied 

heavily upon the implementation of Western Scientific Methods. 

However, she does wish to stress that many of  the traditional 

components of Inuit culture, such as Elders, cannot be integrated 

successfbiiy into îhis way of thinking. She notes that the "Inuit 

embraced the nuits of such methodology, but not the methodoIogy 

itself" (Qitsualik 1998, p. 13). 

1 find this last comment very interestiag, for Qitsualik 

suggests that the Inuit can consciously decide what to accept and 

what to reject in regards to foreign practices and ideas. 1 do not 

think it is that easy. 1 fed thaî notions such as the western scientific 

method seep into the min& of unsuspecthg people through 

"harmless" devices such as television and radio. My question is, 

can an individual consciously choose and preserve a specific 

traditional method of understanding when there is a continual 

bombardment of foreign ideas? I think that the only way in which 

an individual can choose a specific method of thinking is if that 

person has been trained or conditioned to recognize at least two 

different methodological fonns. In many instances M t  people 

have not received training to recognize these differences- 

With a cornparison to the emotion 4410ve" QitsuaWr 

continues by stating that the western scientific me- which is 

relied upon now by many people to determine the definition of an 



EIder is incapable of denning such complex ides. Further to this, 

she lists many properties which might be associated with 'clove" to 

stress her point, She States, "[love] is an emotion; it is a fonn of 

affection, it is always focused on someone or something; it is 

accompanied by outward displays; it is common to humanity." She 

concludes her example by suggesting that many more properties 

can be addeci to this list but the more that you add to the list the 

fiuther away you get h m  the "true feel" of what "love" is 

(Qitsualik 1998, p. 13). 

Since Qitsualik's example successfully shows, in a simple 

and clear way, how the western scientific method is incapable of 

explaining many things in Inuit culture, 1 was eager to substitute 

the idea of "love" with that of the caribou skin qajaq. 1 came up 

with an "accurate" list, by Western scientinc measurements or 

standards, which Uustrates the matenals, abilities and experiences 

needed to build and use a caribou s h  qajaq effectively. 

Oaiaa Creation List 

Wood (either driftwood or wood h m  the treeline) 
Caribou skins 
Caribou sinew 
Water 
Fish oil 
Bone and antler 
Bone, antler or steel tools (mouth or hand drill, needles or other 
tools.) 
Countless years of traditional knowIedge 
An understanding of caribou migration patterns 
The ability to use a qajaq without killing yourself 
The respect of the corll~~lunity to aid the hunter in the qajaq's 
construction and use. 



In my opinion this list portrays the qajaq in a way that is void 

of aii feeling and life, the qajaq becomes cold and sterile. I feel 

that by lwking at the qajaq this way 1 am unable to see the positive 

or negative experiences which wouid have surrounded the creation 

and use of this important cultural tool. Although this List is 

extremely simple 1 feei that it proves a very important point- When 

an object is removed fiom its specific cultural environment and 

presented outside of that specific culturai environment, either 

geographically or chmnoIogically, it is impossible for the observer 

to tnily understand the sinnificance of that object (Baxandall 199 1, 

p.34). The list that 1 created, regardless of how simple it is shows 

us that we are unable to gain an understanding of the creation and 

use of qajaq in caribou Inuit culture. The object is too deeply 

integrated and rooted into the activities and experiences of 

everyday Me. 

My point, which is shared by Qitsualik, is that the idea that 

all culhiral components cm be successfully woven into the western 

scientific methodology is false. 1 klieve that culturd components, 

such as the caribou skin qajaq or Eldea and their role within 

Aboriginal culture, cannot be M y  categorUed or understood by 

anyone other than the person who is directly involveci. Since 1 have 

been conditioned by my culture to place all things within the 

parameten of the western scientific method 1 am unable to give an 

example of a way in which an individual wuld perceive an object 

or activity differently. Aithough 1 am unable to M y  grasp the 

constnict of a non-western scientific method, 1 stüi recognize that 

other methods exists. 



Through my own experiences 1 have leamed that the term 

"Elder" does not hold any one single definition. Its definition is 

complex and is explained and understood differently within each 

community and by each person. However, 1 learned that Elders are 

ajimngi- capable; and not ayuq- incapable. Regardess of 

definition, Aboriginal and Inuit communities are looking to Elders 

for guidance and direction. By drawïng on the personal experience 

and knowledge of Elders, a community has a better chance of 

removing the gr@ of foreign control an4 in tum, increasing their 

success when maintaining or reintroducing forms of traditionai 

knowledge andlor traditional practice. Elders possess enough 

knowledge and experience to play an enormous part in the 

political, social, cultural and spiritual development of a 

community. Qitsualik States, 

Each elder was an expert at something, 
acknowledged by the group as having 
exceptionai knowledge in one or more 
areas. 

(QitsuaM 

As the above quote suggests, Elders may ody have an 

enriched understanding of a limited number of cultural topics or 

practices. Since the demands and needs of the community may 

focus on an ana which is not the Elder's specialty, the Elders must 

work together and pool their knowledge. h many cases the Elder 

wili direct the person with questions to someone who is best suited 



to address it. This happened to me often during my stay in Baker 

Lake. 

Qitsuaiik also compares the Elden in a community to that 

of a living Library, a resource, which often consists of the Elder 

population in their totality and from which adults and children can 

gather knowledge as needed. She makes it cfear in her article that 

age has nothing to do with becoming an Elder. It just happens to be 

that by the time someone has obtained enough knowledge and 

experience to share, the individual has become much older 

(Qitsualik 1998, p.13). It should be noted that in some instances 

the "Elders" that are approached by people or by academic 

institutions may be chronologicaiiy older but no better qualifieci or 

knowledgeable than the average person. 

Being an Inuit elder means more than king old. 
Inuit have always known how to distinguish 
between the ordinary aged and those who are 
m e  efders. 

(Qitsualik 1998. P 12) 

To gain a better understanding of historiai information, 

people quickiy tuni to the Elders for guidaace and help. When 

information was shared it was rarely questioned for there was an 

understanding that to question an Elder was to be foolish. '%y 

would you question someone who h w s  more than you?" 

Qitsualik says. Since the Arctic could be a very dangerous place 

there is no tirne for debate; when an EIder teus you something you 



had better Listen, and this is considered giving respect (QitsuaWc 

1998, p.13). 

To gather information from the Elders today is much more 

difficult than it was in the past because these knowledgeable 

people are passing away at an alarming rate. They are dying before 

they have an opporhmity to share their wisdorn with those who 

wish to learn. For example, pnor to my arriva1 into Baker Lake 1 

attempted to contact other Arctic communities in the hopes of 

finding Elders who had qajaq knowledge. To my horror, 

communities such as Igluiik and Pangnirtung stated that 1 was too 

late to record oral histories relating to qajaq construction and use 

for aU the knowledgeable Elders had died. Baker Lake still has 

several people who are regarded as Elders with this knowledge. 

That is why 1 had to go. 

In an attempt to gain a better understanding of who the 

Elders were and what they did in the community of Baker Lake 1 

scheduled an interview with David Webster, the Manager of the 

Baker Lake Inuit Heritage Centre. 1 chose David because he has 

worked very closdy with them on several projects for the Iast three 

decades. The first question of my interview with David was "What 

role do the Elders play in the community of Baker Lake?" With 

this question I quickly learned about the group dynamics of the 

community. 

When answering my question David seemed to recognize 

iwo different levels of "Elders" in the community. The first level 

relates to those people who are chronologidy old but have lived 

the majority of thier lives in a Ewopean constnicted communïty. 



Although this fmt level is comprised of people over the age of 

sixty, they are not recognized as '1Tnie Elders." The second level 

relates to those people who have spent the majority of their lives 

living and surviving on the land outside the boundaries of the 

European commUDities. Dunng our interview David stated that in 

the community, as of June 23, 1998, there were one hundred 

people over the age of sixty. However, of these one hundred people 

there were only a handful of people who were recognized as ' m e  

Elders," people who actuaiiy lived on the land (Webster quoted in 

Charlebois 1998). It seemed to me that the Elders of the 

community, regardless of whether or not they lived on the land or 

in the community, worked together in the hopes of educating and 

bettering the lives of the younger people. 

Our interview showed me that the role of the Elder in the 

community was complex and difncult to explain, David told me 

that since the majority of his time was spent dealing with the 

cultural aspects of the community his involvement with the Elders 

was usualiy w i t h  that context. At this level, he stated, focus was 

on the protection and preservation of Inuit culture, either through 

the creation of the Heritage Cenhe, taking photographs of the 

Elders, gathering oral accounts, collecting artifacts or artwork from 

outside agencies, or going out on the land in an effort to cteate 

Heritage Sites (Webster quoted in Charlebois 1998, p. 1). 

In the past, people interested in going to Baker Lake to 

conduct research usually went through the Hamlet Council. 

Academics would submit their ns«ufh plans and wait for the 

Hamlet Council to decide if it was in the community's best interest 



to support the project. The researchers request would be shared 

with the Elders and a decision would be made. On many occasions 

the Hamlet Council would suggest that the researcher contact the 

Elders directly. The only difficulty that 1 cm see with this is that 

the majority of the Elders speak Inuktitut and not Engiish (Webster 

quoted in Charlebois 1998, p. 1). 

Today, the Inuit Heritage Centre has relieved this 

responsibiiity fiom the Hamlet Council; however, the Elders still 

decide if the person's project is conducive to positive cultural 

growth and presentation. It seemed to me that the Elders hold 

considerable power when it cornes to making community related 

decisions, David stated, 

1 remeniber when 1 was working on the 
Heritage Centre here and the Histonc Sites with 
my Elders Cornmittee, 1 went to the mayor David 
Tagwna] a few times and asked for things. The 
Mayor just laughed at me and said Dave you know 
you get what ever the heil you want because if I Say 
no to you I'm saying no to the Elders, and 1 won?.' 
So, the Elders have a lot of power like that. So, we 
pretty weii get our way because if the Elders want it 
we get it. 

(Webster quoted in 
Charlebois 1998, p.10-11) 

5.2 The Importance of the Caribou Skin Qajaq to Inuk Identity 

Previous qajaq studies were done in a tirne when many 

Elders were stiu aiive who remember making, using or seeing 

qajaqs. However, this study is different. With the passage of time, 



the majority of the Elders who had this information have passed 

away leaving a generation of huit to develop their own perceptions 

of the qajaq. As a result of this change, scholars have begun to 

redirect their academic focus and to ask the remaining Elders much 

more personal questions in an effort to gain an even deeper 

understanding of a specific topic or object. During my interviews 1 

kept this in mind and asked questions accordingly. The fmt 

question that 1 acked was "Even though you haven't ever used a 

qajaq are qajaqs still important to you? Why?" This question was 

directed to ai i  the Elders 1 worked with except David Webster. 

M e n  asked, ai l  of the Elders did the same thing; they sat 

silently and thought about the question. 1 found tbis very obvious 

and interesting. The second question that 1 asked them was "Do 

you think it is important to teach the younger people about 

qajaqs?' Once again the Elders sat silently before they answered. 

Their contemplation about these two questions in particular was 

different than the ways in which they thought about the other 

questions that 1 subsequently asked. 

1 seriously thiak that these two questions were the most 

important and interesting in my interview. The reason 1 feel this 

way is because very few scholars have asked this style of question 

before to the Elders of Baker Lake. The answers that 1 gathered 

were coming h m  the last generation of people who euly iived on 

and off the land in the central Canadian Arctic'. 

'It should be noted that although they stiU participateci in aade with 
outside organizations such as the Hudson's Bay Company, their 
contact with these groups was minimal compared to other Inuit in 
the region. 



nie words of the Elders, which are quoted below. corne 

fiom the hearts of a generation of people who Say what they mean 

and mean what they say. 1 could see in their faces that they were 

concerned that this knowledge would not be presemed and leamed 

by the younger Inuit living in the community. This concem, as weU 

as the ways in which it was dealt with, will be examineci Iater. 

Since these words are personal 1 WU not make any editorial 

changes to hem, Here is what the Elders said, 

It is very, very important to me not to forget 
the use of the qajaq because our ancestors 
used to get meat by using the qajaq. Even today, 
you could still go out on the land (cough) ... 
it has no motor and the only thing you could end 
up doing is .... If you make a qajaq you got 
everythhg with you. Where as today we have 
mo tors. 
It is very important to remember our fore-fathers 
way of making the qajaq. 1t is our Inuit tradition. 
So it is important not to forget the building of the 
qajaq- 
Yes. It is very, very important again for the students, 
even the people who are in their forties to leam how to 
make the qajaq. It is our Inuit tradition. So for the Inuit 
kids to Iearn it is very, very important. 

(Taïpanak quoted in Charlebois 1998, p.20) 

Yes. It is very important. Even if our fathers were 
not usiag the qajaq 1 don't think that 1 would 
be dive today. So it is very important. 
Yes. It is very important to teach the younger 
generations the use of qajaqs because ... when 
their ancestors were born the only thing that they 
surviveci on was caribou skin, caribou tools and 
qajaqs. 1 caa't figure out how we would be living 



today if it wasn't for the c a r ï i u  tools and accessories. 
It is very important for the Inuit to l e m  the use of 
huit  culture. 
I can still visualize how my dad was brought up 
by the use of the caribou s b s  and qajaqs ... even 
today the use of the caribou material has to be brought 
dom from one generation to the next It is realiy 
important that the younger generation leam as much 
as possible [belcause as they get older ... an older 
person ... it starts to get ... when they are around 
65 {or] 75,I realize now that it has to be passed down 
Ibe]cause e v e q t h g  starts to get hard 

(Piryuaq quoted in 
Charlebois 1998, p-11-12) 

It' s still important to me. Back then, even when the (?) 
were reaily hi& people used to use the qajaq. Whereas 
today we use [maoufactured] b a t s  now but people get 
stranded on the land It is important that people l e m  about 
it. There used to be some reaiIy good people that knew how 
to use the qajaq. 

(Alerk quoted in 
Charlebois 1998, p.7-8) 

Yes. Qajaqs are d y  important and not too long ago 
they were using them for survival. Whec they moved inland 
. . . The only tirne that they used to leave their qajaq was 
when they went inland to hunt mat, caribou. 

( T i i a a q  quoted in 
Charlebois 1998, p.9) 

It is very important. Our ancestors used to use it so it is 
very important for me. 
Yes. It's right on to teach the younger generation because 



in the hture there could suddedy be some important uses 
for the qajaq. It is important for the younger generation to 
leam it- 

(Kingilik quoted in 
Charlebois 1998, p. 10) 

Yes. It is very important to me. It would be more important 
to me if 1 knew the whole knowledge of al1 aspects of 
sajaq- 
Our forefathers swvived on qajaq and bow and arrow aione 
so it is very importaut to me. 
It is very important to me that the younger generation l e m  
it because once you ... 1 would like to see them get 
experience because when you don? have the experience on 
learning it ... it is extremely difficult to build one so its very 
important for the younger generation to learn. 

(Tmguaq quoted in 
Charlebois 1998, p- 16) 

From these quotes it is clear that the qajaq still plays an 

important role in the cultural identity of the Elders- The co~ect ion  

to this object is still very strong and the desire for the younger 

generation to leam about it is grea~ Another example which 

illustrates the importance of the qajaq can be seen within the 

development of the Inuit Heritage Centre. David Webster and the 

Elder's Committee tried to decide what objects should be displayed 

for the best reflection of Caribou Inuit culture. They decided that 

caribou skin qajaqs played such an intricate role in Inuit life that 

they had to be on display. The interesting thing is that the 

community aiready had a skin boat in their possession but David 

Webster and the Elders felt that the caribou skui qajaq needed 



more representaion withk the Heritage Center so they decided to 

have another one built The k t  qajaq that the community already 

had was a Back River caribou skin qajaq which had been made by 

Innakatsik twelve to fifteen years ago- David Webster stated that 

this qajaq, which was suspended fiom the ceiling of the local 

hockey rink, is one of the only Back River qajaqs in existence and 

the Elders were very proud to be able to place it on display in this 

new facility, It was at this time that Tunguaq, Tiktaalaaq, Kingilik 

and Alerk made the Harvaqtuurmiut caribou skin qajaq which is 

now on display at the Baker Lake huit Heritage Centre. It is 

interesting to see how much space these two ba t s  take up within 

the Inuit Heritage Centre (Webster quoted in Charlebois 1998, p.6)- 

Also, the local huit Heritage Centre, in an attempt to 

iiiustrate the use of the qajaq in historic times, commissioned a 

weii known Winnipeg artist by the name of Clarence Tillineus to 

paint a scene which showed caribou hunting by qajaq at Piqqiq, a 

traditional river crossing area. The Elders must have felt that this 

painting would aUow the local youth to see how the b a t s  were 

naditionally used. In my opinion the caribou skin qajaq is still 

recognized as a very important segment of Baker Lake Inuit 

culture. If the qajaq was not that important why would the Elders 

and David Webster have another caribou skùi qajaq built? Why 

would the Inuit Heritage Centre dedicate so much valuable space to 

hem? 



5.3 The Role of EIders as Teachers 

It saddened me to see and hear that a large percentage of the 

younger people are not realiy interested in the ways of the past. 

Although some younger peopie are still king taught the s W s  and 

techniques needed to successfully hunt and fish, the relationship 

and interest pertaining to things of the pst, such as the caribou 

skin qajaq, seem not to be there. The concem of the Elders in 

regards to this lack of interest was touched upon during my 

interview with David Webster. 

One day while on the land with the Elder Barnabas Piryuaq, 

the concem that traditional knowledge was being lost came up. 

Barnabas stated, 

..when 1 die ail my knowledge is going to go 
with me, because the kids today don't listen. 
Inuit had an oral tradition for thousands of years 
where they would listen to their Grandfathers [and 
Grandmothers], and their Fathers and their Mothers 
and so on, and they would pass it on to their kids. 
It was easy in the old days. When they were in an 
iglu or a tent and there was a blizzard outside, 
say in the winter, and the kids had nothing to do, 
so they would listen. Nowadays, the kids don? 
listen because times are changing and they got their 
own interests, hockey, Nintendo and ail kinds of 
things. 
With a bigger cornmunity too it's not like the 
old days when it was just a srnail famiIy group, 
but they got their fiiends. The oral tradition is not 
like it was years ago. 

(Piryuaq quoted in 
Webster 1998, p.4). 



In order to understand the role of the Elders as teachers, the 

definition of an Elder must be expanded upon. One of the major 

characteristics of an Elder, in my opinion, is the ability to 

recognize a problem and to propose a solution which will hopefully 

rectifv it. This solution may sometimes incorporate a practice or 

belief which is foreign or uncornfortable to the Elder, but in the 

hopes of an answer they WU endure and support it for the interest 

of the community. An example of this came about when David and 

Barnabas were on the land. As mentioned in Piquaq's quote, the 

way in which the ycunger M t  population recognize and process 

information is much different now than it was in the past. With this 

in mind Piryuaq stated the following, 

The kids today iike the concrete things, like to 
see something, and the thiogs they could touch. 
If there were a museum in Baker m e ]  and 
1 put my knowledge in the museum, even when 1 
pass away my knowledge is still there and the 
youth w u  lem. We should have a museum. 

(Piryuaq quoted in 
Webster 1998, p4) 

The suggestion to buiid a museum, an idea which 1 thùik 

was seen as non-traditional and possibly non-huit by Piryuaq, was 

nonetheless supporteci strongly by the other Elders of the 

community*. However, during their discussions about the museum 

they made it very clear that they did not carc about tourists or 

visitors. They were only interested in presewing theu traditional 

' Due to my short stay in the community 1 was unable to ask the 
other Elders how they viewed the Inuit Heritage Centre. 



knowledge and culhue for the community youth. The only concem 

that the Elders had was that none of them possessed the 

governmental koowldge needed to raise the h d s  for such a 

projeet. Since David Webster was famiiiar with governmental 

funciraking he was asked by the Elders to help. This was just one 

of David Webster's many museum related jobs (Webster quoted in 

Charlebois 1998, p.5). 

W e  waiting for responses from outside funding agencies, 

David attempted to gain a better understanding of what materials 

should go into this Heritage Centre. On several occasions, 

workshops were organized which brought the Elders of the 

comrnunity together. h was during these times that up to sixty 

Elders began to teach. They discussed and illustrated what life was 

Wce in the old days, how many of them iived and swived on and 

off the land and water. Also, during these gatherings they explored 

and explained the cultural make-up of the Keewatin area David 

stated that the Elders did not want a museum which explored the 

history of the entire Inuit population but rather a museum which 

explored ody the Baker Lake Inuit. Their intention was to create a 

place which would show the nine Inuit groups and explain their 

culturai ciifferences and sunilarities. Cultural components which 

were recogaizcd by the Elders as mandatory for Inuit survival were 

also explored. Stories, twls and experiences dealing with the 

caribou and the use of the caribou skin qajaq played a significaat 

part within these traditional teaching sessions (Webster quoted in 

Charlebois 1998, p.4-5). 



R tcxk six years for the Baker Lake Inuit Heritage Centre to 

be created. During this time David Webster and the Elders met 

continuously in the community and on the land in order to gather, 

present and preserve traditional knowledge. It was understood by 

ail of the Elders that if this task was not done properly the youth 

would lose this information forever (Webster quoted in Charlebois 

1998, p.4)- 

It seems to me that the loss of interest by the younger 

people about the many aspects of traditional knowledge has 

seriously changed the role of the Elders as teachers. Through my 

observations 1 was able to see that this museum, regardless of how 

"untraditional" some people may say it is, is just another way of 

bndging the generation gap between the Elders and youth. The 

intention of the Elders is the same as it has been for millerinia, to 

educate, and the only thing that has realiy changed is the way in 

which the information is presented and even that still has major 

remnants of an older teaching style. For example, 1 was informecl 

that the Elders had decided that the layout of the Heritage Centre 

should follow a cyclical story guideline. The displays are set up in 

such a way as to iilustrate a chronological timeline of the use of the 

caribou in Inuit Me. A visitor would begin hidher tour by starting 

with the display which showed the harvesting of the caribou, 

butchering and then the use of the caribou to make tools and 

clothing (Webster quoted in Charlebois 1998, p.5). It seemed to 

me that the Elders. in their attempt to create this Centre, were 

unable or unwilling to remove many of the teaching styles which 



were associateci with the old ways. Whether or not the younger 

people are aware of this 1 am uncertain 

In an attempt to encourage the old way of teaching, David 

Webster and the Etders decided to create a room which would only 

be used by the Elders. This room h o d  many histoncal 

photographs and pieces of artwork depichg Inuit life. hiring my 

stay 1 was invited to a viewing of the film Amarook's Song 

(Gerjstad & Kreelak 1998) which was a documentary illustrating 

the Life of Quinaugnaq. This documentary also covered many other 

facets of Baker Lake Me, ranging nom Quioaugnaq on the land 

teaching to the development of educational program in the local 

school for students. Although this was the only commuaity event 

which took place in this room during my stay 1 am sure that it was 

created to provide a place for workshops and teaching sessions. 1 

feel that this room could very much be an educational staging point 

from whicb the Elders and youth go out onto the land. 

The Elders, in conjunction with David Webster, the Inuit 

Heritage Centre, Inuit Broadcasting Corporation and the Hamlet 

Council, are makùig a valiant effort to preserve and share their 

traditional knowledge in ways which more closely cater to the 

interests and wants of the younger people. The Elders are 

encouraging development of cultural projects which see traditional 

practices and stories take form in written text, music CD's, as weU 

as on cornputer CD and video. Many of these formats, 1 assume, 

are foreign to the Elders but this does not seem to stop thern. They 

realize that they need to incorporate teaching styles which WU 

hopehilly rectify the problem of the youth not king interested in 



the old ways. Their solutions, 1 think, incorporate practices which 

are not weil understood nom a technical viewpoint, and possibly 

uncornfortable to the Elders but, as mentioned earlier, in the hopes 

of solving the problems they ernbrace the new technologies as 

much as necessary for the sake of the community. 

One thing that 1 noticed in the commUILity was that the 

older people that 1 dealt with all referred to the qajaq at the 

Heritage Centre as the "Harvaqtuurmiut caribou skin qajaq that 

Tunguaq and Tiktaalaaq made." It seemed to me that these older 

people were totally aware of the individudistic characteristics and 

stones associateci with that particular qajaq. The Elders were 

assigning both a group and individual difference. This is exactiy 

what 1 am striving for, a r e m  to this fonn of understanding and 

thinking. However, it is the perspectives of the younger Inuit 

children and the outsiders that 1 am concemed about. How do they 

see the qajaq and how will they see or present the qajaq when ali of 

the Elders are gone? This is where 1 think that the notions 

surrounding "standardization" of material culture can be a major 

probled. 

Barnabas Peryouar told David Webster that the Heritage Centre 
has to be created for the Inuit childten and not for the tourists. With 
this said, one may argue that the community does not care how 
outsiders see the materials presented there. However, many of the 
Inuit children now living in Baker Lake have been conditioned by 
the same television programs as tourists coming into the 
community have ken. In many cases their perceptions are the 
same. The Heritage Centre must take this into account. 



5.4 Chapter Smmary 

The Elders in the community of Baker Lake feel that huit 

traditional knowledge is being lost at an aiamiiag rate due to 

increased foreign pressures. To rectify this problem different 

organitations, such as the H a d e t  Council, Inuit Broadcasthg 

Corporation and the Inuit Heritage Centre, have pulled together in 

an effort to record, preserve and present traditionai Inuit objects 

and practices. Under the dkction on the EIders this campaign has 

been successful. 



Chapter Six: Conclusion 

The traditionai caribou skui qajaq has al1 but disappeared 

fiom the central Canadian Arctic. Comrnercially made cames with 

outboard motors have become the primary transport for 

Harvaqtuunniut hunters. Today the old style skin-covered qajaqs 

are more likely to be seen in museum exhibits than in Arctic 

waters. However, this does not cfiminish the significance of the 

qajaq as an important component of Harvaqtuu-ut ingenuity and 

identity. In fact, this scarcity of the traditional caribou skin qajaq, 

as well as the ages of the people who once saw or used hem, 

underlines the immediate need to research and record the use and 

importance of this twl. 

Historicaily, the possession of a qajaq was a source of pride 

to the hunter that owned it; it showed that he was able to aquire the 

raw materials needed to build it, as well as unite the community to 

aid in its construction and use. For an individuai family and the 

entire community, the caribou skh qajaq was a social and culhird 

necessity, since a successful hunter shared with those who were 

hungry. 

Once again the qajaq is being called upon by the 

Harvaqturmiut to meet the needs and demands of the community. 

Its purpose is to be a symbol of Inuit creative expression and 

culturai life. Although caribou skin qajaqs are no longer used to 

hunt caribou, they are still reveced with pnde and respect. Also, the 

caribou s k h  qajaq is as a iink to the paît; a M c  which aliows the 

Elders to educate the young people about traditional knowledge 



and practices. However, the rate at which qajaq related information 

is king shared and absorbed is much too slow and many of the 

Elders are dying before they have an opportunity to speak. The goal 

of the community, and of this research project, is to Save this 

valuable cultural information before it is lost forever. 

While working with David Webster and the Elders, my 

belief in an oral historical research methodology was strongly 

reaffirmed, Again and again the Elders stated that since t h e  

immemorial information has been passed on h m  person to person 

and fiom generation to generation through oral accounts. With 

such support fÎom the Elders it was an easy choice for me to 

continue working fiom an oral historical research methodology. It 

should also be noted that for many years, David Webster and Lucy 

Evo have used a similar formal style to gather traditional 

information fkom the Elders in the hopes of presenting it in such a 

way as to stimulate young min& to leam about their culture. 

However, the reality of the situation is quite different; the Elders 

are aware of the lack of interest among the youth of their 

community in learning about local traditional knowledge. For the 

Elders this is a m j o r  concem wbich needs irnmediate attention. 

The hopes of the Elders rest upon the idea that this lack of 

interest will pass in time and that wiser and older Inuit WU have 

the desire to leam about the old ways. That is why the community 

pushed so hard for the creation of the Baker Lake Inuit Heritage 

Centre. The Elders felt that if they could build a structure which 

housed and protected thei. knowledge there was less chance of it 

being forgotten, and that in the this traditional howledge could 



be relea~~led. However, the organization of this building presents 

several challenges for the community, especially the Elders- The 

questions that surround a structure such as this inchde: What 

cdhuai components best represent "Caribou Inuit" culture? And 

how should these components be presented? 

David Webster, Lucy Evo and the rest of the sta€f of the 

Hentage Centre are faced with the enormous task of continuously 

reinventhg the Baker Lake Inuit Heritage Centre. They cannot 

aiïow the Centre to become a "white elephant" and its contents to 

become idealized and irrelevent to contemporary me. It is the 

responsibifity of the staff and the Elders to create a system which is 

continuaiiy challenging the mincis and Unagination of the youth. 

However, the Heritage Centre is working agaiast the clock, since 

many of the people who retain this information are dying. When 

the Elders who possess firsthand howledge of traditional ways are 

gone, they cannot be replaced. 

Traditional Inuit knowledge can be incorporated into an 

infinite number of Arctic and global studies. As a result of an 

understanding of the importance of this knowledge University 

departments, such as the Native Shidies Department at the 

University of Manitoba, have begun to develop a deeper respect 

and understanding for historic and contemporary Inuit knowledge 

and world views. David Webster totd me that as a result of a lack 

of respect by academic institutions many Arctic communities, such 

as Baker Lake, are pressing their rights to control what information 

is shared and with whom (Webster 1998). In instances where 

communities do support and accept academic studies, such as with 



my project, a wealth of knowledge can be collected and preserved. 

1 feel that the acceptance of a researcher by a community is a very 

special responsibility. It is an invitation to learn about people, the 

environment and yourself in a way bat  encourages you to blend 

traditional knowledge and academic knowledge together in the 

hopes of removing misinfornation h m  the lips, min& and pages 

of those people who mite history. If this responsibiiity is taken 

seriously and prepared for properly, the community and academic 

institution will benefit and gain a ktter understanding of life in the 

Arctic, 



Appendix A: 

(Jimmy Taipanak, June 16 1998) 



I ' R V I E W # l  

Tape #: One (1) 
Project Title: Qajaqs of Baker Lake 
Name of Interviewee: Jimmy Taipanak 
Name of Interviewer: S h a w  Charlebois 
Date of Interview: June 16 1998. 
Place: Baker Lake, Nunavut- The home of Jimmy Taipanak 
Interpreter: Sam Itkilik 

Shawn: 

Jimmy: 

Shawn: 

Jimmy: 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

Jimmy: 

Shawn: 

Jimmy: 

W k t  is your English and Inuktitut name? 

My English name is Jimmy and my Inuktitut name 
is Taipanak- 

U h t  were your parents names? 

My dad's name was John Taipanak, 1 got a son with 
the same name John Taipanak living in Rankin, 
[Jimmy did not speak of his mother]. 

What is your wijc'e's  me? 

My first wife's name was (Phone rings) Unga My 
second wife, who 1 am living with now, is named 
Anne Pikla. 

Did you have any brothers or sisters? 

My older brother's name is Pangnaqta; and 1 have a 
brother named Miniggaaq. My younger brother is 
Miniggaaq. As weil as my sister Auiayuq (phone 
rings). My youngest brother is Okalitaa. I've got 
two younger brothers but they passed away- 

How many chiùiren do you have? 

ï've got three kids fiom my first wife. Two of them 
are iiving in Cambridge Bay, one passed away. And 
with Annie [At this point Jimmy began to become 
emotioaal, voice cracking) ... out oldest son passed 
away. So 1 got right now... my oldest son, with 
Annie, is John Taipanak. He is living in Rankin 
We], and my second oldest son is Gibson, He is 



Shawn: 

Ji-: 

Shawn: 

Jimmy: 

Shawn: 

Jimriiy : 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

living Whale Cove. Kiny and Helen were adopted 
by a family in Cambridge Bay. We [Jimmy and 
Annie] had 10 kids and as 1 mentioned earlier one of 
our kids passed away. So 1 have 9 kids with Annie. 

The reason I asked [rhese questiod was in I O  or 
20 years hen somebody reuds this report they will 
know exactly who the interview is with. They will be 
able to know who lived before you and who lived 
arer you It makes it clear. When yomger people 
are reading this they will how euictly who 1 am 
talking w ith. 

How o&i are you? 

Two years old (laugh). 1 have a birth certificate but 
this one is not accurate. 1 am not sure how old 1 am. 
1 was bom before our birth dates were recorded. 

Where do you cornefrom? 

1 was bom at Ellice River [Inuktitut name is 
Kmnayuk]. 1 grew up on EUice River and Perry 
River area. 

What are the m e  of rhe people ut the Perry River 
area. For mrnple, the Pczdlirmiut, HarvaqtLîurmiut 

7 
m.. . 

There was no particular n-, but on the side of 
Garry [Lake], north of it, that is where 1 grew up. 
The people there that were called padlirmiut' were 
around the Garry Lake area. There is no particular 
tribe or area that 1 came from. 

Have you ever seen people irsing qajaqs? 

'Padlimiiut are h m  the Arviat area The people that lived around 
Garry Lake are Hanningayuqmiut Lucy Evo and David Webster 
informeci me that since Jimmy Taipanak came h m  the ELLice 

m . .  * River and Perry River area he would be Krbliniirniiut. 



Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

J h y :  

Shawn: 

Sam: 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

1 have seen people, that are now passed away at 
Ellice River, chasing caribou in an area where they 
bad a caribou crossing area up that river. 

Do you remember the name of the crossing? 

It is cailed Koonayuk. [Sam Itkilik, my interpreter, 
stated that this is the general inuktitut term refemng 
to the entire Ellice river.] 

When were they using them; ut what tirne do you 
remernber ? 

During the (cough) springtime when the ... there 
was no particular date or time. During the time 
when the herd was crossing the river they would get 
their qajaqs to go to the caribou. 

HOW would they use them [the qajaqd? 

They use to use a system where my dad use to be on 
the qajaq and use the harpoon to get the caribou. 
Where as the rest of the people were on the land 
keeping the caribou fiom going to the land 1t was a 
system where my dad, who was on the qajaq, could 
get to the caribou. 

HOW did you learn about qajaqs? 

How to make hem? 

Ya, how to make them? 

From m y  Dad. 

From your Daù? 

Yes. 1 Ieamed to make the qajaq fiom my  ad. 
Watching my Dad. 

Could you explain how to build a qajaq? 

First we use to collect the wood. There were 
different, what do you cail them ... iike specidties in 



makiag the w d  together and putting the formation 
of the qajaq together. 

Shawn: Tying the pîeces of wood together? 

Jimmy: Yes. 

At this time Jimmy bent down and picked up the wooden qajaq 
model, which I bought from him, and began to explain how a 
traditional caribou skin qajaq was built. 

Jimmy: We start off with the fiont of the qajaq, 1 don't 
know how to explain this, and we design the sides 
here. 

Shawn: nit top part right here, pointing to the bow, and 
then the gunwales. 

Ji-: This is the frame we begin to use and before we put 
the back of the qajaq on we measure these two. 

Shawn: nie top divider right behind the cockpit and the one 
immediately @er. 

Ji-: From there we begin to put these on, the dividers, 
for the fiont of the h t  half of the qajaq. Then the 
other dividers, the ones that are on the back of the 
qajaq, are put on. ~ o w e v e r ] ,  before this [the 
dividers] goes on we still have to measure. 

At this point Sam asks Jimmy to clarify what has to be rneasured. 

1i1nn.y: When the kame is completed on the bottom, what 
do you c d  this, this one is the third one that goes 
on. 

Shawn: Ok So, the nose of the qajaq is put on first. m e  
m o n  2 am saying this again is so that 1 can 
remember when Z am wnting it out. Su the nose 
goes onfirst. Thr two gunwales. ïkn the two 
dividers which are immediately behind the cockpit. 
Then the three dividers in the fiont of the qajaq, the 
bow. Thcn the third and forth divider is attached to 
the stem. The m i n  keel is next; and then the two 
pieces of w d f r o m  the bow to the stem, between 



the g m a l e s  and the keei (both of them). Then the 
cockpit- 

Sam asks Jimmy to clan@ and expand. 

Jimmy: This one goes on after, and these are [put] on. 

Shawn: Su, the support piece of wood thut goes over the 
Stern dividers, and then the bow support, which 
goes over the bridge dividers. then ... 

Jimmy : The cockpit. 

Shawn: Then the cockpit- The fiont lifi of the cockpit. Then 
the back of the cockpit and then the hwp. nien the 
tail is put on. 

Sam asks Jimmy if my understanding is correct. 

Sam: 1 think that I am translating it wrong. 

Shawn: Are you? Try again. 

Sam attempts to clarify by asking Jimmy to expand upon the qajaq 
construction. 

Jimrlly : Actually, these are the k t  two that 1 work on. 

Shawn: So, the bow point rmd the stem point go on first. 
Ok Then everything is h n e  in the same marner. 

JimrIiy : Yes. As 1 explained. After these ones are completed 
the top bit is put on here. Ih this fonn 

Sam asks Iimmy to cl- the qajaqs construction again. Sam then 
asks me, "what do you caii this design [part]?" 

Shawn: Um, I ... 

Jimmy : Mer I design the front of the bow 1 put the support 
on for the cockpit. The front of the cockpit. As weU 
as the one that is going to be behind our backs. 



Shaw: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

This port goes on first? Lets c d  it the piece of 
wood thut impales the front of the cockpit. I will 
remember that way. Then this part? 

Yes. 

Then the fiont frat perpendicular part which is in 
the front of the cockpit. Then the smoller 
perpendicular part, which is haif the height of the 
fiont one. is directly behind the cockpit, and then 
the hoop. Ok 

Yes. 

Wkre did you get the wood to buiùi the qajaq? 

From the treeline. We use to go travel at the river to 
coilect wood to make the qajaq and to make sleds. It 
w e ]  was passed Garry Lake; which is the 
appmximate level of the treeiine. 

How rnuny skins were used to cover the qajaq? 

At this point 1 asked Sam if he could teil Jimmy that we codd take 
a break at any time. Jimmy agreed and we stopped the i n t e ~ e w  
for tea. The break length was approximately 10 - 15 min. At this 
time the tape recorder was ~ m e d  off. 

Whïle sitting Jimmy went and got his waüet to show us his 
biah certificate. Jimmy's birth certificate stated that he was born in 
1919 in Cambridge Bay. He was registered on August 25' 1947.1 
tumed the tape recorder back on to record Jimmy's birth ceniticate 
information. Aftec this we immediately continued with the 
interview. 

After reading this, 1 asked Jimmy if he was younger or 
older then what the cerfifkate sbted? 

Jimmy : 1 was bom in EUice River, but on this record it says 
Cambridge Bay. This record is stating that I was 
boni later but 1 was born earlier then 1919. 

Shaw: Thc lasr question I usked before Our break wus ... 
How many cadou  s k h  were used to cover the 
wjaq? 



Jimmy : Three [caribou] buils and one caribou for extra 
material. We used the can'bou buii (cough) ... [we 
cut] the skin right up to the neck. 

Shawn: So, it was three caribou bulls plus one extra one for 
any other [repairs, problems] .... 

Shawn: What did you use to hold the wood together [qajaq 
fiame]? 

J m y  : Using a caribou bow drill and we would use caribou 
bulI skins. cut up into pieces. The skins wodd be 
cut into pieces. We would work on getting the 
caribou [skins] flexible, but not so [flexible] that it 
won't &y up but to make it flexible to use for ... to 
put the bow together. 

Jimmy explains that the caribou skins must be kept moist or damp 
at ai l  tirne. If tbe caribou skins are allowed to dry they would 
become brittle and eventualiy deteriorate; separating at the seams. 
Hence leaving the qajaq unusable. 

Shawn: Like these. [in order] tu tie al1 the pieces of wood 
together ? 

At this point, 1 refemd to the model qajaq h e  which clearly 
shows how pieces of wood were latched together with caribou 
sinew. It must be noted, however, that the sinew used by Jimmy 
for this qajaq model is artficial and mass produced. This material, 
which was bought, I assume, at the Northern Store, is used by 
artists because it is easy to obtain and demands very Little, or no 
maintenance- 

J h m y :  

Shawn: 

Jimmy: 

Shawn: 

Jimm y: 

Yes. We would sew it rather .... 

So, you wouldn't use sinew jkom the bock [of the 
caribou]. lt wouià be pieces of caribou skh. 

Yes, caribou skin. 

[Caribou skins cut Utto] long strips? 

Yes. 



Shawn: 

Jimtay : 

Shawn: 

Jimmy: 

Shawn: 

Ji-: 

Shawn: 

Jimmy: 

Shawn: 

Jimmy: 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

Wouùi you soak them [the sm'ps] in water to get 
them nice and flexible? 

Yes. 

I di& 't know that. I aiways thought sinew was used. 

We would use that skin to put the fiame together. 

How long did it toke to moke a qajaq? 

1 can talle in general terms @x]cause we would try 
to cornpiete the qajaq by the time ... when the time 
the herd cornes. So it took a number of days. It 
would take appmximately 10 days to complete one; 
that is &ter putting the fiame together and puning 
the skins in the water to stretch it. 

Soak it [the caribou skins] to get nice and soft. 
Then eut it. Then stretch it and then tie it. 

Were any pieces of antler used like nails [to hold 
the woodfianre together] ... to go into the holes? 

We would sometimes use the caribou [antler] as a 
nail, 1 mean, to keep the frame held together tightly, 
or rather sturdy. So that the qajaq c m  be sturdy 
built, 

So you would use smaii pieces of antler or bonet 
Would it be antler or bone? 

We would cut the antler in half and drill into the 
frame. 

So you would use antler for mils; they were about 
an inch long? 

Z'm just making sure I have the right sim. Were the 
women responsible for sewing the hide or did men 
help ? 



Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

Sam: 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

There wodd be two ladies working on ... or sewing 
the skin together. They would sew on the top of the 
qajaq frame. Che doing the h t  haif and the other 
lady doing the other half. But when those are 
completed, both haves are completed, the cockpit 
area wodd be sewed together by the man. 

Why would it [the cockpit] be sewed together by the 
man? 

It [the cockpit] is the mans design and he wodd 
make the cockpit to his Iiking. 

So, he wouid do the sewing too? 

Yes. 

Co& you uplain h w  the caribou were hunted by 

1 referred to the terni "hunting" but Jimmy is saying 
that they did not use to hunt them ... [Ji- States 
that] they use to wait until they went to the river, 
where the herd was crossing, and the qajaqs would 
be waiting on the beach for the men to use them. 

So, when the caribou went into the water the men 
would jwnp into their qajaqs, p d e  out beside 
thma, and spear thern with their spears? 

Yes. 

When a caribou was killed how was it brought to 
shore? 

We use to tie up the ade r  of the caribou on the side 
of the cockpit with the string and bring it t~ the 
land. While we just tie up the antlers to the cockpit 
and bring the ... like the caribou would be towed to 
the land. 

What would happen ro the caribou when it w m  
brought to land? 



Jimriiy : 

Shawn: 

Shawn: 

Jimmy: 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

Jimriiy : 

Shawn: 

W e  use to cut the caribou, skin it rather. The meat 
would be used to ... dried caribou. 

Woulà you just brïng it [caribou] to shore and the 
go out and try getting another caribou. WouM you 
jwnp back into yourqajuqs nnd paddle out and my 
gemhg another caribou orwouM you do al1 yuur 
hunting and then bring them al1 tu shore? 

We would try and catch as many caribou as 
possible. When they are around the river we wouid 
bring the &bu to the land and skin it and use it 
for dry mat. So ail the ones we tried to catch, that 
were on the river, were brought to the shore. 

Would there usually be one qaiaqer or would there 
be more then one m m  with a qajaq in one 
communiîy or one group? 

Dependhg on the number of qajaqs ... usually there 
would be two, three, or four in a particular area and 
the ones that don? have qajaqs would be 
surrouning the shore to keep the caribou fkom 
coming to the shore. 

AFer the qajaqs were used were they bmught up on 
shore and put intu ... what happened to the qajaq 
&ter they were used for hunting? 

1 don? know if you have seen those stands for 
qajaqs. One would set aside four rocks; two sets 
each ... each side consisting of two rocks formed in 
a "V' shape. 

Like that? (At this point I held the heels of my hands 
together so that my han& fonned a "W. 

Yes. 

How long would the s k  last. Would they be 
repked every year or wouU they last for one year, 
two years ... ? 

On average the skins would last approximately two 
to three years. Extreme care would be taken to a 
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particular area of land [which contained] wet soil. 
When we were going to leave [the qajaq] for the 
winter we would make sure it was in a grave1 that 
was not to dry- 

Shawn: Wouïd you dig down und put it in [the groundJ and 
cover it? 

Jimm y: We would try to avoid putting any soiI into the 
cockpit, but the rest of the qajaq would be covered 
with soil. 

Sam clarifies that in Jimmy's dialect the "soii" that he is tailring 
about is cdled 'TuapaK'. Since Sam does not share this same 
language he States that he is unable to understand and explain the 
characteristics of this fonn of soil. 

At this point I asked if Jimmy would iike to stop for the day. 
Jimmy stated that he couid continue with the interview after tea. 

*** SIDE TWO: Continuation of Interview. Reset tape- 
recorder cornter to 000. 

Shawn: How did the men learn to use qajaqs. Did they 
practice when they were young? 

J imm y: 1t was just our Me style. You kmw how we have 
training on the job these days. 1t would be 
something like that W e  would help build the ... as 
we were growing up we would help build the qajaq 
and help the Eiders buiid the qajaq. 

Shawn: So, justfiom when you were really young and by 
the tim you were old enough to hunt you would 
already know ? 

Jimmy : The forefathers ... like it was a daily Mestyle and the 
qajaq was the only tool during the summer that we 
use to use and people would watch us build it on a 
daily bases. 

Shawn: Yort just leamedfiom watching? 

Jiuuny: Yes. 



Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

Jimmy: 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

Jimmy: 

Shawn: 

Jimrny: 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

When hunting caribou m m  qajaqs] w u  it safe or 
were there any dangers t h f  could happen? 

To a certain extent there use to be ... we never use to 
go alone by qajaq. If somebody tipped over there 
would be other qajaqs handy, on the look out. Soon 
as it [qajaq] tips people would corne over and help 
using what ever means to bring the qajaq back up. 

Were there any dangersfrom the caribou when they 
were being hmted? 

1 reaiiy don't know. 1 was taught the "how how" 
and most of the time when we hunted [with] the 
qajaq it was a calm, c a h  day. On the river you 
don? get many waves. 

Do you know how to n v h  Did your parents know 
how ta swim? 

On ponds and lakes they use to swim as weli as me. 
h came naturally. Even the people before them new 
how to swïm. 

So, when the qajaq tipped over could they swim 
back ta shore or did they stay with the qajaq and 
wait until somebody carne to rescue them? 

Even if we knew how to swim ... when the qajaq 
tipped over we wouldn't just leave the qajaq behind 
because the material was so scarce. So we had to 
wait until help arrived. 

Were qajcqs ever used forfishing? 

1 don't know, When 1 was younger 1 use to catch 
fish using a kakivaq, fish spear, and 1 would slide 
the fish into the front of the qajaq by the cockpit. 

Would you be in the qajaq itselfandfish off the 
side ? 

Yes. Once I catch it 1 puiied it up and slided it 
between my legs. 



Shawn: That is new to me! 

Jimmy : There was one time 1 was using a ... 1 was in a pretty 
deep area, 1 was fishing using a fish spear one time 
... 1 was lucky to have a nice long handle on the fish 
spear ... so one the 1 tipped over and 1 used the 
handle to get back up (laugh). 1 never heard of other 
people using fish spears, but personaüy I used that 
method before. 

S hawn: Would you just rie the kakivaq here on the fiont of 
the qajq? (pointhg to where the caribou spears 
and paddle are tied on the model) 

Once again Jhmy uses the qajaq model to explain to me where he 
would place the kakivaq. 

Jimtny: 1 would place the kakivaq on the front half of the 
qajaq, diagonaliy. 

Shawn: So, it would nut, the part that you would hou with 
your hand, beside the cockpit and the forked part 
would be out on the side? 

Jimmy: The fish catchhg part would be beside the cockpit 
and the handie would be out. The front half, in fiont 
of the cockpit there, would be a safety or rather a 
holder for the paddle and harpoons. This area (at 
this point Sam sbtes that he is unable to clearly 
explain what Jimmy is talking about.) 1 would leave 
it [the kakivaq] hem The paddle wouid be in this 
manner so the qajaq would not tip over. 

Shawn: The first string loop immediately afer the cockpit 
would be where you would put the kakivaq through. 
The part that would be used to catch t h e m  would 
be back here. behind the cockpit, with the handle 
right beside the cockpit hole so you could just grab 
it and tum itfiom inside. The podde would be used 
to balance the qajaq. 

Jimmy : Yes. When 1 took the head of the harpoon I would 
use the ... instead of aiming straight down to the 



Shawn: 

Jimmy: 

Shawn: 

Shawn: 

Jimmy: 

Shawn: 

Jimrliy : 

Shawn: 

Shawn: 

Jimmy: 

side of the qajaq 1 would aim more towards the front 
to get the fish with the spear. 

[You would have to have] gaod eyes. 

(Laugh) 1 use to have really good eyes back then and 
when the boat tipped over 1 could just leave the 
qajaq and go to the land. There use to be another 
qajaq, [which was] owned by Haungaaq, on land 
where 1 wodd be able to retrieve the qajaq [the one 
that had tipped over] (laugh). 

Is t h t  somethùig thm was praaiced a lot, or  was it 
jurt in your cuse ... where there would be a qajaq on 
land in case the person M to swim to shore ... then 
they would paddle back out to get the qajaq that 
flipped over? 

1 use to take care of the bats. The boats that were 
on land belong[ed] to some other person in my case. 

Were q a j q s  ewr used for hunting birds? 

We use to use the qajaq to guide birds to the land, 
but we didn't use [the] qajaq to kill birds. 

Not even with "bolas" (Inuktitut nume: qilamitaut)? 

No. Only on an island did we use to use the things 
caiied qilamitaut. The one 6 t h  the ... a type of tool 
to hunt geese. 

Do you remember any qajuq games? 

1 never saw any games k i n g  played. The= is not 
much to do after we caught the caribou. There was 
realiy no games to play with the qajaq. 1 have an 
uncle named Angulaalik, one of the first clerks for 
the Hudson's Bay, one of the Inuit people had a 
qajaq that was ... that he made to his WUng and that 
1 remember seeing as [a] really fast qajaq. 
Angulsalik was the one who was keeping the 



caribou fkom going to the land using his qajaq 
Oaugh). 

Shawn: So that was his job al1 the tirne. He never really 
hunted .., he jus? kept them [caribou]fiorn going to 
shore? 

Jimmy: Yes. That was always his responsibility, the guy 
with the fast qajaq. His responsibility was to keep 
the caribou 6rom going to the land so that my dad's 
father in law, Angulnalik, could hunt the caribou on 
the caribou crossing. 

Shawn: Do you btow why fhat boat was faster then the 
other bouts. Wm if shorter? 

Jimtny: 1 have explahed earlier that it was shorter and the 
area where they would sit down was ... the width 
was reaiiy narrow. 

At this point 1 asked Jimmy if the qajaq mode1 [that 1 bought from 
him] was accurate. "Did it look the same way a big one would 
look?" 

Jimmy : Yes. That is a miniahue, exact qajaq £rame. 

Shawn: Great (laugh). 

Jimrily: The only time you c m  make them [a qajaq] is 
during the spring the. You can't make them duruig 
the winter or otherwise it will break. It was to cold 
(pause). If 1 had good eyes and even if it took ten 
days 1 would have completed a large qajaq. The 
actual size qajaq. 

Shawn: Then I would have had tofigure out where to get 
the money to biry it and get it back to Winnipeg. I 
would have to store it in my small one bedroom 
apartment (laugh). 

Jimmy: (laugh). The soft wood for the h e  is the best 
material to use. When there is no, what do you cdi  
it, ... when the woods not broken, warped or 
something. 
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1 really do not understand what is king said or explained here. 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

Jiminy : 

Shawn: 

Jimmy: 

Shawn: 

Jimriiy : 

Shawn: 

These kinO of woods, 1 don't know what you c d  
them, this material, are the best materials to use for 
the framllig .... [belcause when it softeos it doesn't 
absorb the moishue as much. Without using the 
branches hem [the qajaq ribs] these are the best 
materials to use ... couid be this material [the wood 
which was used for qajaq modd h e ] .  

The main wood that is used for the qajaqji-ame you 
coufd use for the nbs. as weU as, the cockpit h o p ?  

This particdar qajaq ... this wood material is 
preferred; not without using any branches. 

If there was extra wood of this kUid (pointing to the 
qajaq fiame) you woulcin't use branches for ribs? 

Yes. I have made a qajaq, a Littie bit larger then this 
and put skin on when 1 was in Cambridge Bay. 
When 1 got to Baker me] 1 put the skin on, and 
the skin kept drying when it was hanging. 

Which is a problem they are k i n g  now in the 
Baker urke [Inuit] Herïîage Centre. The skin on the 
Harvqtuunniut qajaq is drying Md splimng. 

The ones that were made in the Heritage Centre 
have narrow ... the rear half is more narrow and the 
fiont half is wider then the rear. 
Wben we completed the [qajaq] fram, without the 
skin on, we put it on water to find out if it is level. 
That is how we find out if it is going to level to one 
side or not- 

How would you split the wood? 

Using a traditional ... the edge of the antler wouid 
be used to cut the [wd] pieces in half. When we 
were gohg to make a qajaq we would use the end of 
the ... sharp point of the antler to .... 

The point of the antler? 



Jimmy: Yes. To cut the wood in half, 

Shawn: Would it [the antler] be sharpened? 

Jimmy : We would use metal to ... put it on the edge of the 
antler and, you know how they have the saw cut up 

Shawn: The jagged teeth? 

Jimmy: Yes. We would use that ... keep that area sharpened. 
order] to cut the wood in haif. 

Shawn: How long would it be? 

Jimmy : About ... 

Shawn: The saw blude is rhat long? 

Jimmy : About an inch. 

Shawn: About an inch. How long would the antler handle 
be? 

Jilnmy: About a foot and a haif to two feet nong]. We 
would also cut that an& in half by using a hammer 
to split it in half ... 

Shawn: And then you would attuch the blaàe to the end [of 
lhe antler] and use that end like a saw? 

J i m y  : Yes. 

Jimmy: The qajaq is not a toy to Inuit. We have to take 
extreme care of these [qajaq] and 1 figure 1 have 
covered everything about the qajaq. 

Sam stated to Jimmy that 1 had a few more questions about the 
qajaq- 

Shawn: Do you want to answer the rest of the questions 
tonighî or c m  I conte h c k  tomorrow? 

Jimmy : As long as the days don't get to far ahead ... before 1 
forget about al1 the information about the qajaq. 



Shawn: How about tomorrow night? 

Jimmy : Yes. It is all nght to corne back tomorrow. 

At this point we ended for the evening. After 1 tumed the tape 
recorder off Jimmy said that qajaqs, in his area, had no specific 
length- Ali qajaq sizes were different and there was no accepted 
way to measure. The individual designed the length of the qajaq in 
relation to their own personal preference. 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

Jïmmy: 

Shawn: 

Jimrny: 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Cm I take some photographs ufier the interview? 

Yes. 

Were inuksuit (plural of inukshuk) used tu herd 
caribou into the water so q a j q  hunters could kN 
them? 

There is no inuksuit going to the caribou crossing 
area, but on lakes and ponds there is a system where 
they put up the inukshuk so that the caribou cm get 
to the water on the lake or pond. 

There were no i n h u i t  used ut caribou crossings 
because they would scare them [caribou J away? 

The caribou cross the caribou crossing by instinct 
and they know the traditionai route of crossing the 
river. The first ... the caribou trails are so old that 
the caribou ... there are marks on the land where the 
caribou crosses. The caribou crossings foilow the 
traditionai trail. 

Was there any time, that you c m  remernber, that 
they [the caribou J didn 't p a s  on the traditional 
paths? 

1 do not remernber a time where a caribou went on a 
separate irail. The caribou, traditiondly, use the 
caribou crossing area. I can't recd any other m y h  
of guiding the traii ... guiding the caribou to a 
piuticuiar spot. Sometimes when we walked by the 
river ... those times when they are not using the 



caribou crossing ..... m e ]  caribou crossing river 
[area] is when a particular point of the river, or the 
point going across the river, and [the caribou} fnd  
the closest area to cross the river. 

Shawn: Have you ever done. or see, a cache which 
contained repair pieces for qajaqs. For example, 
wood, skin or antler? 

Jimrny : 1 have never corne across a caribou cache [which 
contained repair pieces]. The only ones 1 have seen 
were the "fi" shaped stones that we were îalking 
about yesterday; the stands for the qajaq. 

Shawn: Whcn did peop le stop using qajaqs (Sam expanded 
upon the question by stating: "When did people 
stop using qajaqs on a daily baces?") 

Jimmy : We stoppeci using qajaqs on a daily bases when 
Raes and guns came around and when we started 
moving to communities. 

Shawn: Do you remember any rituals or ceremnies 
per$onned b e r s  duMg or Mer a qajaq hunt? 

Although this question was placed in my questionaire before the 
last three questions 1 felt that a private, personal question, such as 
this, should be asked after the Interviewee is relaxeci and 
cornfortable. Not at the beginning of the interview. If this question 
was asked earIier 1 feel that there was a higher chance that 1 would 
not get an answer. This question was important to me because 
Jimmy is the oniy interviewee who was trained as a Shaman at one 
time (Mannik 1998, p. 42-43). 

Jimmy : (Cough). We wouid try to have the qajaq not have 
any shadow on the ground. As well, we kept the 
caribou skin tent camouflaged to the land in the 
caribou crossing area. m s  was done] so that the 
caribou won? see them [the tent]. 

Shawn: Whcn you nicd to stop the qajaqfrom k i n g  a 
shadow was it when it was in the rocks holding it 
(qajaq "V" stand) or when it was on shore after you 
were finished hunting ? 



Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

S hawn: 

Jimmy: 

Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

Jimmy: 

It would be in an area where the caribou wouidn't 
be able to see it, but it would be right dong the 
beach and [we would] have it camoufiaged. When 
we saw the caribou crossing we would run to the 
qajaq and start chasing. 

What would happen ifthe caribou saw the tenr. Or 
what would happen iffhe qajuq had a shadow? 

It was a near perféct system where the caribou had 
no choice but to go across the caribou crossing. So 
even if they [caribou] saw the qajaq and the tent it 
wouIci be camoufiaged that the caribou would go 
ahead and cross the river. 

What would happen if... then why was there a 
concem abDut having a shadow ? 

The qajaq would be visible but the tent would be 
camouflaged. Even if the caribou saw the qajaq 
they would cross anyway. 

But ïfthey saw the tent they wouldn't? 

(Phone rings) The caribou would be ... the tents 
would be so camouflaged that the caribou wouldn't 
even be concerned about the tent. Now d a y s  we 
have canvas tents so 1 don't know how they 
[caribou] wouid react. 

Are qajaqs still important to you? 

It is very, very important to me not to forget the use 
of the qajaq because our ancestors used to get meat 
by using the qajaq. Even today, you could still go 
out on to the land (cough) ... it has no motor and the 
oniy thing you could end up doing is .... If you 
make a qajaq you got everythhg with you. Where as 
today we have motors. 
It is very important to remember our forefathers way 
of making the qajaq. It is our Inuit tradition. So it is 
important not to forget the building of the qajaq. 



Shawn: 

Jimmy : 

Shawn: 

Jimm y: 

Shawn: 

Jimmy: 

Shawn: 

Jimmy: 

Do you think thut it is important to teach the 
younger people about qajaqs. [For example] how to 
build them? 

Yes. It is very, very important again for the students, 
and even the people who are in their forties to l e m  
how to make the qajaq. It is our Inuit tradition. So 
for huit  kids to leam it is very, very important. 

Tlrat is all I have for questions- Is there anything 
else you would like to say? 

One of the things 1 wodd fIke to say is about the use 
of the bow and arrow. You wouldn't use the bow 
and a m w  on the caribou crossing river, but you 
wouid use the bow and arrow as weli on a lake. 1 
also want it to be recorded because even in the 
winter it was the only weapon to get food. 

Would you like to talk about thar today. You can tell 
me mything you would like. If will al1 be recorded 
on paper [and tape] and given back you and 
your community 1. 

It's up to you. 

I don't have itny questions but I would love tu hear. 

On land, during the summer, two people would 
build inuksuit and one person would be at a 
distance. The lone person would be herding a 
caribou toward the two people who just completed 
buiiding the inuksuit- When the signal was given to 
herd the caribou toward the inuksuit the lone person 
would begin herding the caribou toward the 
inuksuit . 
When we were at a location where we coad be 
hidden fiom the caribou my dad would dig into the 
ground, and the space in there [the hole] wouid be 
approximately 4 feet long, three fmt wide and four 
feet high, and when the right time approached my 
dad would spear the caribou using a harpon. The 
caribou would run away after it was speared but it 
would die right away h m  it's wounds. It was 
usuaiiy wounded around the heart. When it got 



wounded around the rrar end it would be laying on 
the ground for a number of hours before it died. 

After Jimmy's story 1 took some photographs. 
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(David Webster, June 23 1998) 



Tape #: Three (3) 
Project Title: Qajaqs of Baker Lake 
Name of Interviewee: David Webster 
Narne of Interviewer S h a w  Charlebois 
Date of Interview: June 23 1998. 
Place: Elders' Room in the Baker Lake Heritage Centre. Nunavut. 
hterpreter: N/A 

Shawn: What roie do the Elders play in the conununity of 
Baker Lake? 

David: The Elders play more of an advisory roIe because 
the Hamlet Council represents all the people of 
Baker Lake; me CounciiJmake major decisions on 
airports and things like that, so they don? consult 
the Elders to much on that. On things like the 
Justice Committee ... if someone commits an 
offense and its not enough to send them to jail then 
the Justice Committee meet and they decide on 
what they should do with the person and generally 
its community work and they have Elders on that 
cornmittee. Mostiy the Elders are involved in 
culturai things, on preserving and protecting their 
culture. Now maybe they do other things, but I've 
always been involved with the Elders on that so 
thats what 1 know most. I've always worked with 
them on culture. That to me is the main thing. 

Shawn: So, if outside orgunizations conte into the 
communiîy to do unything with Inuit culture they 
always have to speak with the Elders? 

David: Yes. Generally if an outside organization wanted to 
come in [the co~nmunity] they would write a letter 
to Hamlet and say, we want to come in to work on 
culture or somethhg. So the Hamlet ~ounc i l  would 
Say ... they wouid give advise. they would Say, get in 
touch with the Elders, or what ever- Now, they 
wouid Say, get in touch with the Inuit Heritage 
Centre. They will help you. Ya, they would involve 
the Elders on that. 



Shawn: Whnt roie did the EIders play in the creation of the 
Henlage Centre? 

David: O K  That's a Iong story. 1 moved to Baker [Lake] in 
1965 and then 1 had five kids. In 1983, we moved to 
Ottawa so the kids could get an education. I was in 
Ottawa with Indian and Northern Affairs, but about 
six or  seven, 1 don? know how many years ago, 
maybe seven or eight, 1 don't know, Parks Canada 
came to me and said, 'Would you be interested in 
king seconded to Parks to work on two National 
E-iistoric Sites in the Arctic." They said, 'We don't 
have any National Historic Sites," and they wanted 
a couple. So, 1 asked them. "Where are you looking 
at?" They said, 'We are interested in Arviat and 
Baker Lake." Weil, 1 did live in Arviat too for five 
years and 1 lived in Baker for a long tirne, so 1 said 
ya, 1 would be interested. But I toid them that 1 will 
only go over two Parks if they leave me alone and 
let me do it my way and my speed, which is the 
cornmunities speed. 1 didn't want it tied up in any 
bureaucracy or people telling me that I have a dead 
line or anythiag. 1 just said if you leave me alone I'll 
do it. So they did. They were very, very good. 
1 came up to Baker and M a t  every second month. 
1 would spend a week in Arviat and a week in 
Baker. 1 formed an Elders' Advisory Committee on 
the advice of Mayor David Tagoona. The EIders' 
Advisory Committee was an Elder from each 
[geographical Inuit] group, like Harvaqtuumiiut, 
one Padlirmiut, one Ukkuhiksalingmiut and so on. 
That way if you have just one group they would 
choose their [geographical] area and the others 
didn't have a chance. So, this was to reach 
consensus with a group of Elders representing d l  
the groups living in town here. 
So, 1 didn't have a deadline with Parks [Canada]. 
W e  just took our t h e .  When 1 would corne into 
Baker Lake we would meet with the Elders' 
Advisory Committee and ta& about special places 
on the land, and they [Elders] would taik [about] 
places al1 over the area, Back River, the Thelon, 
everywhere. We [would] just talk about places for a 
whole year and then at the end of the year they said, 
'Baker Lake is a unique community. It is the only 



iniand Inuit comnidty in Canada We are Caribou 
Inuit and without a f d  caribou crossing we 
wouldn't exist. We depend on the fall caribou 
crossing for skins, for ciothes. Thats the best time of 
year to get skins for clothing. The fall skios are the 
bat; and the fall caribou crossing is important for 
skins. Also, to get meat to cache for the winter. 
Without clothing and food we wouldn't live. We 
wouldn't exist today if it wasn't for the fall caribou 
crossing." So they Eiders] said, "there are a lot of 
crossings around Baker [Lake] but one of the main 
ones is on the Kazan River. So they saki, " To 
cornmernorate our bistory ta the rest of Canada, and 
the world, we would Iike to choose the Fall caribou 
crossing on the Kazan." 
So, everyone agreed on that and that's fine. So, my 
next question to them was 'Would you like to do 
research there or not?" They wlders] said yes. But 
in Arviat we've had so many of these b'ologists" 
people. Anthropologists, Archaeologists, al1 these 
"ologists", and they generally like to work alone. 
They don? involve the cornmunity at all. But times 
are changing. They said [the "ologists"] that they 
would like to [work on this research project] but we 
must involve Elders and we m u t  involve the youth; 
to train them. So that they wodd lem.  So, we did. 
We started research in the Summer. For about three 
summers, or even four swnmers, we did research on 
the Kazan. Archaoological surveys, place names and 
what have you; we involved the Elders. The 
Archaeologists really enjoyed that because 
Archaeologists sometimes come up and work alone. 
They see a pile of rocks and it means nothing to 
them, With the Elders there they would tell the 
Archaeologists "see that pile of rocks, there is a 
legend behind that" or "in that tent ring this f d y  
lived there." So, it made it come dive for @e 
Archaeologists and they realiy enjoyed it. We found 
a lot of artifacts, which the Elders toid us that we 
mustn't touch but take pictures, but don't touch 
them or take them. 
Five or six years ago it becarne a National Historic 
Site. 1 think a year ago, or a year and a haIf ago, the 
Historic Sites Monument Board of Canada 
recognized this as a National Historic Site. It took 



five years to do but we now have a National 
Historic Site on the Kazan. What was your 
question? 

Shaw: That is a pretty good answer so far. 

Shawn: What role did the Elders play in the creation of the 
Hen'tage Centre? 

David: Oh, in the Heritage Centre- OK, I'm getting to that 
now. With Piqqiq on the Kazan, the Elders were 
getting really excited about the archaeoiogical work. 
[An EIder by the name ofj Barnabas Piryuaq said, 
' m e n  1 die all my knowledge is going to go with 
me, because the kids toàay doa't Listen." Inuit had 
an oral tradition for thousauds of years where they 
would listen to their Grandfathers [and 
Grandmotbers], and their Fathers and their Mothers 
and so on, and they would p a s  it on to their kids. It 
was easy in the old days. M e n  they were in an iglu 
or a tent and there was a blizzard outside, Say in the 
winter, and the kids had nothing to do, so they 
would listen. Now days, the kids don't Listen 
because times are changing and they got their own 
interests, hockey, Nintendo and all kinds of things. 
With a 
bigger community too its not Like the old days when 
it was just a small family group, but they got their 
friends. The oral tradition is not iike it was years 
ago. So, like Piryuaq was saying, when he dies aU 
his knowledge is gone. But he said, "The kids today 
like the concrete things, like to see sornething, and 
things they could touch," and he said, that if there 
were a museum in Baker me] and he put his 
knowledge in the museum, even when he passes 
away his knowledge is still there and the youth wilI 
l e m .  
WC mamabas and David] were having tea late one 
night and he said, 'We should have a museum in 
Baker Lake." They [the Elders] never mention 
visitors to Baker ... they were interesteci in 
preseming their culture for youth; to ieam from. 
Thats how it started six years ago. 1 guess. 



On the Kazan [River] we had a lot of workshops 
with the ~lders*. One was for three days and there 
was about skty Elders who came and they told us 
what they would like to see in their museum. What 
they said was, they didn't want the history of the 
entire Inuit, but they wanted to start with the history 
of the Baker Lake Inuit, the different groups, they 
said. To show the ciifference between the different 
groups, explain the different groups. 
We had another workshop for five days, and we had 
meetings over the years. So, the Elders said that it's 
their culture and they said what they wanted in the 
Heritage Centre. And then we have those words that 
the Elders tunieci into a story line and had exhibits 
drawn up and then we showed the Elders the 
pictures and a little mode1 we made. They made 
suggestions, what have you .... So, the Elders asked 
for it, and they designed the inside. They were the 
driving force behind it. 

Shawn: Where did you get the mujoriiy of the artifacts. 
prints and drawings? 

David: OK. Just one more thing on the Elders. The EIders, 
with the Heritage Centre, said that they had 
knowledge aU about their culture but the caa't do a 
museun, because they don't know how to deal with 
govenzment. They don? know where to get the 
money. They [Elders] said, 'We have knowledge 
but we can't do it." They said to me, " You have 
bowledge, government and getting fun&, things 
like that ..- but 1 David] can't do it alone. They 
Elders] said if 1 work with them and 1 have my 
knowiedge and they have their knowledge, and we 
put it together, then we c m  do it. But either one 
alone couldn't, So thats what we did; we worked 
together to get this [Hentage Centre] done.-And 
where did we get the artifacts? 
A lot of the t h g s  were made in here by the people 
in town, Elders. The igloo, the caribou skin tent, and 
the qajaqs ... the two qajaqs, clothing ... it was a i l  
made locally, mostly by Elders. The Elders wanted 
to see older things because a lot of the things they 

These workshops were held in the commuity of Baker Lake. 



macle they have in their homes anyway, like the du, 
stretcher and scraper. They wanted to see older 
things. So, we loaned [reclahed] a lot of the items, 
artifacts fiom the Canadian Museum of Civilization. 
And a lot of the oId art lis] fkom the Winnipeg &t 
Gallery and the Prince of Wales Northem Heritage 
Centre. (pause) 1 guess thats where we ... and the art 
again, we got a lot of art. thiaeen drawings, from 
the McDonalds Stewart Art Centre in Guelph 
(pause). We had William Noah paint an oil painting 
on caching a Caribou. We had prints that were in 
the Harnlet office that we borroweci, or took, for the 
museum here. W e  got them from aLl over the place. 

Shawn: Who d e  the two qajaqs in the Heritage Centre? 

David: When 1 was with Indian and Northem Affairs h 
Ottawa someone told me that there is no Back River 
Qajaq in existence anywhere in the world. So 1 
thought that we should have one made. 1 asked, this 
was maybe ten or even twelve ... or even longer ... 
Say twelve or even fifteen years ago, Innakatsik, 
[who was living] in Baker Lake ... he was fiom the 
Back River and he was very good at [making] 
qajaqs. We asked him if he would make one, and he 
did. When he was finished he said, ' m a t  do 1 do 
with it?" 1 said 1 don? know. We just had it made. 
We just stored it. Then Hamlet put it up in the 
arena. Just hanging nom the ceilhg for a quite a 
number of years, ten years or so. That one [qajaq] 
was made by Innakatsik, who died shortly d e r .  1 
took it fiom the arena and we have it here now in 
the Heritage Centre. The other one, the Kazan River 
qajaq ... we got money fiom Human Resources and 
asked Luke Tunguaq [and David Tiktaaiaaq] to 
make one. They took about eight months because 
they used wood ... we made it the tradition@ way 
with wood fiom the treeline. Ail the nails are bone 
and antler. So, we have a Kazan River qajaq. We 
have the two; [the) Back River and Kazan [River]. 

Shawn: So, the role that you played in the development of the 
[Heritage] Centre was baricallyfinanciul. Gening money 
fiom agencies for the EIders ... wriring proposais? 



David: Ya It was more then just hancial. It was being a 
lot with the Elders and deciding what goes in and 
knowing where to get the artifacts, art, the photos 
for the archives. We wanted to be accurate in our 
photos. We just didn't choose any photo ... we have 
one photo enlarged, which is thirty feet by eight 
feet. We just didn't choose any photo, we wanted a 
photo of a Qahgnimiiut qajaq. So, we did a lot of 
research for artifacts, photos and deaiing with the 
Elders on how the exhibit goes. So, it wasn't just 
raising money. Then it was ... who to ... when we 
had the money who to get to build the exhibit and 
get together a team. As you know Shawn the last 
week 1 got a really good team, six people to corne in 
for the last week. It was iike a jigsaw puzzle and 1 
had aü the pieces; and then the 1 s t  week they 
brought other pieces of the jigsaw puzzle in and the 
last week we worked straight sixteen hours a &y for 
a ... even on weekends, just to put the pieces 
together for the grand opening on June 3 [1998]. 
It was more to it then just getting money because if 1 
just had the money nothing would be done. We had 
to get things fiom the museums ... put the team 
together. It was, 1 guess, the hardest job 1 ever had 
in my Me. When 1 started, [on] September second, 1 
had no budget. My budget was zero, even for my 
own salary, zero. So, 1 had to get that aU in place 
and there is no sense building a hentage centre, like 
we have now ... we opened three weeks ago .... and 
then its like a white elephant, if you just have it. 
How do you get money for the heat and lights, staff 
and operations? So, 1 had to set up money for the 
future. We got money from Parks Canada and 
Indian and Northem Affairs. The Indian Northem 
Affairs money is continued .-- it wiii never be cut, it 
goes on for ever and thats what 1 was told and 1 
believe that. 1 don't think there will be a problem. 
And money from Parks Canada, which wiil go on 
for ... we are guaranteed for fifteen years and then 
we wili mach another agreement after fifteen 
Iyears]. So, 1 had to look &ter not only getting the 
money but make sure we had future îùnding. For the 
Lights and the heat the Hamlet are picking up that 
because 1 had terrifk Hamlet support. So we are OK 
for many years in funding. 



Shawn: What is thefirture of the [Heritage] Centre. Whut 
plans do you have? 

David: We don? want the Centre just to be a ... now that 
we are finished, just sit here and wait for visitors to 
come in and show hem around. We want to aiways 
be working on projects. One major project is to add 
an addition on, within two years, of a collections 
room so that we couid start repatriating a lot of the 
artifacts and get it to keep. Instead of just loaning. 
The collections room would be hUIIIidity controiled, 
temperature controlled and the proper shelving, 
workroom, what have you. Thats a major project. 
Another project we are working on is ... 1 have been 
working on a book on Inuit history for five years, 
that wiii be launched, hopefdly, on April first 
[1999]. 1 was just the chai. person of the committee. 
Its not my book. It was funded by Parks Canada and 
1 was the chair of the committee, but there were six 
Inuit on it from all across the North West 
Temtories. So the Inuit gave a 100% of the input of 
what goes into the book. We had researchers dig up 
the material ... and its been a long project, for five 
years, but that wïii be launched hem next April, and 
that is going to be "the Book" on Inuit culture. 
We are also workuig on another book, coming out 
next spring, about Baker Lake huit. We are also 
working on a CD ROM, which will be much like 
the book, but it WU be on CD ROM. We are also 
releasing, in the fall, another compact disk of 
traditional h u i t  music. We released volume one on 
June third Cl9981 (Webster & Owingayak 1998). 
Again working with the Elders. It was much Iike the 
start of the Centre in the fali. My wife [Saily 
Qiiu'naaq Webster] went to visit Tallerook, an 
Elder in Baker, and they were ai l  singing. Tallerook 
and her two daughters were al1 singing. So; SalIy 
phoned me and said to come down. So 1 went down 
to the house and Tallerook was saying that when 
she passes away al1 of her knowledge on singing, 
because she is very interested in that traditional 
music, WU be Iost. She said, ''k there some way 
you can help us preserve it?" Thats when SaUy said, 
'Why not do a CD." We came up with that idea and 



it was my job to £ind the money and help hem 
organize i t  We did, and when the museum opened, 
or the Heritage Centre opened, we had volume one 
refeased. We also released on that day a book of 
twenty-six oral histories of Baker Lake Inuit and my 
job again there, was to raise the money for the book 
(Mannik 1998). Which cost a hell of a lot of money. 
We also released a vidw on the life story of 
Quinaugnaq, Amarok's Song (Gerjstad & Kreelak 
1998). So, we are always involveci in projects like 
that. 
Another project that we s-ed working on ... was 
to do a professionai job ... the Eiders again 
suggested this, they had a meeting Iast night about 
it, they want to choose a legend and have it acted 
out on video. They donTt want a 'Ulickey Mouse" 
job, they want a really professional job done. So, my 
job again, is to help them organize it and come up 
with the money, which 1 found yesterday. Canada 
Council, 1 talked to them, and they said that they 
could fund up to $50,000. Well, we won? need 
$50,000, we could do it for $20,000 or $25,000. 
We wiil be always working on projects iike that. We 
are working on another project to get the Fifth 
Thule Expedition [p hotographs] (Rasmussen 1930). 
In the 20's they passed through Baker Lake and 
Arviat and they took a ... how many pictures was it 
... umm, umm, a couple of hundred pictures 1 think 
they have photos. Haif of them are nom, 1 think, no 
180, ya, because 90 are from Baker and 90 are from 
Arviat. We are having a chap fiom Parks Canada 
come in soon, Juiy 11". and we are going to work 
on ... they want $5,000 for those 180 photos ... so 
we are going to work on getting a i l  those photos. 
When we do, after Christmas, in that Art Gallery 
Room, our little addition, we are going to have 
those drawing taken out and we are going to have a 
Fifth Thule Expedition photo exhibit. 
There are always projects like books, CDS, videos 
and we are also starting a photo collection. We are 
taking pic- now of Elders. W e  h o p  to get a 
good scanner and a really good printet so that we 
can scan aii the photos. of our collection, h t o  the 
cornputer. Then if a local person said they want that 
picturc because thats their Great Graudfather, or 



something, then we can give thern a printed copy, or 
w hatever. 
There is aiI kinds of projects that we wili be 
involved in. We want to make it a .., not just ... like 
1 said ... sit here and wait for visitors, but ail kinds 
of activities. We want to get involved in 
archaeologicai surveys, and a l l  kinds of projects like 
that. Lucy Evo] is working on another project tw. 
That ... as  language change, like the English 
language, we are coming out with words like micro- 
chip, and all these things, and metnc system. So, the 
Inuit Inuktitut is changîng too, where there is new 
terms coming out. A lot of the old ones [words] are 
not king used because they don? use them 
anymore, Iike words for parts of a caribou skin tent 
or tent ring. Only the Elders know these words. The 
youth have never heard them before. If an Elder said 
the word they wouldn't lcnow what it meant because 
they are just not used in their language anymore. So, 
we are making a collection of these words that are 
not used anymore with the Elders. They will be 
included in the book and CD ROM. 

Shawn: Approximately how many Eiders are in Baker Lake? 

David: We are taking pictures of them now and we have a 
iist right here (at this point David picks up the list) 
... there are one hundred. We are taking people over 
sixty [years of age]. So, there are one hundred 
Elders over sixty. 

Shawn: One hundred EIders over sixty; thaîs incredible 
considering that most communities don 't have any 
[Elders] lefi. 

David: Yes. There is one hundred Elders over sixty. Now, 
sixty is not old; but there are very few Elde? who 
have lived the iife on the land. Like Peter 
Aasivaaryuk, Tilaaalaaq, and Piryuaq and Tallerook 
.., a few others that really lived the life. A lot of 
other Elders moved into Baker Lake, Say in the late 
50s or so, they are Elders now but they were 
brought up so many years in Baker they don't, you 
know, they didn't live the Me that Tiktaalaaq and 



Tallerook and those [people] lived. There are very 
few that actuaüy iived the life on the land. 

Shawn: Thats aii the questions that I have, Do you have 
anything else to add? 

David: No. Just that it was 65 when 1 moved up here and 1 
have always worked, mostly, with Elders on cultural 
projects. I've been involveci with a lot of cultural 
pmjects over the years. 1 enjoyed working with the 
Elders because it stays out of politics. The Elders 
too have a lot of power. 1 remember when 1 was 
working on the Heritage Centre here and the 
Historic Sites with my Elders Cornmittee, 1 went to 
the Mayor [David Tagoona] a few times and asked 
for things. The Mayor just laughed at me and said, 
'Dave you know you get what ever the heii you 
want because if 1 Say no to you I'm saying no to the 
Elders, and 1 won't." So, the EIders have a lot of 
power like that. So, we pretty well get our way 
because if the Elders want it we get it. 
1 enjoy working with them. They are not political 
and we always reach decisions by consensus. 
There' s is no arguments. If someme disagrees tbey 
Say so nicely. Theres no fight or anything and we 
just reach decisions quietly. Its a pleasure working 
with the Elders. 

Shawn: Great. Thank You. 

At this point 1 asked David if we could step outside so 1 could take 
his picture. 



Appendix C: 

(Barnabas Piryuaq, June 24 1998) 



Tape #k Four(4) 
Project Title: Qajaqs of Baker Lake 
Name of Interviewee: Barnabas Piryuaq 
Name of Interviewer: Shawn Charlebois 
Date of Interview: June 24 1998- 
Place: Baker Lake, Nunavut. The home of Barnabas Piryuaq 
Interpreter: Sam Itkilik 

Shawn: 

Bamabas: 

Shawn: 

Bamabas: 

Shawn: 

Barnabas: 

Shawn: 

Barnabas: 

Shawn: 

Bamabas: 

Shawn: 

The first grouping of questions are designed tu 
allow people j b m  future generations to 
understand exactly who you are. 
What is your name. Your English name and your 
Inuktitut name? 

Barnabas Piryuaq. 

What were your parents names? 

My dad's name was Amarodc and my mother's 
name was Kigyougalik. 

What is your wife S m e ?  

My wife's name is Inukpaaluk. 

Did you have any brothers or sisters. Ifso, what 
were their names? 

1 have had a Lot of older brothers that have passed 
away and a lot of younger brothers that passed 
away. Younger sisters that passed away and 1 have 
two sisters living in Baker Lake. One of my sisters 
is Johnny Parker's wife and her name is Qaqsauq; 
and a younger sister by the name of Natchialuk, 
Mike Hughson wife, and her kids are adults now. 

Do you have any children? 

My youngest kid has ... 1 now have two kids. 

What are their names? 



Bamabas: 1) Simngaq [passed away] 
2) Simgak [passed away] 
3) Michael NateeIaaq [passed away] 
4) Samson Jorah [Adopted to J. Ukpaga] 
5) Sarah Iqiquituq 
6) Thomas Akuliaq 
7) William httiqtuq 
8) Martha Kigyougalik [passed away] 
9) David Tuktugaalaq 

10) Margaret Nuhuktagaq 
1 1) Daniel 
12) Leah 
13) Jimmy Aliqtiksaq [Adopted into the Pjruaq 

famfiyl 

1 had thirteen kids. Out of those thirteen kids three of them have 
passed away. Our fmt  two daughters were bom not alive. Michael 
Nateelaaq just recently passed away. Samson Jorah was adopted by 
J. Ukpaga Sarah Iqiquituq is living in town. 1 have graodchildren 
but there are so many ... there is enough to make a town (laugh). 

Shawn: (laugh) Hûw old are you? 

Bamabas: 1 am 72 years old. 

Shawn: Where do you corne fiom Where were you born? 

Barnabas: 1 was boni across the lake calleci Qikiktauyaq. I 
grew up around Kazan River area and ever since 
then 1 have moved to Baker Lake. 

Shawn: What were the name of the people there? 

Barnabas: 1 was brought up by Angutirataq and when 1 was 
able to iaterpret, at the age of five, I moved into my 
Nateelaq. 

Shawn: What does that mean? 

Barnabas: 1 am e x p l d g  where 1 grew up. At the age of 
twelve, when 1 was able to work on some chores, I 
moved into a Nateelaq. From there, living with 
Natchialuk, 1 was able to hunt and go get foxes. We 
use to live on caribou; and foxes were used to trade 



for stuff from the Hudson's Bay Post fiom 
Harvaqtuuq. 
When you asked me earlier where 1 came from the 
group is called Harvaqtuuq and we are the people 
fiom Kazan River area- 

Shawn: Have you ever seen people using qajaqs? 

Barnabas: The people from the Harvaqtuuq area were ... used 
to have qajaqs but I use to be isolated. 1 grew up in 
an isolated area and because of the duration of the 
season, the qajaqing season was so short, we spent 
time trading our goods to the Hudson's Bay Post I 
have seen completed qajaqs but 1 have never made 
them. In 1943 there was a study on how the qajaq 
was made so weU- 

*Sam asks for clarification and realizes that he has made a rnistake 
in his translation of Barnabas' story. Sam states that in 1943 those 
people that Barnabas was tallung about were considered, by him, to 
be the real experts on how to make a qajaq. 

Barnabas: In 1943, me and James Ukpaga were at Bissett Lake 
area during the fail time and we were c h u  
hunting. m e  hunting] We came to a place cailed 
Piqqiq and there was a person there who had three 
qajaqs. There was a huge number of caribou cache 
dong the shore and he was the only one catching 
the carii'bou; and when he catches them he just 
brings them onto the shore and then goes back to get 
more caribou. 1 was aw stmck at the great number 
of caribou skias that were spread out to dry. AU 
these caribou were caught without using any rifles. 
The guy was using the harpoon to catch the caribou- 
He had separated [the] caribou skins. One area he 
was going to use for his clothing and the other are* 
the other group of caribou skins, he was going to 
use to trade in the comuig winter (laugh). 
In 1943,I really found out how valuable the use of 
the qajaq was because the qajaqs provided meat for 
the person and clothing. As well, the guy could 
corne to the Hudson's Bay Post so he could trade for 
some goods. 
Me and James Ukpaga came across this man, this 
man was the man 1 was telling you about who 



caught ail the caribou skin and stuff* we came 
amss  him ..- the guy had three qajaqs and there 
were two others sitting on the river bank- That was 
the year that me and James came across this man ... 
and this man asked James and me to hide fiom the 
caribou so that we could guide the caribou later. 
And 1 was wondering how 1 was going to guide 
them just in a river where the current wasn't so 
strong, but 1 was still wondering how the guy was 
going to catch up to the caribou. On the river there 
is a ,.. dong the beach there is a Stream that is going 
upwards, up the river, and that guy was going up the 
river using those currents that were going up Stream 
and me and James were hiding behind a rock and 
we were waiting for the caribou. So when the 
caribou were close enough we wouid get visible and 
the caribou would go toward ... would run ... swim 
away from the caribou [swim away nom Barnabas 
and James?]. So, the man who was going up stream 
began to chase the caribou. The can iu  ... there 
were two caribou that he was chasing ... it was 
inches ... the guy on the qajaq was chasing the two 
caribou and when he got close enough, which is 
inches away fiom the caribou, he took theharpon 
and gave a good thnist to the caribou and by the 
time the caribou were on the beach they were dying 
from the wounds. The caribou were still struggling 
to get to the land and the guy was pretending to 
stniggle as well. because he was the hunter, so as 
soon as the caribou got d y  close to the land the 
hunter became really active and harpooned the 
caribou. 
The guy who was hunting the caribou was such an 
expert. That was the fmt time 1 saw a caribou 
hunter using a qajaq ... it looked so easy just by 
watching. Afier we made a caribou cache 1 wanted 
to try the qajaq, even though the hunter told me not 
too, the hunter wamed me that it was difficult but 1 
kept on wanting to try it. So, 1 tried it and even 
before 1 got to the water it was so unstable for me 1 
got off again before trying. 
That was the only time 1 saw anybody using a qajaq 
to hunt caribou. Since that time ... 1 have never seen 
a number of people use qajaq for hunting caribou. 



Shawn: 

Barnabas: 

Shawn: 

Bamabas: 

S hawn: 

Bamabas: 

Shawn: 

Bamabas: 

Shawn: 

Bamabas: 

Shawn: 

Su, you have never seen anybody before 1943 
hunting caribou [by qajuq] ? 

That one 1 saw in 1943 ... 1 figure that was the very 
last person to use a qajaq on that river. 

So, you didn't see anybody bccfare 1943 [using a 
qaiaql? 

No. 

C o d  you explain how the man brought the caribou 
fiom the water to the shore ... did he tie a rope 
amund the antler or around the neck of the 
caribou ? 

The particular one in 1943 it was a ... the caribou 
that were killed, or  given wound, drifted ... 
foiiowing the wind that was going towards the land; 
and by the time they [caribou] were about to die the 
caribou was on the land, 

So the qajaq hunter didn't even have to bring them 
to land they were just there ... Zike the wind blew 
them or the current bZew them to the shore? 

By the time the caribou died it was so close to the 
land that the hunter didn't even have to drag it to the 
land. The hunter had a plan to .,, there was a certain 
area where the hunter wanted them to get to the land 
..- it was marked already. So, by the time the caribou 
died ... it was really close to the land that the hunter 
just had to pull the antler to the land ... to get to the 
land. if it was on a fast flowing current the hunter 
would have used a rope and tied on the antler to 
bring it to the land. 

Do you have any idea how a qajaq was built? 

There's two people in town that made a qajaq, and 
that qajaq is ai [the] Museum of Baker Lake now. 

ï,uke Tunguaq anà David Tiktaulaaq? 



Barnabas: Y;t Those two have seen their father's make them 
before so they know how to make qajaq. 

Shawn: I hopefully will be talking to them later. 

Barnabas: Those two know about qajaqs more then me 
(cough) - 

At this point Sam tells Barnabas that we can stop at any time. 
Barnabas States that he has a little flu and that makes him cough. 

Shawn: Do you have any stories on the creation of the 
caribou? 

Barnabas: I've got no ... 1 have never heard of any caribou 
creation ... even when the white ... or outsiders 
came. I have never heard any stories of the creation 
of the caribou, 
When 1 was growing up 1 moved to an area where 
they had trading and when ... iïke a ... when they 
had a settlement in Baker me] 1 moved in. My 
dad use to be a translater for the RCMP and the 
RCMP acted as a ... like they use to take care of 
people that were either starving or sick. It was in 
this community [Baker Lake] that the RCMP was 
located. 

Shawn: Did you see what the hunter did when he brought 
the caribou to the shore ... did you see him cut them 
up ... or were there women on shore doing t h t  job? 

Sam: The one in 1943? 

Shawn: Yu. The one in 1943- 

Barnabas: When the guy put the caribou on land he made large 
number of caribou cache. He made sure that the 
cache were secure so that foxes and other wild 
animais wouldn't be able to get to them. As 1 was 
saying earlier, some of the skin was going to be .-. 
after he skinned them he dried the skin and the skin 
was going to be ... one half of the skins were put 
together so that the caribou skin would be used for 
clothing and the other half would be used to trade 
with the Hudson's Bay [Cornpanfi for goods. 



Shawn: (pause) Were hukihuit used to herd caribou into 
the water su qajaq hunters could hunt thern ... o r  
how were inukshuit ured? 

Barnabas: liiukshuit were used to ... more Iike a land mark for 
the humans to understand. An inukshuk would 
locate ..- would be located near a caribou crossing 
and when Inuit came across this inukshuk they 
wouid study the area and study the river system and 
find out where the caribou would cross the river. So, 
in that sense the inukshuk was used as a land mark. 
There is another land mark which is near rivers and 
Iakes and it wouid be on a bill where the rock would 
be pointhg towards a fishing area and it was really 
specific to Wre -.. where to make an ice hole. When 
the people came across this rock, it was a lone rock, 
when they studied the rock ... the sharpest point of 
the rock usually pointed to a very specinc ice hole. 
This land mark was useful ... the people that came 
from far places or the persons grandson would know 
exactly where to drill ... or have the ice hole. 

Shawn: Do you know how people leamed ru use qajaqs ... 
just by ... through experience or- stories thnt 
you have heardfrom sumebody else? 

Barnabas: From way back then kids were taught how to use 
the actual size qajaq in the shallow water and he 
was ushg his waist, the water that would go up to 
his waist, and the kids would be put into the cockpit 
of the qajaq and they would be taught how to use 
the qajaq ... like how dangerous it is to be on a 
qajaci- 
One good example of how the system was used. for 
Wre in modem terms, is today a sixteen year old ... 
if anybody under the age of sixteen can't ride a 
Honda so they have to wait til they are sixteen to 
ride the Honda (laugh). Thats how, even way back 
then, they use to watch over the young person on 
how to use the qajaq. So, even today they use that 
type of system. 

Shawn: I'm jusî going to check the tape to see if1 have 
enough room. I'm jusî going to change it to the 
other si& 
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*** SIDE TWO: Continuation of interview. Reset tape-recorder 
counter 

Barnabas: 

Shawn: 

Barnabas: 

Shawn: 

Barnabas: 

Shawn: 

Barnabas: 

Shawn: 

Barnabas: 

Shawn: 

Before the white .., or the outsiders came in ... 

White people, whatever (laugh), ... it doesn 't offend 
me at al1 (laugh). 

(laugh) ... these people were calied .. . there were 
different groups of names, its not a discrimination, 
but for the area that ... the area that where people 
use to Iive were c d e d  that name because that 
certain area had this particuiar name to it, Do you 
understand o r  not? 

Like a geographical thing ... like where Harvaqtuuq 
ifs, what is if. rap ids... like raging rapids ... or 
people of the rapidr. 

Ya, As for me, 1 grew up with the people called 
Qairngninniut and 1 am sorry that I never knew the 
... the Qaimgnirmiut were in constant 
communication with the outsiders and it never 
reaIly gave me a chance to utilize my skills in using 
tradi tional tools. 

Umm. 

1 am really happy that 1 caught up to the qajaqs and 
drums and those things. 

From watching that rnan hunt in 1943 would you 
say that hunting with the q a j q  was safie? 

In caribou crossing area there were a lot of 
unwritten ... or there were a lot of mies that people 
use to follow before the outsiders came in. Those 
d e s  were followed realiy strictly. Amarook, my 
dad, use to foiiow these d e s  which were, how can 1 
say it, not a custom but ... these d e s  were redy 
strictiy followed by my dad as weil. 

Can you remember any of the d e s ?  



Barnabas: In caribou crossing they would bave really strict 
d e s  and even if I mention them now 1 don't think that they will be 
followed. 1 had a lot of my brothers, younger brothers, so my dad 
use to be in an area (cough) of the river opposite to the ... to the 
area where the caribou were going to corne fiom. So the d e  that 
was really .., that was followed when my dad was around was 
when ... if the caribou were coming fiom that side of the river my 
dad would be on this side of the river and nobody would be 
allowed to go to the other side of the river, which is the place 
where the caribou were coming from. So even the carcass ... there 
was suppose to be nobody, or any carcasses left on the other side of 
the river, but once on the river where Amarook was located at it 
was ... bis family codd hunt anywhere abng that side of the river- 

Shawn: What would happen ifthe caribou saw a caribou 
skin tent? 

Sam States that in an attempt to answer this question Barnabas 
explains the two different types of tents used; the canvass tent and 
the caribou skin tent. 

Barnabas: The caribou skin tent would be camouflaged to the 
land so the caribou wouldn't even realize that the 
tent was there. But the river ... during the ice break- 
up on the river there would be a oumber of ice that 
were laying on the side of the river and it was re- 
white so the caribou use to thinic that the canvass 
tent was the ice that was sitting on the side of the 
river. 
Those um ... our ancestors were really good buuters 
but the wolves ... they knew that the wolves mind 
was a lot smarter then the car i iu .  The wolves 
knew about the humans .., because the wolves 
thinks a lot (laugh). 

S hawn: Have you ever seen a cache which contained repair 
parts for qujaqs, iike wood or skin? 

Sam: The cache here? 

Sam points to one of the questions in my field book. 

Shawn: The reuson I included [this question] is because I 
have seen pictures O& and spoken to people before. 
who have opened a cache which was used for 



Sam: 

Shawn: 

Barnabas: 

Sam: 

Barnabas: 

Shawn: 

Barnabas: 

Shawn: 

Barnabas: 

Shawn: 

Sam: 

storing caribou meat orfish and inside there have 
been pieces of wood for repairing the ribs. Su, I was 
wondering whether or not, since i f s  hurd to get 
wood, ïfthey would Save some [wood] and put it 
inside a cache in case they were hunting caribou 
when they were crossing and their boat was broken 
then they could go get a piece of wood and repair it 
and then go buck to hunting? 

Can 1 answer what he said eariier? 

Sure. 

The tools that were made to make qajaqs were never 
left behind. So. they never use to leave thern in any 
particular am.  1t wodd  be in a pouch where the 
tools could be carrieci [belcause it was so valuable 
they just wouldn't leave it behind. 

1 am just going to explain to him why you asked. 

Way back then a system was used for what you read 
about ... is it recorded fkom the ... the stuff that you 
were saying eariier about the ... ya it is? 

It is recorded by an archaeologists named Virgina 
Petch in Manitoba (Petch 199 7). 

Even before the outsiders came in that system was 
used as weU. 

Storing wood, or saving wmd, in case qajaqs were 

1 have never seen any. The last time 1 ever saw 
anybody using qajaqs was in 1943. Where the guy 
... in 1943 1 was using [an] outboard motor-(laugh). 
1 saw the guy ushg ... that was the year I saw many 
valuable uses for the qajaq (laugh). 

Do you remember any other stories or accounts, 
other then I943, of qajaqs? 

1 interpreted wrong ... but the storing of the qajaq 
was ... ï' il ask the same question after 1 interpret . . . 



Barnabas: 

Sam: 

Shawn: 

Sam: 

Bamabas: 

Shawn: 

Shawn: 

Barnabas: 

Shawn: 

Barnabas: 

The storing of the qajaq for the winter was on a (?) 
and they would dig into the ground and make sure 
that the qajaq wouid be completely covered for the 
winter where foxes and other anirnals wouldn't be 
able to get into it. It would be safely stored for the 
winter. 

What was that question again [Shawn]? 

Actually. I jmt kind of made it up off the top of my 
head Are there ony other stories or experiences 
thal you have had with qajaqs thar you coukd tell 
us? 

How can 1 Say this (ïaugh). 

That was the only 1 have seen. 1 have never really 
heard of any other stories but 1 refer you to Luke 
Tunguaq and David Tiktaalaaq Blcause  their dad 
use to make qajaq and they were able to watch them 
on a daily bases during the spring t h e  about the use 
of qajaqs. 

OK. I only have two more questions. 

Even though you haven't ever used a qajaq are 
qajaqs stilt important to you. Why? 

Yes, it is very important. Even if our fathers were 
not using the qajaq 1 don? think that 1 would be 
alive today. So it is very important- 

Do you think it is important to teach the younger 
people about qajaqs? 

Yes. It is very important to teach the younger 
generations the use of qajaqs because ... wben their 
ancestors were boni the only thing that they 
survived on was caribou skin, caribou tools and 
qajaqs. 1 can't figure out how we would be living 
today if it wasn't for the caribou tools and 
accessories. It is very important for the Inuit to leam 
the use of the Inuit culture. 
1 can still visualize how my dad was brought up by 
the use of the caribou skins and qajaqs ... even today 



the use of the caribou material has to be brought 
down from one generation to the next. It is reaily 
important that the younger generation l e m  as much 
as possible @~e]cause as they get older ... an older 
person ... it starts to get ... when they are around 65 
[or] 70,1 realize now, that it has to be passed down 
[belcause everything starts to get hard and even a 
really iight thing ... for me to lift up something 
really hght its a really heavy for me. 
1 can use myself for an example k lcause  1 got a 
five gailon tank that 1 pick up fresh water. 
Nowadays, 1 pick up the fresh water ... back then 1 
was able to lIft a 45 gallon barre1 that was full of 
water with ease. But today 1 drive my Honda out to 
get the five gailon barre1 and its really hard for me 
now to walk a short distance before 1 get tired 
(laugh). T&yI we have playgrounds now and we 
have sports; back then it was basically the same 
thing but it was more of a practice with using like ... 
practicing with stuff that we would have to use in 
order to survive. Today, 1 could ... 1'11 use the next 
door neighbor which is about how many ... frfty 
yards away ... ? 1 can use that as an example ... iike 
today 1 can't even run that far, that fast. When 1 was 
growing up 1 was able to run to that hill, which is 
about 500 yards, with ease (laugh). 
Inuit use to be brought up to train ... back then we 
use to play some rough games and some were made 
to nui and get really active so that in the fiiture it 
would be useful to me. Some were made to be r e d y  
strong where as I was using the 45 gaiion for an 
example. We use to do it for fun and not to show off 
but that fun was to prepare us for the coming years. 
In the coming years it would be useful to be fast 
runners or strong people, That was used for survival 
purposes. Some of it was for medicine purposes ... it 
was naturai for us to build strong muscles so we 
couid be healthy and for the use ... so that we could 
use it in the future ... it was Like medicine just to be 
happy ... that was the time that we were not showing 
off and working out. Again, 1 will use myself for an 
example, today we have t.v and couch and 1 can't 
even ... once 1 start d g  its going to get reaiiy ... 
I'm going to get tired d y  quick (laugh). So right 
now its redy cornfortable for me to lay on the 



couch. From layhg on the couch to much 1 body 
gets really tired easy. There is no pain. I'm just 
happy on my part Oaugh). 

Shawn: (Luugh) I don? have any other questions. Couid I 
take a couple of pictures. 

Barnabas: Yes, A number of time my picture had to be taken 
so by ail means- 

Shawn: Thank you very much. 

At thÏs point I took several p i c m  of Bmabas Pjruaq. 



Appendix D: 

(Emily Alerk, June 30 1998) 



Tape #: Five (5) 
Project Title: Qajaqs of Baker Lake 
Name of Interviewee: EmiIy Aierk 
Narne of Interviewer- Shawn Charlebois 
Date of Interview: June 30 1998. 
Place: Baker Lake, Nunavut. Elder's room in the Inuit Heritage 
Centre 
Interpreter. Sam Itkilik 

Shawn: 

Emil y: 

Shawn: 

Emily : 

Shawn: 

Emil y: 

Shawn: 

Emil y: 

Shawn: 

Emily: 

Shawn: 

Emily: 

Shawn: 

Whaî ir your English and lnuktitut name? 

Emily is my English Name. My huktitut name is 
Nipiha' naaq. 

Whot were your parent's names? 

My dad's name was Joseph. His Inuktitut name was 
Agluvak. My mom' s English name was Mary. Her 
Inuktitut name was Aiangat My older sister's name 
was koe and my other older sister was Atuat. 1 had 
a brother named Atungat. My older sister is Lucy 
Kownak and she is living today. 

D o  you have any children? 

My oldest son is Hugh Ikoe. My oldest daughter is 
Sarah Amaroo'tuaq. 1 have three adopted kids. My 
step daughter is KimberIy Alerk .... 

Would you Zike sorne coBe or tea? 

Coffee. 

How old are you? 

66 (years old). 

Where do you comefiom? 

Have you mer seen people using qajaqs? 



Emil y: I am the youngest of my siblings and when 1 was 
growiog up ... before 1 was born my parents use to 
use the qajaq, but after 1 was bom I've seen people 
using qajaqs other then my parents. 

Shawn: Sol you have seen people using qajaqs before. When 
was this? 

Emily : When my dad passed away my mom marrieci 
another man and we traveled to Ferguson Lake, a 
place called Aglignaqtuq, and 1 saw two Elders 
using the qajaq. When 1 had a kid, there were people 
from Paalirmi~t area b a t  came in and 1 saw 
Atangat'tuaq using a qajaq. 

Shawn: How were they using them? 

Emil y: 1 have also seen Luke Anowtalik using a qajaq and 
for two years too 1 seen Luke paddling the qajaq. 

Sam States, after a correction fiom Emily, that it was William 
Anowtalik that Ernily saw paddling the qajaq and not Luke 
Anowtalik- 

Shawn: So, they were jusî &g the qajaqs for showing 
tourisis whut they ïooked like they weren't using 
them for hunting. 

Ernil y: That William y a  1 was just a kid when I saw the 
people at ... the ones that 1 saw at Ferguson &alce]. 1 
wasn't aware of what the qajaqs were used for, But 
the one I saw with William were used for ... to 
show visitors how a qajaq was used. 

Shawn: How did you learn to sew skins for the qajaqs? 

Emil y: My mom use to teach me skills ... how to put the 
skuis together whiie my dad was hunting. &le my 
dad was hunting my mom use to teach me how too 
... by word. By word she use to teach me how to 
sew the skin ont0 the [qajaq] frame. 

Shawn: How old were you when your mother started 
teaching you how to sew? 



Emil y: 1 was about £ifteen or sixteen when I started leaming 
and that was not just related to qajaq. My rnom use 
to teach me how to sew caribou skin dothes ... even 
for clothing. 

Shawn: So, u tmeen that's when you were taughr how to 
sew clothing. as weii as, caribou skin qajaq covers? 

Emily: 1 was brought up by my older sister. So, when ... my 
older sister use to teach me ... 1 was aiways with my 
older sister ... so when my dad passed away .... 1 
mean, my older sister use to give me items to sew 
for practice and even when 1 got back to my mom 1 
was sewing smali items for practice. 

Shawn: Could you explain how to sew the skins onto the 
qajq LPa~nel? 

Emily : It would take a number of days for the skins ... you 
would have to bring the skins to a lake and soak it 
in the lake for a number of days and when the skin 
starts to come off you bnng it up to the land and dry 
the skin. 1 brought some material to show for an 
example. 

At this point Emily removed some caribou skin fiom her bag. 

Shawn: 1s it the fir that comes o f l  

Emil y: Yes. 

Shawn: Wou[d you mind if1 took a picture while we talk so 

Emily: No. We would bring ... when the sLin was dry we 
would bring the skins back to the water and when it 
is completely soaked you bring the caribou skins 
and lay it over the qajaq [fiame] and make sure that 
the skins are over lapping by about 1/4 of an inch. 
You make completely sure that you just don't make 
a hoie ... you make sure that there is no hole on the 
caribou skin. 
When you make ... 1 never made a hole ... when you 
lay the skins together you d e  sure that you don? 
make a hole on the caribou skin. 



Sam: 

Shawn: 

Sam: 

Emiiy: 

Shawn: 

Emiiy: 

Shawn: 

Emil y: 

What do you c d  that angle the one she was doing? 

Z know .., its an "invisr'ble stitch " ... just refer to JiZl 
Oakes and Sally Webster's book on how to rnake 
[Inuit caribou skin] clothing. They have a diagram 
for that stitch. 

1 just told her that 1 have no explanation on [the 
stitch] she just did (laugh). 1 told her you knew 
about it. 

So, on that stitch does it go threw this one, threw 
the top [layer of caribou &in] one, and then only 
hdfway threw the bottom one? 

We would fold the over-lapping skin half way and 
then when one side of the skin is completed you flip 
it over and do the same thing as you did with the 
£irst one. The fitst side of folding and right dong 
the edge you would put fish oil so  that it doesn't dry 
" P o  

(Pause) Wouid you put fish oïl jusî on the stitch or 
would you put it on al1 of the skin ? 

The example that 1 was using ... when one side of 
the skin is completely formeci the flip side of the 
skin was, maybe a 114 of an inch opening, ... use 
something like maybe a little piece of stick wened 
in a fish oii .-. and as its painting -.. when we paint 
we make these (?) ... before 1 soak the other 1/4, or 
the top layer, 1 wouid use fish oil to make it water 
proof. 

The Engiïsh translation of the above iaformation is extremely 
difficult to hear and understand on the audio tape. This is due to 
the background noise caused by Emiiy as she folded the dry 
caribou skin in order to demonstrate the "invisible stitch" used 
when sewing qajaq skins. 

Shawn: So it would just be the seoms where the stitch wac 
[that wouid be cover withjhh oil]. 



At this point Emily gives another example as to how fish oil was 
used for waterproofing. m e  example is based] on caribou skin 
kamiks that had no fbr on them ... where the caribou skin kamiks 
would be filled with fish oil to make them waterproof and it would 
take a number of days to make them waterproof or let them absorb 
the liquid ... the caribou skin would absorb the fish oil and this way 
they could become waterproof. We didn't have any rubber boots so 
thats how we use to make waterproof kamiks. 

Shawn: How n m y  skins were used ... how many caribou 
skins were used for une qajaq? 

EmiIy : fit] Usuaiiy takes five caribou skins to put the (?) ... 
on two occasion 1 had to help put a qajaq ... or the 
caribou skin on a frame. On one occasion the 
caribou skin was t w  tight and we were not using a 
caribou buii ... the skin was thin and we put the 
caribou skia on too tight so it started raising up. 

Sam states that Emily was elaborating that it [caribou skin] doesn't 
have to be too tight when you lay it on the ... or put the caribou 
skin ont0 the qajaq. 

Shawn: It doesn't have to be tight. Is it because it will dry 
and eventuatly tighten or is it OK that it is a little 
bit loose? 

Emil y: When the moist[ure] is gone its going to ... the 
qajaq [skin covering] is going to tighten and when it 
dnes up it starts to rip up. Thats when the skin is to 
dry and on too tight. 

Shawn: M e n  the qajaq wasn't in the water how wouid you 
stop itfiom drying up and splitting .. . the skin ? 

Emily : 1 don? know. If you walk dong the beach you have 
qajaqs laying on the beach and thats what Ihave 
seen. 

Shawn: (Pause) Through stories fiom your parents, or from 
other peuple, couH you explain how the caribou 
were hunted by qajaq? 

Emiiy : Long age people use too have a ... get married ... 
when a boy was around sixteen years old he would 



Sam: 

Emil y: 

Shawn: 

Emily: 

Shawn: 

Emil y: 

Shawn: 

Emily : 

have a married ... or he would have a girl where ... 
when the girl is still in the womb of the mother ... 
my dad use to have a qajaq ..-. 1 have tons of stones 
of when 1 was growing up. 1 was told a number of 
stories on a number of issues relating to Inuit. My 
mom ... even before the Hudson's Bay [Company] 
moved to the town we are in right now called Baker 
Lake we use to be at a place called Qaiktu'naaq, 
which is a rocky little area just passed Hudson's 
Bay or the Northern Store. When my dad use to 
bring ammunition my mom met with my dad. 

(Laugh) Did we loose you. 

Ya, you kinda lost me there (laugh). 

1 got no recollection of people ... about the qajaq. 
The only one that I cm remember are the four 
occasions that 1 talked abut  eariier. Just when I 
started rernembering, when 1 was growing up, my 
dad used the qajaq. That same year, when 1 started 
remembering, my dad passed away and there were 
.-. my mom use to teil me about sewing ... how to 
sew the [qajaq] skins together; which is what 1 
explained earlier. 

How many women sewed one qajaq? 

There use to be a number of ... Like my mom ... use 
to tell me that there use to be a nurnber of women 
putting together, or sewing, the skins together but 1 
have sewed one ,.. the fmt one that I helped sew 
together there was only two people. On the second 
one there was four people sewing the qajaq 
together, or the skins together. 

Who sewed the cockpit area or the center area. Was 
it the women or was it the men? 

The group of four that 1 was with ... two ladies 
began at each end and they started moving inwards 
towards the cockpit. When they got to the cockpit 
area David Tiktaalaaq helped to put the ... sew the 



S hawn: 

Emily : 

Shawn: 

Emiiy: 

Shawn: 

Shawn: 

Shawn: 

Shawn: 

E d y :  

cockpit together. Tiktaalaaq use to watch his dad 
sew the cockpit area so Tiktaalaaq was helping sew 
the skins for the cockpit area. 

Do you know why the man sewed the cockpit area? 

The ladies didn't know how to put the cockpit 
together so they use to ask David how too ... Wce for 
assistance. 

[Sam] you couM tell Emily that we can take a break 
at any tim, or we can enà for the day. What ever 
she would Iike. 

I am leaving tomorrow so 1 want to complete it. 

Good timing then. 

Did your mother ever tell you what happened to the 
caribou crftr they were killed by qujaq and brought 
to the shore? 

My mom use to teil me that they would keep [the] 
caribou crossing area as clan as possible. When the 
caribou skin [dead caribou] were on the land they 
[Emily's parents] would move as far as possible 
[from the crossing point] and skin the caribou so 
that when the caribou came across [the river] the 
caribou wouldn't be suspicious of anything. They 
tried to keep the caribou crossing as clean as 
possible. 

(Pause) I gwss there are only a couple of questions 
lejk 

Are qajoqs still important to you? 

It's still important to me. Back then even when the 
(?) were redy high people use to use the qajaq. 
Where as today we use bats  now but people get 
stranded on the land wlcause the boat is to stiff or 
some thing. 



Shawn: 

Ernil y: 

Shawn: 

Emily : 

Shawn: 

Emily : 

Shawn: 

Emily : 

Shawn: 

Emil y: 

Shawn: 

Do you think it î i  Unportmt to teach the younger 
generations about qajaqs, about sewing skim and 
how to build the qajaq? 

It is important that people leam about it. There use 
to be some really good people that knew how to use 
the qajaq. In fact, there were people that use to be 
ioside the qajaq and travel. In fact, one person I 
heard of is a lady sitting on the qajaq, behind the 
qajaq bhind the cockpit], while the waves were 
redy  hugh. My mother use to talk of a real expert 
person that use to use qajaqs who's name was 
Kuha'naaq aad his wife was Kownuk. 

When were they around? 

When my mother was around (laugh). 

1 am the very youngest daughter from my siblings. 

Are you one of the ladies that helped Luke Tmguaq 
and David Tiqtmiaaq sew the caribou skin qajaq in 
the [Inuit] Heritage C e n ~ e ?  

Yes. 1 helped put together the qajaq that was put in 
there. I was making a waterproof caribou skins with 
Iyituaq up there. 1 also braided caribou. We couldn't 
use a male [caribou] so we used caribou sinew and 
braided a lot of caribou sinew together. 

So, the things that were used to tie the .. or to hold 
the Fame together and ako to sew the skins 
together were caribou sinew from the back of the 
caribou ? 

Me and Iyituaq used caribou sinew, [from] the back 
of the caribou, and we put the sinew ... we braided 
the sinew and used it to put together the qajaq. 

That is al1 the questions I have. I hope there is 
something eise that you huve thut you would shore 
with use about qajaqs. 



Shawn; 

Emil y: 

Shawn: 

Emil y: 

Shawn: 

S hawn: 

EmiI y: 

Shawn: 

EmiI y : 

Shawn: 

f never really used the qajaq before, but rny morn 
use to say "myagaaktaq" when they were going to 
store them for the winter. By saying "myagaaktaq" 
--. 1 c m  o d y  recall my mom saying that but 1 don? 
know what it means. 

You have no idea why your rnom said that? 

My morn use to Say that when they [the qajaqs] 
were going to be stored for the winter, They would 
take extreme care for the qajaq and cover it with 
maybe s m d  rocks, gravel. 

So, except for the cockpit area we have heard this 
before fi-om other Eiders and that is the word she 
woulâ say when she was covering it with rocks? 

Yes. 

That is all I have tu ask Is there anything else you 
remember about qajaqs? 

1 had a father who was an expert qajaqer ... how to 
use the qajaq. 1 am redy sorry that if I'm missing 
any information 
about qajaqs. 

nie infonnation you hove given me is incredible. 
Thank you very much. Mutnaluavik 

My dad's name was Agluvak and I can barely 
recoliect my memory of my dad .,, other then that 1 
have no knowledge of qajaqs. 

Is there anywhere you would tike to have your 
picture taken ? 

Maybe ... m y  mom's got a picture in there (the main 
display room of the Inuit Heritage Centre) so I'm 
going to pull out another picture of my mom and 
show you. 

Sam, you can also explain to her that this 
infonnation witl be rrunslated into Inuktitut 
(Furding permitîing). I will senù back the pictures 



that I took tu&y- Al1 the Ulfonnation that we 
guthered today will be given tu her fmily and the 
"book" (thesis) will be given to the Inuit Heritage 
Centre. Ali the questions that we asked ..- 
everything will be given to her. 

At this time Emily showed Sam and me pichues of her stepfather 
Scottie. She also showed us pictures o f  herself and her oldest child. 

Shawn: Mere would you iike your picture taken? 

Emil y: Anywhere. It is  up to you. 

At this t h e  1 asked Emily if it would be ail  rigbt to take her picture 
in front of the Kazan River qajaq. She agreed and we moved into 
the main rmm of the Inuit Heritage Centre. 



Appendix E: 

(David Tiktaalaaq, June 30 1998) 



INTERVIEW #5 

Tape #: Six (6) 
Project Title: Qajaqs of Baker Lake 
Name of Inte~ewee: David Tiktaalaaq 
Name of interviewer: Shawn Charlebois 
Date of uiterview: June 30 1998. 
Place: Baker Lake, Nunavut. The home of David Tiktaalaaq 
Interpreter: Sam Itkilik 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

Sam could you just explain to him that the first set 
of questions are just going to be ... questions 
reiating to who he his and who is fmnily is so that 
ficture generations will bauw exuctly who 1 am 
talking with. 

What is your ruune. Your English name and your 
Inuktitut name? 

M y  English name is David and my Inuktitut name is 
Tiktaalaaq. 

What were your parents names? 

My mom's name is Wa'ah. Her English first name 
was Ada. My father's name is Oliut. He did not 
have an Engiish name. 

What is your wqe's name? 

My wife's name is Irene Avaalaqiaq. When they use 
her last name it is Irene Tiktaalaaq. 

Do you have any brothers or sisters? 

1 had two older brothers and two older step brothers 
that passed away. 

What were their names? 

My oldest brother's namc was Siksigaq. The second 
oldest bmthec was Qaqsauq. The third one was 
Agliguq and my forth oldest was Iksiktaaiyulr. 

Do you have any children? 



David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

David: 

Sam: 

Shawn: 

Sam: 

1 had four childien that passed away and right now 
there is 

1) Basil Ittuiukaq 
2) Peter Wa'ah 
3) Nancy Siksigaq 
4) Elizabeth Itiplui 
5) Susan Argnasungq 
6) Marvin Avaalaqiaq [Adopted into the Tiktaalaaq 

f a d y l  
7) Evelyn Qaqsauq [Adopted into the Tiktadaaq 

f&y1 

A lot of kids (laugh). How old are you? 

1 was bom in 1924. This year it is 1998 so I am 74. 

Where do you cornefrom? 

1 am from Harvaqtuq area 1 was bom at Harvaqhiq 
but 1 grew up around Ittimniq. 

Have you ever seen people &ng qajaqs? Which is a 
silly question (luugh). 

1 remember the three main people . . . my dad [Oliut] , 
Qaqsauq and Wa'ah using qajaqs. Thats when 1 just 
started to remember something so there are 
something's that 1 remember and some that 1 don? 
remember. 

When were they using them. What was the date 
app roxima tely ? 

During the springtime (laugh). 

Back then there were no calendars. Sam states that 
David is camparing the days, like today is June 30. 
so it would be the same condition as today when 
they began to use the qajaq. 

How were they uring them [the qajaq] ? 

In temu of a ... 



Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

Were they uring them for hunting? 

They use to hunt caribou with the qajaqs. 

How did you learn about qajaqs? 

By watching 1 leamed how to make qajaqs. 

By watching your father? 

Yes. 

Can you (pldira how a qajaq was built? 

1 have never seen anybody build a qajaq but by ... 
not imagining but by ... 

visualizing, me and Tunguaq built a qajaq last year. 

Through stories or thmugh your experiences do you 
know where they got the wood, where your father 
got the wood, to build the qajaq? 

From the treeline. They use to ... my dad use to pick 
up wood from the treeline and when ... as far as 1 
can remember ... 1 grew up when there was already 
boats ... store bought boats. 

They use to go and pick up the wood before ... in 
the uriner the and they would pick up the wood 
from the Beverly Lake area, as weii as, south West 
from Kazan River- 

Can you explain how caribou were hunted by men 
in qajaqs? 

1 have seen pople  at the caribou crossing. The 
people would wait for the herd to arrive and 1 have 
seen a few of them in my Me t h e .  

nienr hunting by qajaq? 



David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

Yes. 

Could you explain to us whut you sow? 

(Laugh) On one side the Inuit would wait for the 
caribou to start going to the shore and once the 
caribou was on shore, at the other side of the river, 
as soon as the hoofs were not touching the ground 
anymore, the Inuit would go and approach the 
caribou that was swimming on the river. 

Would they pull their qajqs behind or would they 
pull beside [the caribou] a d  then use the harpoon? 

They would approach the canïou and once they get 
close enough to the caribou they would go to the 
side of the caribou and harpoon it toward the 
shoulder blade area and get the ... not the esophagus 
but ... 

the jugular ... the jugular vein ? 

Yes. 

When a caribou was killed that way how was it 
broughr back to shore? 

They would use a caribou sinew, which was 
braided, fiom the leg ... 

Tendons ... the tendons in the k g  of the caribou? 

Yes. They would braided them together. as well as, 
caribou sinew which was h m  the back of the 
caribou. The bottom mouth Pp] of the caribou 
would ... they would make a hole on the bottom of 
the mouth and tie it up. They would try to brhg the 
caribou ail at once ... to the shore. 

So, ifthey killed more then one caribou fhey would 
try and tie them al1 together and then bring them al1 
to shore? 

David: Yes. 



Shawn: 

David: 

Shawa: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

S hawn: 

Sam: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

So. would the [dead] caribou just be fIwting while 
they were still hunting? 

They would use the fmt one ... the caribou would 
be floating and the first one that is tied to the boat 
would usuaiiy be a bull and from the antler of the 
buli they would make a hole on the bottom mouth 
of the caribou and the other caribou would float as 
well. 

SO, they would string them al1 together through the 
mouth? 

Yes. 

What happened to the caribou when it w u  broughr 
to land? 

Som as the hunter would bring the caribou to the 
land there would be peopIe waiting on the beach 
and ... soon as the caribou got to the land they 
would bnng the caribou further up to the land ... and 
the people that were not in the qajaq would start 
gutting the caribou. 

Have you ever heard how peopk learned to use 
qajaqs. Did they practice when they were younger? 

1 have never seen anybody teaching directly ... 
teaching a younger person directly, but just by 
watching people use to l e m  how to make qajaqs. 

When hunting were qujuqs safe? 

I asked him if it was dangernus to hunt by qajaq and 
he said no, d e f ~ t e l y  not. 

Could your father swim? 

1 have never seen my dad swimming. 

Have you seen any other ~arvaqtuumiut swim ? 

1 never seen anybody swim. 



Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

S hawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Whot would happa  ifthe qajaq tipped over then? 

1 have never seen anybody [tip over] but 1 have 
heard that when the ladies who were on the land 
[and] saw somebody tip over two of the rescues ... 
there would be two qajaqs on rescue. They would 
approach the one that tipped over and go on the side 
of the one that is tipped over and b ~ g  it to the land. 
1 have heard stories of this person dohg that thing. 

Gohg out and rescuing somebody? 

Yes. 

Does the persan hold on to the [rescue] qajuq while 
the [tipped mer] boat is being pulled to shore? 

1 have heard of a penon when the qajaq tipped over 
he would go to the back end of the [rescue] qajaq 
and just hold on to the qajaq while the other two 
qajaqs are paddling toward the land. 1 have heard of 
one incident doing such a thing with my dads other 
wife. When the hunters were not around the two 
ladies that were watching the person hunting the 
caribou on the river ... the two ladies ended up 
rescuing a man in that manner. Where the man was 
just holding on to the back of the qajaq and the two 
ladies on the side had ... the two ladies on the side 
(phone rings). Where was I (laugh). The two qajaqs 
rescued that person in that manner. 

Su, the women were paddling [the qajaqs] ? 

Yes. That was the one occasion that happened. That 
is the only one that 1 have heard of. The name is 
(phone rings) ... the person that did that name ... his 
narne was Nutaraktaaq Now there is a guy in Baker 
Lake named Nutaraktaaq and that is Simeon 
Mikkwigwak. 

Umm .... 

They were using caribu skin clothing and the 
caribou skin is light enough that it makes a person 
float. This iacludes the caribou skin parka and pants 



and that made the person light. Today there's safety 
floats in modem times, back then 1 think that 
caribou skia had the same quaiity as the ones that 
are used today (iaugh). 

Shawn: Were qajaqs ever used forfishing? 

David: They use to get fish by using a qajaq. For an 
example, a person had a ... what you c d  a kingmiak 
to hold the fish together and one time there was a 
big fish that ended up on the line and ... his mouth 
was reaUy stretched out (laugh). 

Shawn: So, how did they catch them @sh]. Did they use a 
kakivaq? 

Sam: 1 asked that and he said they were using a hook. 

David: Yes. Using a vaditionai hwk. 

Sam: Have you [Shawn] ever seen hem? 

Shawn: Kind of like that and then there is a rope here for 
the (?)? 

At this point 1 attempted to draw, what 1 thought, was a traditional 
Harvaqtuunniut hook. However, when the room fiiled with 
laughter 1 safcly assumed that 1 was wrong (laugh). 

Shawn: Oh well, I trïed (laugh). Or was it the one that was 
d e  by ... was the hook made by the paH of the 
jaw of the caribou? 

David: (Laugh). They use a caribou antier for a ho& They 
would put a steel, or metai, hook on. Lüre hook it up 
to the antier and use that for a ho&. 

S h a w :  Were qajaqs mer used when hunters were hunting 
birdr ? 

David: Yes. They use to use the qajaq ... what ever uses 
the= were..When they w e n  going to go egg hunting 
they would use the qajaq as weii. 



Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Do you remember any rituals or ceremonies 
perfonned before. during or afrr a qajaq hunt? 

1 have never reaiiy heard about any rituals or 
ceremonies before, during or after the hunt. 

What about caribou skin tents on the crossings ... 
where the caribou crossings were? 

(Laugh) They use too have both the traditional skin 
tent as well as those cauvas tents that the traders 
brought in up here. 1 have never seen any rituals ... 
they would just be visible to the caribou crossing 
area. 

Were inukshuit ever used tu heard caribou into 
water so qajaq hunrers coutd kiZl them (phone 
rings) ? 

Tbere is a place at Piqqiq where they have inukshuit 
put up. They were used way ... 1 don? even ... 
before 1 was born they were put up. 1 have heard of 
inukshuit king used to herd caribou. 

How would they be used. Would the hunter run the 
herd toward the inukshuk and then the caribou 
would be scared and go in the water? 

1 know that it is a way of herding the caribou to the 
river. There would be a person on the land for the 
caribu to hit the water and then they would start 
hunting the caribou. 

So, they wouid be hunting by qajq? 

The person on the land would be waiting for the 
caribou herd to get to the water and soon as they hit 
the water they would jump into thcir qajaqs and 
start chasing the caribou. 

When did people stop using qujaqs? 

Soon as those Eldea passed away they stopped 
using the qajaq. 



Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

War it when the Hudron 3 Bay Company was 
bringing rnanufactured b a t s  up ? 

1 think that when the traders came up here they 
Fuit] probably stopped using them [qajaqs] on a 
daily bases. Even my parents took ... waited a long 
time before they could start beginning to use the 
boats. 

Are qajaqs d l  important to you. Why? 

Yes. Qajaqs are reaiiy important and not to long ago 
they were using for sUZVivaiai When they moved 
inland .... The o d y  the that they use to leave their 
qajaq was when they went inlaad to hunt for meat, 
caribou. They went as far as Paalliq to look for 
food. 

How would they store their qajaqs when they 
weren 't using them? 

They would usually have the qajaq ... they lived 
year round anyway at where they were Living so they 
lest the qajaq ... they just anchored it down to the 
ground and leave it there for the winter. 

I don? have any other questions to ark Is there 
anything efse you would like to a d ,  any stories or 
any information ut al1 thut you can think of about 
qajaqs ? 

(Laugh) For day trips on ... before 1 have seen my 
dad ... when they were going to go for a few days 
inland they wouid use a ... the cockpit [of the qajaq] 
would just be covered by using a skin. My dad use 
to cover the cockpit area with skin and just make 
that the ends of the qajaq werc tied down. 

He would just leave it like k t .  WouCd it be lefi 
above growd or would they dig irt the g r o d  ami 
put the qajaq in? 

On top of p v c l .  

Woukü tliry use four rocks to hùi ~ h c  qajaq? 



David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

Sam: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

David: 

Shawn: 

They would use four rocks ... especially when the 
skin was new they would have to use four rocks so 
that the qajaq wodd be able to float 

Wow rnuny skins were used [when the qajaq was 
built] ? 

There would be ... usualiy there would be four but 
my dad use to have five buli caribou skins to make a 
qajaq- 

[Som] are there ony questions you wouid like to 
ark? 

Not off the top of my head. 

[David] is there anything ehe you woucd like to 
add? 

(Laugh) I have nothing to Say. From beginning this 
moniuig 1 aied to remember al1 aspects of qajaq 
making (laugh). Other then that 1 have nothing else 
to Say about qajaq. 

Muma loavik Could I take a couple of photos. 

Yes. 

Would there be nny place that you would like to 
take your photo? 

(Laugh) What would you like? 

Right there is go&. 

At this point 1 took severai pictures of David Tiktadaaq. Aftcr this 
David offered us some caribou meat which was drying in the 
kitchen. Sam and 1 sat and ate. 1 enjoyed this very much. 



Appendix F: 

(Ada Kingilik, July 1 1998) 



Tape #: Seven (7) 
Roject Title: Qajaqs of Baker Lake 
Name of Interviewee: Ada Kingilik 
Name of Interviewer: Shawn Charlebois 
Date of Interview: July 1 1998. 
Place: Baker Lake, Nunavut. Inuit Broadcasting Corporation office 
Interpreter: Sam 1tkili.k 

Shawn: 

Ada: 

Shawn: 

Ada: 

Shawn: 

Ada: 

Shawn: 

Ada: 

Shawn: 

Ada: 

Shawn: 

Whar is your y o w  English anà Inuktitut name? 

M y  Engiish naxne is Ada M y  huktitut name is 
Iyi' tuaq. 

What were your parents names? 

My dad's narne, Engiish name, was Simon and bis 
Inuktitut name was Mangili'naaq. My mom's 
English name was Martha. Her inuktitut name was 
Ittuiuka'naaq. 

Were you mamwed. [ifsol whar was your husbands 
name? 

His [name] was James Kingilik. 

Do you have any brothers or sisrers? 

My oldest brothcr was David Ikuutaq. The second 
oldest child was Winnie Nipititaaq. Third child was 
Fanny Arngnatqik. 1 was the foxth child. The next 
child was Jacob Qaqimut. The youngest one was 
Mathew Aqiqaaq. We had two adopted kids but 1 
didn't even know their narnes. Thcy have passed 
away. 

Do you have any children? 

My oldest daughter is Betsy Kautaq. My oldest son 
is Mark Etolobiaaq. The third child is Noel 
Ohoqak. Then there is David Killulark. The 
youngest one is Bobby Taiugiyaq. 

Waw old are you? 



Ada: 

Shawn: 

Ada: 

Shawn: 

Ada: 

Shawn: 

Ada: 

Shawn: 

Ada: 

Shawn: 

Ada: 

Shawn: 

Ada: 

Shawn: 

My binhday was on June 3 and 1 recently tumed 65 
(laugh). 

Happy birthdoy- 

Where do you corne fiom ? 

1 was boni passed Akiliniq. 1 was brought up in 
Akîliniq area 

What is rhe Mme of rhe people rhere? 

- -  * We were called Alulininniut and it was around 
Beverly Lake area 

Have you mer seen anybody ever using qajaqs? 

1 have never seen anybody using qajaqs. Only when 
1 became an adult did 1 finally start seeing people 
using qajaqs. [For example], in Baker Lake 1 have 
oniy seen qajaqs in places like the visitor's centre. 

How did you Zearn to sew the skins onto a qajaq 
then? 

As we were sewing the qajaq together, the one at 
the museum (the Harvaqtuwmiut qajaq at the local 
Inuit Hentage Centre), 1 W .  taught not to sew the 
skin ont0 the fiame ... 1 was told not to have it so 
tight but we tried to ... we just laid the skin on the 
qajaq [ b e l  and sewed it together. 

Could you explain how you sewed it [the skins] 
together ? 

1 took extreme care. One side of the skin would be 
sewed together and then the other ... then we would 
pivot over and sew it together as weli and we would 
make sure that there would be no holes on the skin. 

Have you heard any storiesfrom your parents about 
qajaqs? . 



Ada: My parents use to teli me to have ... when the qajaq 
was completed ... to have it completely covered 
with fish oiI. This way the skin won't dry up as fast 
and it won't crumple up as usud. So, they would 
put .. they would lay a bone on the side or 
something to hold the fish oil together. Today they 
paint something's they would use caribou skin to 
cover the ..- soak the fish ... soak the caribou skin 
into the fish oil and then lay the oïl over the qajaq. 

Shawn: Did it matter what ùind off ih  or any kind offih? 

Ada: As long as it was fish oii. Any kind of fish was 
g d -  

Shawn: Hüw many [caribou] skins did it take to cover a 
qajaq. Haw many did it take to cover the one in the 
[Inuit] Hen'tage Centre? 

Ada: It would depend on the length of the qajaq. The 
caribou ... we would measure the caribou skin from 
one end to the neck area and figure out exactly how 
many skins there would have to be. Thvre was a 
number of skins that we used for putting the skin 
together ... the one [qajaq] that is at the b i t ]  
Hentage Centre right now ... the one at the Hentage 
Centre had different thickness on the skin so some 
of it npped up before. We had to use fish oil to keep 
it fiom breakîng up, or drying up to much. There 
was no fish oil so we lefi it ljke that. You would 
have to ... the number of skùis would very 
depending on the size of the fiane (cough) and tried 
to keep the thickness the same when you were 
collecting caribou skins for the h e .  

Shawn: So, yuu tned to muke sure that all the skins were the 
same thickness? 

Ada: Yes. We would try to keep the thickness of the sLin 
the same as much as possible because when one 
side of the sLin was thinner it would start to rip up 
right away. As much as possible we wouid try to 
keep the thickness of the skin the same. 



Shawn: How thick would the skin be [by] using your 
fingers? 

Whüe asking this question Sam states that he had a 
misunderstanding in regards to one of Ada's descriptions about the 
width of the caribou skin. 

Ada: The width of the s k i n  for the qajaq would depend 
on the size of the qajaq. 

Sam states that he elaborated and asked my question again. 

Ada: There was no exact measmement. During the fall 
time when the caribou buil ... we would use that 
material fiom there and use it for the cover of the 
sajaq- 

Sam states that Ada gave an example of the material she was using 
and suggested that it would probably be that thick. 

Shawn: 1/4 of an inch. 

Sam: Maybe less. 

Shawn: M q b e  a Iittie thinner. 

Sam: Yes. 

Shawn: From your experience do you know how caribou 
were hunted by qajaq? 

Ada: 1 have heard of people hunting on the caribou 
crossing. When ûying to aim for the swimming 
caribou ... if the caribou was on the left side of the 
qajaq, using a 45 degree angle, aiming towards the 
caribou and trying to get the back of the caribou. If 
the caribou was on the right side you would use 
your left hand again at a 45 de- angle, and it 
would ... that arrow would be pointing towards the 
shoulder blades of the caribou so that the caribou 
could get weaker. On the qajaqs they did not use 
bow and arrows they used harpoons. 

Shawn: When the caribou wer killed how was i f  brought tu 
shore? 



Shawn: 

Ada: 

Shawn: 

Sam: 

Shawn: 

Ada: 

Shawn: 

Ada: 

Shawn: 

The people that were hunting the caribou on the 
qajaq ... when they were dead they would tie up the 
... the hunter would tie up a string around his waist 
and the dead caribou would be so iight that they 
wodd just wrap the caribou sinew around the neck 
of the caribou and just leisurely paddle towards 
land. In those days nothing was wasted. They took 
extreme care on using harpoons and bow and arrows 
... they took extreme care when bringing the caribou 
to the land. 

What happened to the caribou when it was brought 
to shore or to the land? 

They wodd use ... once the caribou got on land 
either they would use the slcin ... they would skin it 
and use some material to make dried food. In the 
summertime, they would use it ... cache it for the 
winter. 

How did you leam to sew ? 

Qajaqs? 

Qajuqs. Wetl in this case it would be sou anything 
because she was taught iater how to build a qajaq. I 
am wondering if if was passed on by her mother. 
But don't say that, just ask her how she was taught 
to SeW. 

By watching. I learned how to sew materials by 
watching. Qajaqs and kamiks, water-proof kamiks, 
have to be made basicaiiy in the same manner. So, 
just by watching how they were made 1 taught 
myself how to sew. 

When sewing the kamik is if the same stitch ... su 
water doem 't corne in as it would be on a qajoq 
skin ? 

They would be cxactly tbe same stitch because both 
of them are going ta be ustd in the water. So  we 
made completly sure that the kamü;s were water- 
proof, as well as, the qajaq. 
On kamiks would you ulso use fish oïl? 



Ada: We would use fish oil on kamiks as weii. That way 
it didn't dry up and crack easily. Even on kamiks we 
would use fish oil to make it water-proof- 

Shawn: When sewing a qajaq skin how many women did it 
take to complete one boat? 

Ada: There wouid be four women because the skin -.. 
they didn't want the skin to dxy up really fast. There 
would be four women sewing the skin ont0 the 
frame of the qajaq. 

At this point I retx-ieved the qajaq mode1 wbich was made by 
Jimmy Taipanak from the IJ3.C. kitchen and brought it to where 
Ada was sittiog. 

Shawn: 

Ada: 

Shawn: 

Ada: 

Shawn: 

(Pause) Using the qajaq fiom Jimmy Taipanak 
would two women sew the fiont part of the qajaq 
[and] two women sew the back? 

Before the skin dries up they wouid ... the two 
women out in the fiont half ... would sew the skin 
together as fast as possible and liktwise for the 
other two in the back end ... back half of the qajaq. 

Would they stan sewing on the top or would you 
star? sewing on the bottom. first? 

They would lay the skin compbtely over [the 
frame] ... there wouldn't be any hole in the bottom 
because it would be a complete skin that was laid 
ont0 the qajaq. On the top of the qajaq they would 
begin sewing and cut the caribou skin so that the 
skin would overlap each other by a 114 of an inch. 
Before it could dry up they would sew it together as 
fast as possible. 

So. the s e m  would be on the top of the bow [and] 
not d e m e a t h  the bout. It would be a solid piece of 
caribou skin undemeath the bow and the stem. 
[Sam] this is more for me then her. I derstand 
whut she is swing. So, there WOU be a solid piece 
of caribou skin undenteath with no seem so woter 
wouldn't leok in and the seem would be on the top. 



Shawn: Who would sew the cockpit area? 

A&-. The owner of the qajaq would sew the cockpit but 
both the ladies and the men would sew the cockpit 
together in cooperation. 

Shawn: Do you know why the men would get involved only 
in ;he cockpit and not the rest of the boat? 

A&: The man would have to ... for his liking. He would 
have to put it together because ... for his liking. 

At this time 1 asked Sam to ask Ada if she would like to take a 
break. She agreed and we sat and had coffee. For the sake of saWig 
tape 1 twn the recorder off. 

Shawn: 

A&: 

Shawn: 

Ada: 

Shawn: 

Ada: 

Shawn: 

Ada: 

Have you heard any stories or heard of any 
experiences, from your parents, of what happens 
when a qujaq tipped over? 

Once the qajaq flipped over the man could jump out 
of the cockpit ... at the same time holding on to the 
paddle and the qajaq ... the man wodd use the 
paddle for a guide and use it to float at any position 
and hold on to the qajaq and swim to the shore. 

So he would swim tu the shore? 

Yes. With the qajaq ... holding onto the qajaq and 
the paddie. 

Did any other qajaqs corne and help them. Let me 
rephrase that. So, could your father swim? 

1 have never seen my dad swim becausc we were 
brought up in pond areas and not rivers. So, 1 have 
never seen my dad swim. 

Have you mer heard of nories of people fiîhing 
from qajaqs? 

They use to fish with qajaqs as well and cvcn if the 
qajaq was up to ... the qajaq would float no matter 
how much of a load it would carry. 



WMe tianslating Ada's answer Sam stated the foilowing: "in this 
one Ada was using caribou ma t  and fish for an example and they 
would ... anyhow you put the qajaq would float and they wodd 
bring it to land." 1 am uncertain as to what this means. 

Sbawn: Bring the fish to the land? 

Ada: Yes. 

Shawn: Would you store thefLFh on top or would they put it 
inside [the qajaq] ? 

Ada: The fîsh wouid ais0 -- the fisb would be inside the 
qajaq. When there were people that needed to go to 
the other side of the river, [ad] they were lacking 
qajaqs, they would have a caribou skin and coiiect 
pieces of wood, what ever cm float, and wrap the 
floaters with caribou skin so that it could float and 
in that manner they use to go across tw. 

Shawn: Would they attach a fine, some sinew. ktween the 
qajaq a d  the rafr and one person would p d l e  
and pull the rafr across. Or would sornebody paddle 
the raft? 

Ada: (Laugh) The qajaq would tow the people. On top of 
that there would be two kids inside the qajaq, the 
front half, and the other two kids wouid be in the 
back end of the qajaq. There would also be people 
on top of the qajaq and towing the other people. 

Shawn: Have you ever heard any stories of qajaqs being 
used to hunt birds? 

Ada: They would ... whatever means the qajaq had for 
uses ... they would use it for bu&, geese and 
caribou, whatever was the uses for that qajaq on that 
day they wouid use it because that was their only 
survivai that they used in regards to .., when they 
were on water. 

Shawn: M e n  they hunted birds would they use bolas 
(Inuktitut m e :  qilamituat) or would they just herd 
them to shore, kind of push them to shore so 
sontebody on shore cuuld get them? 



Ada: 

Shawn: 

Sam: 

Ada: 

Shawn: 

Sam: 

Shawn: 

Sam: 

Shawn: 

Sam: 

Shawn: 

They would use the bolas ... 

Wmt is it called in Inukfitut? 

... even on qajaqs they use to use qilamituat to catch 
the geese. Once you ... once it wraps itself around 
the geese the geese would just fall to the water. 

Do you remember any uperiences or stories about 
riruals or ceremonies peflonned before, duMg or 
Mer a qajq h? 

Ritual and what? 

Or cerernony. Or is there anything you should do or 
shouidn 't do bejbre a qujaq hunt? 

Ya, I kiow its a tough question. 

She was using one for ... which was not a ritual or 
ceremony but she [stated] "When it was really 
windy out they would &y to cover the cockpit with a 
... using theû bodies so that the water wouldn't get 
in." But 1 wili try to ask that question again. 

That is really interesting though. 

Sam asks Ada the question again. 

Ada: There are no rituals that 1 can think of but a 
ceremony was usually held after a successhil hunt. 
M e n  all the meat was cut up they would have a 
feas t . 

Shawn: Were lnukshuit ever used to herd caribou into the 
ponds and lokos? 

Ada: Yes, they would have a system where they would 
build inukshuit and they would make sure that the 
caribou were foiiowing the route of the inukshuk 
and herded to ... therc would be a person on the 



opposite inukshuk where the caribou would be in 
the middle, and the person on the opposite side 
would herd the caribou to the pond or the lake. 

Shawn: In your area was it just ponds and lakes that qajaqs 
were used in or were there caribou crossings Iike 
Piqqiq ? 

Ada: There's a place not to far fiom Baker where they use 
to use caribou crossing arca Its not to far fiom 
Baker Lake and you could reach it by boat and you 
could find a caribou crossing area ... caribou 
crossing river. You could reach it by boat. 

Shawn: Did your fafher hunt there? 

Ada: Yes. 

Shawn: There are just a couple of more questions. Z'm just 
going tu flip the tape over. 

*** SIDE TWO: Continuation of Interview. Reset tape- 
recorder counter to 000. 

Shawn: When did people stop using qajuqs? 

Ada: When 1 was bom in 1934, as far as 1 can remember, 
they didn't use the qajaq but in other areas they 
were probably stiU using the qajaq but when 1 was 
growing up 1 do not recall any qajaq that were king 
used. 

Shawn: Was t h t  because they were using Hudson's Bay 
Company boats that they would bring up? 

Ada: I have never really seen those traditional qajaqs but 
1 was brought up in the Hudson's Bay Post or the 
white people came in to ... 1 started using ... I 
remember using the [manufactured] boat. 

Shawn: When did you move to Baker Lake? 

A&: 1 don? rcally recollect. Ofttn wc had no 1900 and 
stuff ... numbers so ... as close as 1 can corne 1 had 
my two older sons Mark and Noah on the land. 



David, who was bom in 1968, was boni in Baker 
[Lake]. 1 don't really kaow when 1 moved into 
Baker. 

Shawn: Are qajaqs still important to you? 

Ada: It is very important. Our ancestors use to use it so it 
is very important for me .... The qajaq is important 
to me. 

Shawn: Do you stiZl think if is important to teach this to 
younger generations? 

Ada: Yes. It's right on to teach the younger generation 
because in the future there could suddedy be some 
important uses for the qajaq. It is important for the 
younger generation to leam it. 

Shawn: 2 don? have any other question. Is there anything 
efse t h t  you would like to say. Anything îhat maybe 
I woufdn 't have asked about qajaqs, or anything? 

Ada: Thats it (laugh). 

Shawn: Thts  it (laugh). 

Sam States that Ada would like to know what she might add. 

Shawn: Are there any stories ... do you remember ony 
stories fiom your parents about qajaqs ... or any 
experiences of them using a qajaq to hunt? 

Ada: They use to ... when they were going to store them 
for the winter they use to make sure that the qajaq 
was put down on the ground ... anchored down to 
the ground for the storage of the winter. Because the 
foliowing year the qajaq would k used again. 

Shawn: Do you know how long the [caribou] skins wuuià 
lasr? 

Ada: The h e  would be used for a very long timt and 
the usage of the skui would depend on how often 
they used the qajaqs. Some would 1 s t  ... some of 
the skins wouid 1 s t  for two years and others d d  



last longer and others would last shorter. It would 
all depend on how often they used the qajaq. 

Shawn: niats it. Could I rnkc a couple of pictures? 

Ada: Yes (laugh). 

After Ada's interview 1 took some photographs. 



Appendix G: 

(Luke Tunguaq, July 2 1998) 



Tape #: Eight (8) 
Project Title: Qajaqss of Baker Lake 
Name of Interviewee: Luke Tunguaq 
Name of Interviewer Shawn Chatlebois 
Date of Interview: July 2 1998. 
Place: Baker Lake, Nunavut. Inuit Broadcasting Corporation office 
Lnterpreter: Sam Itkilik 

Shawn: What is your name in Englr'sh and Inuktitut? 

Luke: My Engiish name is Luke and my Inuktitut name is 
*"w=aq* 

Shawn: What were your parent's names? 

Luke: M y  mom was (5) and my dad was Timothy Kiyugut. 

Shawn: Do you have any brothers or  sisters? 

Luke: My older sister is Qasaliuaq. The second oldest was 
Julie Samngosaa. The third one is Irene Amaaq. 
There was dso  Mona Argnasungaaq. Mona passeci 
away. My older brother was Killulark who also 
passed away. I had a younger brother named 
KingiligalaaqThere are a lot of them and I don't 
remember some of them because some of them were 
born way before 1 was born. 

Shawn: Do you have any chikiren? 

d e :  (Laugh) Timothy Kiyugut is my oldest son. My 
third child was Martha Atangat'naaq who is passed 
away. Another one by the name of Annie Kingilik 
who is also passed away. We also had a fourth child 
who was born dead. There is another one named 
Ava (?). Our adopted child is Casimear Kïngilik. 
Then there is Joseph Hilu who works at the local 
Northem Store and the guy who works at 1.B.C 
(huit Broadcasting Corporation) Mark Pukighk. 
My daughter Elizabeth Panigonia'naq. 

Shawn: How old are you? 



Shawn: 

Luke: 

Shawn: 

Luke : 

Shawn: 

M e :  

Shawn: 

Luke: 

Shawn: 

Luke: 

Shawn: 

Luke: 

Shawn: 

Luke: 

Shawn: 

1 don't remember coming out of my mother's womb 
but at the R.C. (Roman Catboiic) Mission it States 
that 1 was bom in 1927. 

Where do you corne fiam? 

In a place caiied Havaqtuq. 

What is the nume of the people there? 

They are called Harvaqtuumiut- 

I knew rhat but I still needed tu ask the question 
(hugh). 

Have you ever seen people using qajaqs? 

1 have seen my dad using qajaqs. 

m e n  was your dad using them. 

1 don't remember the year 1 saw my dad using the 
ciajw- 

Was it more then once [that you s m  your dad using 
the qajq]? 

Yes. 1 have seen my dad on two occasions use the 
qajaq when it was d y  wiady and he use to ... 
what do you cal1 those ... the ones that go on the 
waist today ... on qajaqs ... 

Spray skiris? 

... those ones ... I've seen him on big waves and it 
really scared me (iaugh). My dad use to be taiier 
then me and when my dad was paddling the water 
would go up to here and the qajaq ended up at the 
bottom of the ... under the water. 

See, to me thatsjim (laugh). 



Shawn: 

M e :  

Shawn: 

M e :  

Shawn: 

M e :  

Shawn: 

M e :  

Shawn: 

In those âays he was ushg it [the qajaq] for survival 
and it was not for fun- Those days where he was 
paddling was realiy far away. When he had to 
paddle it [the paddle] use to get stuck to the water 
and that was when the qajaq was under the water. 
That qajaq was made by David Tiktaalaaq's father 
whose name was Siksigaq. My dad and Siksigaq 
were cousins so they were trading ... not trading but 
using ... you know how cousins these days trade 
some things and use them when they need it ... thats 
how it was* 

With their qajqs? 

Yes. Wben 1 was ... when the qajaq was going to ... 
when they [my dad and Siksigaq] still had that qajaq 
me and nukalauga [my younger brother that passed 
away], my younger brother, use to sneak out from 
the tents and full around with the qajaq (laugh). As 
soon as my dad went to sleep me and my younger 
brother use to sneak the qajaq down to the lake 
Oaugh). 

Kind of what yomg people do today wirh cars 
(laugh). 

Exactly Oaugh). Its [the qajaq] is very easy to 
maneuver because its not a boat so its very easy to 
maneuver, 

When you saw your dad using qajaqs how was he 
using th- Whot was he &g them for? 

Huntiag caribou and hunting fish as well. 

How did you learn about qajqs? 

By watching. 1 have never seen aaybody make a 
qajaq and sew a qajaq together. The time that my 
dad had the qajaq it was M y  completed by 
Siksigaq. 

Could you sti11 explain to us, through uperience or 
stories, how a qajq was constructed? 



Me: I have heatd of using the trees that were dead ... they 
were used to make a qajaq. At one end there would 
be an angle where, maybe about a 45 degree angle 
. . . . the end piece of the qajaq would very in length 
depending on the size of the qajaq. If the qajaq was 
shor? the end of the qajaq would be short. If it was a 
long qajaq the end of the qajaq would be longer. For 
example, an eighteen fmt qajaq might have a three 
foot long 45 [degree] angie piece at the end. Thats 
what my dad use to teil me. My dad use to keep me 
away h m  the qajaq so that L wouldn't drowned 
because 1 was just a child. 

Shawn: Do you know why those things are on the end? 

M e :  Yes. It was iike a fashion statement. They tried to 
make it [the qajaql look wondefi. R's like how 
you wouid customize your vehicie to make it look 
better. The other use for that was to use it as a 
handie. One example, if you were going to go ont0 
the qajaq I would hold onto the end of the qajaq to 
hold it upright. It was also used to identify how 
useful, or how much of an Elder who owned the 
sajas. 

Shawn: vit [the W l e ]  was longer wortld the person be 
older or more experienced then someone who hod a 
shorter one? 

M e :  1 don't really know. For example, Siksigaq's qajaq 
was more narrow then my dad's qajaq ... my dad 
had a wider qajaq ... Siksigaq's qajaq had a real 
thick end, that long piece, that I was taiking about 
eariier, and it was short. So, I really don't h o w  
how. One of the differences between the Elders and 
the youth was also the arc of the qajaq. Where an 
Elders qajaq would have Less of an arc because he 
was an Elder and he ... they tire much faster then a 
young person would ... [a younger person would 
have] more of a 'V' shape to the qajaq because his 
back is strong and healthy. 1 want to mention that 1 
am only speaking fiom what 1 have heard fiom the 
past. 



Sbawn: 

Luke: 

Shawn: 

M e :  

Shawn: 

Luke: 

Shawn: 

Luke: 

Shawn: 

Luke: 

Do you h w  where they would get the wood to 
muke qajqs? 

Beverly Lake. In the winter tirne they would go pick 
up some trees from Beverly Lake area and if there 
were enough materiais for the qajaq they wouid 
make it nice and long and if they were lacking 
materials they would make the design of the qajaq 
s horter. 

How nutny [caribou] skins were used to cover the 
qajaq ... I suppose that would depend on how much 
w o d  there wac, but generally? 

They wouici use caribou skins ... depending how 
long the qajaq was ... the larger ones use to have 
seven [caribou] buil skins put on it. If the person 
was lighter and smder they would obviously have a 
shorter qajaq ... on the shorter qajaq there would be 
five caribou skins. 

Wm t h e m e  held together &y caribou sinew ? 

Each end of the ... the very end of the qajaq where 
that vety "V" sbape were nailed by using caribou 
antler. 

Were the mils  about an inch long? 

It would depend on the size of the qajaq. The length 
would very when they had to hammer the ends .-. 
the edges of the qajaq together and even some of the 
aatlers were eady cracked and broken. 

Could you explain how caribou were hunted by  
44i& 

If the current was going left to rïght the qajaq would 
be on the left hand side. When they [qajaq hunters] 
were going to go across now there wouid be a qajaq 
on the lower end of the cumnt ... and this [style of 
bunting] would aiso depend on the number of 
qajaqs. For example, tbne people using qajaqs 
would start spreading out in the tbrce directions ,.. 
the three 



main directions of tbe eumnt. The neeson was they 
always began huating h m  the lower end of the 
current because if they began following the caribou 
at the same direction as the current they wouidn't be 
able to catch up with the caribou .., because the 
caribou wouid go with the current and the qajaq 
would also try to catch up ... using the current as an 
aiiy. When the c h u  was swimming agaiast the 
current the people using the qajaq wouid have an 
easier time catching up to the caribou because the 
caribou would get tired easiiy. 

Shawn: When the qaj'aqs caught up tu the caribou 
swimmïng wouià if go behinà it or to the side of it to 
spear i f  or horpoon if? 

Luke: What they use to do ... when the ca r ibu  was 
swimming across the current ... when there was a 
nurnber of caribou on the water they would gather ... 
herd them into one big area and they wouid 
approach the caribou and by using the ... once they 
approached the caribou they would use their paddle 
as their guide and grab the antier of the caribou and 
start harpooning the caribou .,, that were put 
together in one spot. 

Sam: Ohhh. That is a very effective method that he is 
explaining and 1 hope that 1 explain it right. 

Luke: Once his paddle was now on the caribou's body 
they hold onto the antler of the caribou and use the 
caribou's body as support to keep the qajaq 
upright and use the harpoon to get the rest of the 
caribou. 

Shawn: So, would the caribou that would be under their 
a m  would thut be dead or would if be alive? 

Sam: 1 made a little mistake in my interpretation a Iittle 
earlier. 

Luke: They wouidn't hold onto the caribou antler but the 
... once they [qajaq hunter] are b i d e  the caribou 
ihey wouid lay the paddk on the back of the qajaq 
to hold it up ... 



Shawn: ... on the k k  of the caribou? 

Luke: .-. yes ... and since the caribou won' t run away fiom 
the other caribou its ody  going to try to stay close 
to the other caribou and they use that as a guide and 
harpoon the rest of the caribou. 

Shawn: 1 have never heard that before. 

Luke: (Laugh) 1 have never seea it but my dad and my 
grandpa use to teil me how they use to do i t  1 have 
never seen it but today we use paper as a guide for 
research and stu£f ... I forget once and a while but it 
always cornes back to me. 1 start to remember more 
like that- 1 was told to study the water and never to 
be scared of the water. 

Sam states that Luke used an example of using things over and 
over for memorizing. Sam states that he specifically used the term 
"memorizing" because that was the only one he couid corne up 
with. Sam also states that Luke mentioned earlier that David 
Tiktaalaaq knows a lot about it [qajaq construction and use] as 
well. Sam told Luke that we interviewed David yesterday. 

Luke: Tbere are more Elder people in t o n  Like 
Aasivaagyuk, Kallu'tuaq and Quinnangnak that 
know a lot about it as well but unless you approach 
them they won? Say anything. 

Shawn: But I am m i n g  out of time (laugh). I leave 
Saturàay. 

Luke: (Laugh) Don't even bother leaving just keep asking. 
1 was suppose to pack up tonight ... while 1 have 
time 1 want my adopted child to leam about hunting 
caribou and this is the wet [clothes] from hst night. 
So, forget your trip and stay here (laugh). - 

Shawn: (Laugh) I would like too. I would like to collect 
more Vifonnation bu? I have to pay rent. 

Luke: Forget your rent and live of the land Iike you use to 
live of the land. 

Shawn: Would you teuch me though (laugh)? 



Luke: 

Shawn: 

Shawn: 

Luke: 

Shawn: 

M e :  

Shawn: 

Luke: 

Shawn: 

Luke: 

Shawn: 

1 don't imow if I can teach you (laugh). Right now 
there is an abundance of caribou, ptarmigan so 1 
codd teach you really good. 

Z guess back to the questions. When the caribou was 
killed how was it brought buck to shore? 

They would use caribou sinew .-. they would braid 
the sinew together and ... 

... mrd the tendons on the buck of the caribou leg? 

.., yes they would also use that ... and tie it up to the 
qajaq ... as long as it hooks on to the Qajaq it was 
brought to the beach. 

So, woukü they wrap the si- or the cord a r o d  
it 's antlers? 

Any effective method was useful. For example, the 
chin ana ... they would tie either the antler or the 
chin area and hook it to the qajaq. They were realiy 
weli taught ... the people that is the Inuit ... my 
aacestors ... how to tie braided stuff. Those guys 
were d y  the expects. So, 1 figure that they were 
reaily effective in bringing them to the land. 

When the caribou was brought to shore what was 
done with i f? 

There would be tons of uses for the caribou. So, 
once it got to the land everything was gutted and 
nothing would be wasted, including the tendons 
beneath the skin. Everything was king prepared for 
the various uses for the coming year. 

WouU you like some more coffee before we 
continue or would you like to take a break? 

At this time we took a break. 

*** SIDE TWO: Continuation of Interview. Reset tapetrecorder 
counter to 000. 
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How did people leam how to use qujaqs- Did they 
pracîice when they were kids? 

Back then Inuit use to really study the Iand, the 
mass of the water, because it was so huge. It was 
important for them to study the water, lake, river, 
whatever it was, and they would study it as much as 
possible. The kids were toid to study the water as 
much as possible. It would mean studying the rough 
waters and the rivers, whatever it may take, what 
ever the water might look like. They were told too 
study i t  Even when they were adults they had to 
keep Ieamhg afI about the water. 

What about qajaqs sri11 ... about paddling and how 
to b t ?  

At an early age they were taught how too balance on 
the qajaq and they would use the paddle as a level. 
At an early age, when they were kids, they were 
taught how too balance on the qajaq. Today we have 
reguiar classes in reguiar schools, that is exactly 
how they use to learn how too l em a i i  about the 
environment and stuff like that. 

C u u i  you ntaybe slide Ut a little because I think 
that the coffee might clog ... just so you cm be 
heard ïknh. 

Could yow father swim Do you know ifyour dad 
could s w h ?  

My dad was such an expert swimmer. For example, 
where we are located right now to the airport he use 
to be able to swim on a nice day. He would just 
leisurely swim and completely take his thne and 
swim that distance, which is about ... 

... two miles ... mile and a half? 

Yes, appmximaîely that long. 

Wow. Su, what would happen ifa qajaq tipped 
over? 
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They would use ,.. once the qajaq tipped over the 
boater, the man who was using the qajaq, would 
reaily hold ont0 the paddle and use it for a guide 
and get back up and put the qajaq upside ... upside 
again ... or float with the ... even if the qajaq was 
upside down the paddle would be ... the man would 
hold onto the paddle and use the qajaq for a float. 

Ifhe was upside down would he be able t o m  back 
up? 

If the qajaq was upside ... ifhe was in rhe qajaq ad' 
he flips over wouid he be able toJlip back up? 

(Laugh) I misinterpreted that one earlier. 

You know the bow of the cockpit ... once the boat 
was tipped over, or the Qajaq was tipped over, the 
Elder would ... the man wouid lean forward and 
keep bis ruucnd floating and twist his back so that 
the Qajaq wouid be easy to maneuver to îhe upright 
position. 

So, worud he flip the Qajq over himself without the 
help of anyone else? 

They would be able to get up on their own. When 
they were practicing there would be some people on 
the si& using qajaqs and once the boat was tipped 
over if the person that was on the qajaq, which was 
£iipped over, was unable to get up for a long time 
the people on the ... the onlookers would haally 
assist him in putting the qajaq upright again. 

How would they stop waterfrom going [ h o ]  the 
qajW 

I have never seen people do that [but] today we 
have floats, floaters now. when the qajaq tipped 
over it use to float Before there was any ... to much 
water going into the qajaq through the cockpit they 
wouid try to put the qajaq into the upright position 
as fast as possible. 
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Ok Were qajaqs mer used forfishikg? 

Yes. They definitely used the qajaqs for fishing. 

How would they use the qajaqs forfrrhing? 

They would use a hook on one end of a braided 
sinew and they would be biting the sinew. While he 
was paddling if they felt the sinew king  pulied by a 
fish they grabbed the sinew and pulled the fish. 

Were qajaqs ever used for hunting geese or hunting 
birds, sony? 

1 ever never personaliy seen people hunting geese 
but in the past they probably did because everything 
was based on sumival. Those guys back then use to 
thuiL of ever possible way to survive and one of 
tbem might have been to use that technique ... but 
nght now people like us are just sitting around and 
relaxing (laugh). 

Do you rernember any qajaq games or any games 
t h t  were played in qajaqs? 

Again, I have never personally seen any people 
playing games on qajaqs but my dad and 
grandfather use to teli me of games that they use to 
talk about and they would involve a lot of different 
games and depending on the water, how the current 
was, they wouid play games. 

Do you remember any games or anything your dad 
said about games? 

Yes. In one game people would try to paddle as fast 
as possible. The person would not be in thecockpit 
but on top of the qajaq and tcy to go as fast as 
possible. The paddle ... you know how we paddle ... 
the thichicss of the paddle is more of ninety degrees 
[to the water] ... when they were on the qajaq they 
would make the paddles flat ... horizontal with the 
water. That particuiar game they wouid be in the 
cockpit ... they wouid go as fast as possible and 
whiIe going as fast as possible ... when you put 
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them [paddle] horizontal to the water it would keep 
it from ... if they tipped to one side it can help 
support you to keep up. 
They use to play [another] game where the man 
would Lean on the ... what do you cal1 that .... you 
know the front of the ... you know the cockpit in the 
front part ... 

Y a  The Pont part of the cockpit. The place that 
cornes up? 

... yes they would Lean there and reach back and 
once they were able to master that technique it was 
an identification that they were ready to hunt. 

So, he would lie on the front of the cockpit . .. on the 
bow of the cockpit und reach back over the cockpit? 

No. It would be to your liking ... when you lean 
forward and go like this .... when they caught a 
caribou there would be a ... he was using the strings 
and they rneaswe ... one was a triangle which 
measured ... how long is this? 

... about a foot. 

... about a foot long and there would be another 
area, which is more of a triangle shape, and it would 
be about five inches for on each side and they would 
be suppoaed for the paddle. Once they stopped 
some would lay it there and that would keep the 
support base for the paddle. 
This systern FeaIly worked for our ancestors and it 
was a technique where you could just puil it out. 
Where you wodd be able to pull out the paddle and 
get ready and get into the same position to paddle 
again. 

It must be noted that 1 do not understand what is king said in the 
above three paragraphs . 

Shawn: Do you remmber any n'tuals or ceremonies 
pe@omed &$ore, during or ufter a qajaq hunt? 



Luke: 1 don't remember any rituals because we were 
mostly alone. My family was mostly aione and there 
was no rïtuals or ceremonies before, during or after 
the hunt- 

Shawn: Were Inushuit mer wed to herd caribou into the 
water so qajaq hunters could kill them? 

Luke: hukshuit were not meant for f w b g  amund and 
back then it was redy important for the location of 
the inukshuk. [For example], if the tent was here 
and the river was flowing this way, downstream, the 
tent wodd be Iocated in sucfi a place where the 
inukshuit were guiding the caribou to a particular 
area of the river. It woufd be such a system where 
the inukshuit would be guiding the caribou to a 
particular crosshg area. 

S h a w :  I have heard stories .... that if anything ut the 
caribou crossing area was changed it would scare 
the caribou away. [Is that true?] 

Luke: Yes, it is very true of what you just said. The 
caribou, in light of how some people think of hem, 
once they recognize a particular thing that is 
dinerent ... if the landscape was different, they 
wouid never dare swim across. 

S h a w :  What wo& happen then ifyou put an inukshuk 
near a cross site wouldnt that scare them away? 

M e :  (Luice was painting) if this area had something on it 
would be calleci ilirnahaut which is "Caution." To 
caution for something. The inukshuit would .... if 
the inukshuit were here the caribou would want to 
cross that way instead [ m e r  down river]. If there 
were footprints here they m t e r s ]  would do their 
very best to hide the fmtprint. If there was any little 
thing different, in that particdar area where they 
would usually cross, the caribou would never use 
that same route. They [the hunters] would hide. The 
location of the tent, that was on the other side [of 
the river opposite the side the caribou would be 
crosshg hm], somttirnes it would not even be 
hidden h m  the caribou but the human btiags 
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would try their very best to keep hidden. They 
didn't have to speak any words for 
[communication]. 

So, inukshuit were used to herd caribou through 
rivers? 

Yes, dennitely. if the caribou thought the inukshuit 
were humans they would use a different route to go 
across the river. 

WouId the huntcr stay ut the other part of the river 
where tk caribou wuuid dende to go when they 
saw the inukshuit? 

Definitely. The Inuit would be on the other side of 
the river opposite the caribou and they use to d y  
hide h m  the caribou as much as possible and they 
didn't have to move the qajaq. 
The people ... if the caribou were over here and this 
was the river ... the people would be on the other 
side and they wodd take extreme care in locating 
exady where the caribou wouid be. Just by looking 
at the caribou ... when they noticed that the caribou 
was ... if they were able to catch the caribou without 
even ..., 

... for example, if the caribou was aying to cross the 
Inuit would ... only when they knew for sure that 
they were going to reach the caribou would they 
attempt to chase the caribou ... even if it meant ... if 
the caribou was trying to cross back to the opposite 
side of the river they would be able to catch the 
caribou that was trying to head back to the other 
side of the river. 

So, they ahvoys d e  sure rhat the caribou were far 
enough into the water thut vit tumed a r o d  to go 
back tu shore they wouid be able tu cut it off with 
the qajaq ond bting it back out into open water. 

It would be a near perfect system where the qajaq 
would be located at the low end of the current. It 



was a systern where it related too animal c a s  and 
people would never speak a word when they new 
that the herd was coming. 

At this point Luke folded his han& together and made a biid c d .  
To do this cali foilow these instructions: 1) The four fingers of 
each hand aie kept tightly together (not overlapping the h g e a  but 
rather keepîng them side by side). 2) Overlap the four fhgers of the 
right hand between an extended thumb and index fmger (as if you 
were making a finger gun) of the left hand. 3) Fold the fmgers of 
the right hand so that your fmger tips touch the back of the left 
hand. Your baby finger should roughly cover the lcnuckie of the left 
index figer. 4) Thc four bgers of your Ieft hand shodd now be 
pointing straight ahead of you. Fold these fingers so that the index 
finger roughly touches the knuckle of the baby kger  of you right 
hand. Fold the other three fingers of the leh hand so that they lay 
side by side going toward the wrist of the right hand. 5) Tighten 
your han& together. Making sure that the heals of both hands are 
pushed together. The tips of your thumbs should now corne 
together. 6) Fold the tips of your thumbs over the index figer of 
ri@ hand. Your thumb knuckles will be a ledge for your lips. 
Make sure that your fhgers are tightly pushed together. 7) You 
should now see a hole behueen your thumbs. Place your upper lip 
over the top of your thumb knuclcies. The lower lip should cover 
ody haif of the hole. 8) Blow. 9) To adjust the pitch make another 
hole opposite where you are blowing by moving the four fhgers of 
your left hand (which are still pressed tightly together) so that they 
are facing straight away fiom you, as in position M. You may have 
to adjust yours han& so that air does not escape anywhere else 
except through the hole at your lips or at the pitch hole. 

M e :  That sound sounds like one of the geese ... one of 
the birds so the caribou wouldn't even h o w  that a 
human being was anywheie near. The caribou 
would think that the sound was one of the bu& so 
they wouldn't even be concerned of any humans. 
The system was so near perfect that there was a very 
small chance that the caribou would be able to tuni 
back. 
Today we are living with paper material to 
remember something's and we are taught in the 
classrooms on how to use paper ... just Like back 
then too the Inuit use to be taught all the various 
forms in teaching techniques ... systems and stuff. 
Baclr then they were taught on a daily bases and 
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they were also being tested as weli. That was testing 
for so that the future generation might survive. 

I only have a couple of more questions. I think t h t  
you wmt tu go pack tu go out on the land (Iaugh). 

Are qajaqs stifl important to you? 

Yes. It is very important to me. It would be more 
important to me if 1 knew the whole knowledge of 
ail aspects of qajaq, Onr forefathers snMved on 
qajaq and bow and arrow alone so it is vety 
important to me. 

Do you th id  that it br important to teach the 
younger generation about qajaqs? 

It is very important to me that the younger 
generation leam it because once you .... 1 would lïke 
to see hem get experience because when you don't 
have any experience on learning it ... it is extremely 
difficult to build one so it's very important for the 
younger generation to lem. 

I don 't have any other questions- Is there anything 
eise that you would like to add. 

(Laugh) 1 taliceci about the very basic part of putting 
the frame together of the qajaq. 1 would like to 
make it h o w n  that with sinew ... they would be 
braided ... as you may notice the only parts of the 
qajaq that are nailed together are the end pieces of 
the qajaq. That may number at least two or three 
nails for the two sides and the fiame was put 
together oniy by using the sinew. What do you caii 
the top fraw of the qajaq? 

The ones that go on the side? 

Yes. 
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The gunwaies are calied qaqsauq. m a t  do you 
d l ]  the very bottom piece in the middle? 

The ùeeL 

Those ones are the very fmt ones that they put 
together and they use that as a base for the frame of 
the qajaq. As you may notice that the gunwaies are 
used just with braided sinew. Also. if they were 
using nails the skin is going to ... as soon as the skin 
gets dned up it would be ... the nail would cause 
some major problems and it would detenorate the 
condition of ttie qajaq. 1 wodd like to state that the 
only places that are nailed together are the very ends 
of the qajaq, as weii as. the front of the cockpit. So, 
the cockpit area would us only one [nail] and on a 
very rare occasion there wouid be two [naiis] and 
the rest of the cockpit ana would be tied together 
using the caribou sinew. The one or two nails that 
were in the cockpit would be used only as ... to keep 
the frame h m  splitting ... 

... breaking apan ... pulling apatt ? 

Yes. Rilliag apart. Unless you have any questions 1 
bave nothing else to ... 

Actually, just one more question. When did people 
stop usïng qajaqs? And thats the kàst one. 

On a daily bases? 

Yes. 

As soon as this area of Canada started getting boats. 
The only reason that they stopped [ushg the qajaq] 
was because the parents were womed for the kids 
safety. For the kids safety they stopped using the 
qajaq and started using the boats. 

Thats it. Can I take a couple of pictures ? 

If you have a beer (iaugh). 



At this point 1 took some p i c m  of Luke Tunguaq. 



Definitions 

Baker Lake (Baker Lake)- Location: 64 degrees, 19 minutes North 
96 degrees, 02 minutes West 
- 1400km northof 

Winnipeg, M E  
- Approx. 160 km north of 

the tree lhe. 
- Approx. 190 km south of 

the Arctic Ckle. 

* The information pertaining to the Inuit groups listed below was 
gathered at the Baker Lake Inuit Heritage Center on June 23, 1998. 
This List is important to the d e r  because it clearly shows the nine 
distinct Inuit groups which now hve in the community of Baker 
Lake. It should also be noted that information pertaining to the 

. S .  group Alchumiut was shared with me by Sam Itkilik. 

Harvaqtuurmiut - The Harvaqtuurmiut derive their name nom 
"Havaqtuq," translated as "where rapids abound" 
which is a term meaning the lower Kazan River. 

- *  C Kihlirninniut - The Kihlirnimiiut lived between Garry Lake and 
what is now the community of Cambridge Bay. 

Hanningayuqmiut - The Hanningayuqmiut lived in the Garry Lake 
alea. 

nuilqmiut - The Ildqmiut lived between Back River and 
Kitikmeo t region. 

Ukkuhiksaliapmiut - The Ukhihiksalingmiut means "people of the 
pl- that has material for making pots" and 
they lived in the Back River area. - 

Akilininniut - The Akilininni * -  - 'ut are people h m  the Beverly Lake 
area. Akiliniq means "the hills on the no* side." 
These people are known as the people who pay 
back." 

Paalirmiut - The Paalirmiut, "people of the wUows," l i vd  noah of 
what is now the commuoity of M a t .  



Q',uniYp.irnniut - The Qaimgnirmiut, "dweliers of the flat land-" 

Hauniqturmiut - "DweiIers of where bones abound," extended from 
the Coast of Hudson's Bay to Aberdeen Lake. 

Barren Ground Caribou - Rangifer taruidus groenlandicus 

Inuit - Eskirnoan peoples infiabiting the eastem and centrai 
Canadian Arctic. 

Inukatut - The language spoken by the Inuit. 

Traditiond KnowIedge - Information deahg with an event, object, 
history or experience which is passed 
from person to person through oral 
accounts, hands-on examples and 
participant observation. Traditional 
knowledge is incorporateci within an 
Aboriginal world view(s), and usuaiiy 
conrained within an oral 
methodological framework (Charlebois 
and Shore, 1998). 

Qajaq - huit spelhg of "Qajaq" 

Warble Fiy- Fiy which lays larvae beneath the skia of a caribou 
r e n d e ~ g  it useIess for human use. 



Here is a list of questions which have arisen as a resuit of this 
research project- 

Does Arima see or present Kanayuq and Tunguaq's 1960s 
Harvaqtuurmiut qajaq as something which exhibits al1 the 
attributes of Harvaqtuurmiut qajaq identity or does he recognize 
their qajaq as the product of two individuds' interpretations of 
what a caribou skin qajaq should look like? 

When detaihg and explainine how the caribou skin qajaq was 
made during his earlier Baker Lake study, does Arima examination 
place Limitations on the role an individual's choice plays? 

Do the oral histories coilected during this project only represent the 
Elders' immediate family and fiiendly contacts or do theü stories 
encompass ail of the accounts and experiences of ail Inuit groups? 

Cultural objects had taboos and spiritual practices associated with 
them, such as the snow shovel, why would an important object 
such as the qajaq be excluded? 

Is there another way in which these cultural objects could have 
been preserved and presented that does not mirror a southern 
museum style? 

If the qajaq was not that important why would the Elders and 
David Webster have another caribou skin qajaq built? 

Why would the huit Heritage Centre dedicate so much valuable 
space to them? 

How do they see the qajaq and how wiU they see or present the 
qajaq when ail of the Elders are gone? 
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Research Consent Form 

Shawn L. Charkbois 
M A  Candidaîe, Department of Native Studies 
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg Manitoba, R3T 2N2 
(204) 474-9266 

This interview recordings, whether they are audio, vide0 or 
photographic, and the resulting translations, andor transcriptions 

. andor images wiU be used for the foUowing purposes: 

The interviewer wili not use the interview recordings, whether 
they are audio, video, or photographic, and the r d t i n g  translations, 
andlor transcriptionsy andlor images for any other purposes without 
the permission of the interviewee. 

*Consent fom has beenadopted fiom: Hart, Elisa (1st ed). (1995). . . Oral Yellowknife, Northwest Territones: Prince of Wales Northem 
Hentage Centre- 



Research participants wiU be compemated for their involvement in this midy at 
the rate of $15.00 per hour. This amount has been determined through 
consultations with Mr. David Webster and Mr. Mark Tunguaq. 

This research project has been financial supported by: 

1) Northern Scientific Training Program - $ 990.00 
2 )  Research Funding fiom Dr. Fred Shore - $1000.00 
3) Personal and Famdy Contribution - $2320.00 

Previously recorded study - 
ductedby -,-* 

7 which wntains 
information that you h used within this master's research 
project. 

I f  the participant wishes to remain anonymous during this research project a 
system which replaces the participant's name with a number variable will be 
used. For example, Shawn Charlebois would be recorded as Participant # 1. It 
should be known that 1 alone wül have access to the List of legitimate names, 
and at no tirne will this information be shared with individuals fiom the 
mmmunity or unïversity. 

It is the policy of the Native Studies Department to include a community 
member during the defense of any master's thesis. At this the ,  any concerns 
about the material recorded during this fieldwork will be addressed- 
immediately a f k  the Qfense of the thesis, all appropriate measures will be 
taken by me to meet the demands and concenis of al1 people involved m e  
rewed, accepted copy wiii be translated into Inuktitut (fiinding permitting) and 
English and distributed to the Baker Lake Cultural Centre and the local Baker 
Lake school- 



This statement is here to inform you that this research project has ken 
thoroughly r d  and accqted by the F d t y  of Arts Ethics Review Committee 
at the University of Manitoba If at any time you are concernecl about the 
procedures within this pject you may place an inquiry or cornplaint with the 
Associate Dean of Research, the Fadty  of Arts (204) 474-732 1, or to rny 
research supavisor Dr. Fred Shore (204) 475-2070 for r e f d  to the Ethics 
Review Cornmittee- 

1 agree to the use of the Infornation 1 agree to use the information 
1 have provided according to the accordhg to the terms outiined 
conditions stated above. 

Signaturr of Interviewer w- 
Date hb\, a 3 / k  
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Shawn L. Charlebois 
M.A Candidate, Department of Native studies 
University of Manjtoba, Winnipeg Manitoba, R3T- 
(2041-474-9266 
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M-A candidate. Department of Native studies 
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Research Consent Form 

Shawn L. Charkbois 
M.A Candidate, Department of Native Studies 
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg Manitoba, R3T 2N2 
(204) 474-9266 

Name of Interviewer 

Project Title 

Place Date 

This interview recordings, whether they are audio, video or 
photographic, and the resulting translations, andor transcriptions 
andor images will be used for the following purposes: 

The interviewer will not use the interview recordings, whether 
they are audio, video, or photographic, and the resulting translations, 
and/or transcriptions, andor images for any other purposes without 
the permission of the interviewee. 

Initials of Intewiewee Initials of Interviewer 

*Consent form has &adopted h m :  Hart, Elisa. (1 st ed.). ( 1995). 
Oral T- . - - Yellowknife, Northwest Territones: Prince of Wales Northern 
Heritage Centre. 



Research participants will be compemated for their involvernent in this study at 
the rate of $15.00 per how. This amount has been determined through 
consultations with Mr. David Webster and Mr. Mark Tunguaq. 

This research project has been fmancial supported by: 

1 ) Northern Scientific Training Program - $ 990.00 
2) Research Funding fîom Dr. Fred Shore - $1000.00 
3) Personal and Family Contribution - $2320.00 

Previously recorded information fkom the study 
, conducted by 

-- 

, dated whicii contains 
information that you have provided will be used within this master's research 
proj ect. 

If the participant wishes to remain anonyrnous d u ~ g  this research project a 
system which replaces the participant's name with a number variable will be 
used For example, S h a w  Charlebois would be recorded as Participant # 1. It  
should be known that I alone wiIl have access to the list of legitimate names, 
and at no time will this information be shared with individuals fiom the 
community or University. 

It is the policy of the Native Studies Department to include a community 
member during the defense of any master's thesis. At this tirne, any concems 
about the material recorded during this fieldwork will be addressed. 
Immediately after the defeflse of the thesis, al1 appropriate measures will be 
taken by me to meet the demands and concems of dl people involved. The 
revised, accepted copy wili be translated into Inuktitut (hding pennining) and 
English and dismbuted to the Baker Lake Culturai Centre and the local Baker 
Lake school. 

Initials of Interviewee Initials of Interviewer 



This statement is here to S o m  you that this research project has been 
thoroughly read and accepted by the Facuity of- Ethics Review Committee 
at the University of Manitoba I f  at any time you are concerned about the 
procedures withi. thk project you may place an hquiry or cornplaint with the 
Associate Dean of Research, the Faculty of Arts (204) 474-732 1, or to my 
research supervisor Dr. Fred Shore (204) 475-2070 for =ferra1 to the Ethics 
Review Committee- 

1 agree to the use of the Information 1 agree to use the information 
I have provided according to the accordhg to the tenns outluied 
conditions stated above, above. 

Date 
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